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This dissertation examines AxiDinca C8rrpl wi thin the tenets 
of the emerging theory of Prosodic Morphology. Axininca 
reduplication can only be formalized lIS a process where the 
prosodic word is built on the verbal base and duplicated. 'lhus 
Axininca shows that the prosodic word is a legi tinate base of 
morphology, contrary to earlier views whiell allow mly the foot 
as the base. 

The properties of the output of reciuplicatian in Arlninca 
show that no affix is required in formalizing Axininca 
reduplication; this finding refutes previous models which 
standardly asSllne that an affix is required as a formal CUipalent 
of reduplicatian. carparing reduplication in other languages with 
that in Axininca reveals that copy is· the only necessary 
cm;x:ment of 'reduplication'; an affix and/or prosodic base are 
each possible but are not obligatory. 

In examining the cases of reduplication fomalized with and 
without a prosodic base, a new fomalization of copy as a base 
dependent process is set forth. When a prosodic base is selected, 
copy of the base cansists of copy of that prosodic ccnstituent 
and all sub-ordinate el ements; the result is that the redupl icant 
displays quantity transfer. When no prosodic base is selected the 
segments of the base alone copy and the reduplicant therefore 
does not display quantity transf~r. 

The rraiel reported here predicts four sub-t}'PES of 
reduplication in language: 1) -affix, -prosodic base, 2) -affix, 
+prosodic base, 3) +affix, -prosodic base, 4) +affix, +prosodic 
base. Each type of reduplication in 1-4 is predicted to display 
specific empirical properties converging on the base and the 
reduplicant, thus resul ting in a very testable theory. Whenever a 
prosodic base is selected the base of reduplication IiIlSt meet 
prosodic requirements and at the same time the reduplicant will 
display base transfer; when no affix is also selected (as in 2) 
the reciuplicant will surface as an identical copy of the prosody 
and segments of the base. When an affix is· selected the 
reduplicant trIlSt conform to the prosodic specifications of the 
affix. When neither an affix nor base is selected all the 
segments of the morphological base copy. 
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CBAP'fER 1 

1.1 Axininca in Prosodic Morphology and reduplicatian 

CUrrent linguistic theory views the representations of 

phonology as a ccnstraineci set of hierarchically arranged 

constituents. With the proposal that the syllable is inposed en 

segments, the metrical foot, prosodic wOrd; and several phrasal 

constituents are set forth as I!JUCCeSsively higher order 'prosodic 

cansti tuents' of phonology. 1 '1'0 aceotmt for the phonological 

patterning of morphological operations, the theory of Prosodic 

Morphology (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990) extends the use of 

prosodic constituents fran phenology to morphology. Prosodic 

Morphology proposes that terplates, formalized as a small set of 

prosodic constituents, are nanipulated by morphological 

operations . 

'1'esrplates in Prosodic Morphology can serve in two formal 

capacities: a tesrplate can functian i) as an affix or ii) as a 

base of morphology. An affix is, in general, a formative with 

sane semantic denotatian(s) characterized with sane invariant 

1 Por motivatian for the syllable and various proposals 
about the internal organizaticn of the syllable see Pike and Pike 
1947, Podge 1969, Hooper 1974, Kahn 1976, Halle and Vezvnaud 
1978, Selkirk 1978, cairns and Peinstein 1982, Clements and 
Keyser 1983, Harris 1983, steriade 1982 and Levin 1983, 1985a. Ql 
the metrical foot see Hayes 1981, 1985, 1987 and Hamad 1984, 
1986, and en the prosodic word and phrasal constituents see 
Liberman and Prince 1977, Selkirk 1978, 1980, and Nesper and 
Vogel 1986. 
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phonological property(ies). An affix is added to a base to 

produce a derived stem or word. Por exanple the affix /-z/ added 

to the riqht edge of toy, boy, !lid resul ts in ~, !!ev!., mIA, 

signifying the productive plural of English nouns. A tenplatic 

affix (equivalent in Prosodic Morphology to a prosodic affix) 

therefore is a fomative whose invariant phcmological properties 

are characterized in tema of prosodic, rather than featunl or 

segmental, canstants.2 

A tenplate can also serve as the base of IIDrpholagy. A base 

is, in general, the cansti tuent which is targeted to undergo a 

IIDrphological operation. In the eDl'l'ples of the English plural 

given above, the morphological category nQY!l is the base of 

plural affixation. A terrplatic base (equivalent in Prosodic 

Morphology to a prosodic base) of morphology is a base defined in 

terms of prosodic, rather than purely morphological, 

cansti tuency . 

This dissertation details the prosodic Characterization of 

reduplication and other morphology in Arlninca CIInp,3 and shews 

the contribution of these data to the theories of Prosodic 

Morphology and reduplication. "Reduplication' is a kind of 

IIDrpholagy in which the phenological form of the IIDrphological 

2 See McCarthy 1979, 1981 and Archangeli 1983 on templatic 
affixes and McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990, on prosodically 
characterized templatic affixes. 

3 Axininca Carrpa is an Arawakan language spoken in Peru. See 
chapter 2 for a more complete etymology of Axininca and for the 
sources of data examined here. 
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operatian is produced by duplicating elements of the bue. A 

Sllll'ple of Axininca reduplicatian data is given in (1). As shewn 

by (la,b), two or three syllables reduplicate, and in (1c-d) the 

1st singular narker /no-/ reduplicates alang with the verb; when 

no prefix is available in the morphological string (eg. when the 

subject is narked by a suffix) as in (le-;) , sane verba are 

augmented with a '[ta]' sequence, as in (lg). 

(1) Axininca reduplication 
i. ii. 
verb reduDlicated form 

a. kana [no-kana=kana-] paddle(lsg) 
b. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-] bathe (lsg) 
c. naa [no4n&a=no-naa-] chew (lag) 
d. na [no-na=no-na-] carry (lsg) 
e. kana [kana=kana-] paddle 
f. naa [naa=naa-] chew 
g. na [nata=nata-] carry 

In (lb) three syllables reduplicate, thus ruling out an 

analysis ofAxininca which posits reduplication of a disyllabic 

constituent (Le. foot reduplicatian); and in (lc,d) both the 

prefix and verb reduplicate, thus ruling out an analysis of total 

morphological reduplication. To account for the invariant 

properties ofAxininca reduplicatian while also explaining the 

variability seen in (1), Axininca reduplication is characterized 

with reference to a 'prosodic word' tenplate. '!'he appearance of 

the prosodic word in Axininca derncmstrates that in addition to 

the previously recognised syllable and foot, the p~odic word is 

a constituent which 1I'USt be recognised as a tenplate in Prosodic 

Morphology; the prosodic word is not equivalent to the 'mininal 
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word' of McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990. 

Pornally, the prosodic word tt!!ll'plate characterizing Arlninca 

reduplication ftIlSt be a prosodic base of reduplicaticn because 

the base itself is constrained by prosodic criteria. This finding 

proves false the claim of McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990 that 

only the 'mininal word' is a possible prosodic characterization 

of the base in Prosodic Morpholo;y. Thus the two ccntributicns of 

Axininca to the theory of Prosodic Morphology are that (i) the 

prosodic word is a terrplate nanipulated by morphology; and (ii) 

the prosodic word template is available as a base in 

morphological operations. 

Motivating the prosodic word base in Axininca reduplication 

leads to a theory of reduplication in which both the affix and 

the prosodic base are potential fornal ccnstructs, but not 

obligatory carponents in 'reduplication ' morphology . 

Characterizing the base of Axininca reduplication as a prosodic 

constituent is necessary to explain the data. But on~ the base 

is identified as a prosodic word, and this constituent is copied, 

the correct results obtain; positing an affix in the 

fomalizatian would be CCIIpletely superfluous. 'lhJs recognition 

of the prosodic base as a fornal ccnstruct of morphology leads to 

a theory of reduplication where an affix is not a necessary 

c~ent of reduplication. 4 '!'he Axininca data, however, do not 

4 Cclrpare Marantz 1982, Levin 1983, Braselow and McCarthy 
1984, McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990 for m:xlels assuning that 
reduplicatian is intrinsically affixatianal. 
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eltRdnate the affix as a fo~lism of reduplication altogether. 

On the contrary, ~naticm of other languages shows that sane 

cases of reduplication IIIJSt be fomalized with lin affix. Since 

sane reduplication cases require lin affix while others do not, an 

affix is a possible fornal cuaponent of 'reduplication' 

morphology. 

In demonstrating the prosodic base which characterizes 

Axininca reduplication, the notion that a morphological 

constituent can be the base of reciuplicaticm is not eliminated . 

. In sane cases of reduplication we see that a prosodic base nust 

not be specified. Thus like the affix, the prosodic base is a 

non-obligatory, but possible, fornal carpment of what are 

identified as 'reduplicaticm' phenanena. 

While the affix and prosodic base nay or nay not be used in 

reduplication, all cases of reduplication morphology require that 

the process of copy be uti I ized; in other words, the process of 

.£Q2Y specified in a morphological operation defines 

'reduplication' morphology. The theory of reduplication which 

emerges once the obligatory and optianal cmpanents of 

'reduplication' are recognized is a theory in which individual 

cases of reduplication can be characterized as '+/-affix' and/or 

'+/-prosodic base'. However, all cases of reduplication are 

necessarily '+.s9PI'. Four sub-tJPe!l of reduplication are 

pr!!dicied by the fornal conditicms proposed here, as shawn in 

(2). Colums 1-4 represent the tn-es of reduplication resulting 
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fran the possible settings of the two paraneters, affix and 

prosodic base. Each type is predicted to have specific enpirical 

properties resul ting fran the particular catbinatiClft of parareter 

settings defining that sub-type: 

(2) ReciuplicatiClft typology predicted by the model 

123 4 
copy ++++ 
affix - - + + 
prosodic base - + - + 

Previous theories of reduplicatiClft have been divided over 

what level (s) of representatian is/are allowed to copy in 

reduplicatian.1 This dissertatian prcposes a formalizatian of 

copy where the elements copied in reduplicatian are dependent CIft 

the base selected in the operatian: if .Ai prosodic base is 

specified (colums 2, 4) the prosodic structures and the segments 

cantained in the prosodic base copy. If a prosodic base is not 

selected (colums 1, 3) in the reduplicatian operatian, Clftly the 

segments of the base copy. '!'he theory of base-dependent copy 

nakes further predictians about the srpirical properties which 

distinguish the types of reduplicatian in (2). 

This dissertatian is organized as follows: the nmrinder of 

5 Par eDI1IIle Marantz 1982, Levin 1983, and McCarthy and 
Prince 1986 assune that the ~ts of the base of reduplicatian 
copy, and Marantz addi tianally allows sane supras~tal 
material to copy in certain cases. McCarthy and Prince 1987 
propose that lexical material, Le. segmental and prosodic 
material not derivable by rule, copies. steriade 1988 claims that 
all the prosody and segrN!!nts of the (II1)rphological) base copy. 
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chapter 1 outlines the principles of Prosodic Morphology which 

are inI>ortant in this dissertatim. dlapter 2 provides background 

phmology ofAxininca and motivates the prosodic word as a 

c:cnstituent of pbanology in bininca. dmpter 3 provides evidence 

frcrn reduplicatim in two dialects ofAxininca for the prosodic 

word as a tenplate in morphology. dlapter .. daIauItrates that 

reduplication in Axininca is fornalized as prosodic base copy 

with no affix specified. other cases are then eami.ned in which 

an affix is necessary and a prosodic base is iIrpossible. Chapter 

5 explores the predictions of the 1Nlde1, in particular the 

enpirical properties of the base and the reduplicant in each type 

of reduplication resul ting fran the model. 

1.2 Prosodic Morphology 

To gain an understanding of the fornal underpinnings of the 

theory of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990) 

this section overviews the tenets of the theory. The prosodic 

tenplates assuned by Prosodic Morphology and ~les of 

tarplates acting as an affix and as a prosodic base in morphology 

are first discussed. Next, two principles governing the 

phenological realizaticn of tenplates, ~late Satisfactim and 

Maximization, which will figure praninently in the discussim of 

Axininca reduplication, are eumined. 'l'bis section ccncludes with 

discussion of the "word' in Prosodic Morphology, a cmstituent 

which is focal to later chapters. 

--- -------
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1.2.1 'l'he terrplates of Prosodic Morphology 

Prosodic Morphology proposes that the tarplates of 

morphology are characterized by prosodic criteria; this proposal 

is encoded in the Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis in (3): 

(3) Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis (McCarthy and Prince 1990): 
Terrplates are defined in terms of the authentic units of 
prosody: mora (m), syllable (6), foot (F), prosodic word (W) 
and so ale 

The explicit set of constituents denalstrated to playa role 

in the fomalization of prosodically characterized morphology is 

as given in (4), four types of syllables and three types of feet: 

(4) Terrplates of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 
1990) 

a. syllable: 6 
~ 
~ 

b. foot: 
&.. 
nm 
&~ 
c{.~11 

syllable 
core syllable 
light syllable 
heavy syllable 
bimoraic foot 
disyllabic foot 
iBl'l'bic foot 

The syllable, '6', is characterized as any permissible 

syllable of the language utilizing this constituent. In Prosodic 

Morphology the mora characterizes syllable weighti' three types 

of syllables, designated for a specific weight, are assuned in 

Prosodic Morphology: (i) a core syllable, 'c5e ., CUiposed of one 

, See Prince 1976, 1983, and HJIiIUl 1985 for discussion of 
the mora as the constituent serving as the lDlit of syllable 
weight. 
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mora and at most one onset consonant;' (ii) a light syllable, 

fornalized with a single mora, '~'; and (iii) a heavy syllable, 

fornalized as a bimoraic syllable, 'l""I'. 

The feet attested in Prosodic Morphology are (i) the 

bimoraic foot, 'mn', realized as a monosyllabic or disyllabic 

constituent; (ii) the disyllabic foot, '66', with syllables 

carposed of any nunber of moras (as allowed by the specific 

language); and (Hi) the iarrb, realized in its snallest form as a 

bimoraic foot, 'mn', and in its larg-est expansion as a light-

heavy syllable sequence, '~&nm' (for discussion of these feet 

see McCarthy and Prince 1986:8). 

SUrmarizinq, Prosodic Morphology holds that terr'plates are 

formally characterized as prosodic constituents; specifically, 

the constituents in (4) are claimed to be the terr'plates 

manipulated by morphology. 

1.2.2 Functions of the template 

Prosodic Morphology argues that morphological operations 

manipulate terrplates in two ways: the tenplate can 'be an affix or 

a base. rus section illustrates these two formal uses of the 

tarplate. 

7 Throughout this work the term 'onset i is used in the 
descriptive sense; this work does not explore the question of 
whether the onset deserves recognition as a fornal sub-syllabic 
consti tuent. See Payne 1987, Everett 1988, and Davis 1985, 1988, 
1989a for arguments for, or reference to the onset as a formal 
constituent. See section 2.1.2 for evidence for a rhyme 
consti tuent in Axininca. 
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As an example of the tarplate as affix cmsider Agta 

reduplication, where the reduplicant (underlined) in (5) is 

always realized as a heavy syllable. 

(5) Agta Reduplication (Marantz 1982) 

base redupl icant and base 
a. bari bar=bari 
b. mag-saddu mag-sad=saddu 
c. na-wakay na-wak=wakkay 
d. takki !!k,=takki 

badY/M1 whole bady 
leak/ (leak in nany places) 
lost/rrany things I cst 
leg/legs 

To account for the real ization of the redupl icant in 

languages like Agta, Prosodic Morphology holds that an affix 

characterized by prosodic criteria is attached to the base; in 

Agta reduplication, the affix is a bimoraic syllable, as 

illustrated in (6). In (6b) a heavy syllable, '6mm', is prefixed 

to the base, in (6c) the segments of the base are copied,8 and 

associate fran I eft to right to the affix in (6d). When the two 

moras of the template are filled, material not contained in the 

affix is erased in (6e), resulting in the output form (the 

prosody of the base is suppressed for notational simplicity):' 

8 Different proposals about the nature of copy appearing in 
the literature are discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 

, Note that Agta reduplication cannot be formalized as copy 
of a prosodic base: the heavy syllable reduplicant need not 
correspond to any prosodic constituent of the base. So for 
exanple the reduplicant [bar] in (Sa) does not correspond to any 
syllable of the base, which is syllabified as [ba.ri] (the period 
indicates the syllable break). 

- - ---~~-~ -~ -~----~-----



(6) Agta reduplication 

a. base: bari 

b. prefix heavy syllable to base 

cS 
1\ 
mm 

+ bari 

c. copy segments of base 

6 
1\ 
mm 

bari + bari 

d. associate copied segments to affix (fram left to right) 
6 

m 
bari + bari 

e. erase tmassociated material in the copy 
6 

I~ 
rrl 
bar + bari -) [bar=bari] 
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Prosodic Morphology demonstrates that prosodic affixes are 

used both in 'root and pattern' morphology and 'reduplication' 

(Mc:Carthy and Prince 1990); thus the notion of an affixal 

tE!T'plate is not particular to a single morphological type, rather 

the prosodic affix formalism is potentially nanipulated by 

'morphology' at large. 

Besides showing that the affixes of reduplication and root 

and pattern morphologies are characterized as prosodic 
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constituents, Prosodic Morphology argues that the base of 

morphological operaticms can be prosodically fomalized 

(following Broselow and McCarthy 1984). 'rhe notian of the 

prosodic base is set forth under the principle of 'Prosodic 

Circunscriptian of Dcmains' given in (7): 

(7) Prosodic Circtm!Jcriptian (McCarthy and Prince 1990): 

The dCl'l8.in to which morphological operatians apply nay be 
circmacribed by prosodic criteria as . well as by the more 
familiar morphological anes. In particular, the mininal word 
wi thin a datain nay be selected as the locus of 
morphological transfornatian. 

Prosodic Circmacriptim holds that the base of a 

morphological operatim can be characterized as the 'mininal 

word'. McCarthy and Prince argue that the 'miniJral word' is 

formally characterized as ane of the feet in (4) (discussion of 

the mininal word is given below in sectim 1. 2.4). As an exarrple 

of the prosodic base consider the Ulwa possessive in (8). To 

aCCO\D'lt for the placement of the possessive narker I-kal as a 

suffix in (Sa,b,d, f) and as an infix in the renaining forms, the 

Ulwa possessive morphology is fornally characterized with 

reference to a prosodic base: I-kal affixes to the initial foot 

of the 1lOlUl, thus predicting the positi~ of this affix: lO 

10 Which foot precisely characterizes the base in Ulwa is 
debated: Latblrdi and McCarthy 1990 assme the base of Ul wa 
possessive is an iamb, while 1990 assunes this 
constituent is a bimoraic foot. 
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(8) Ul wa possessive (data fran Lanhardi and McCarthy 1990) 
~ 'DOSsessive 

a. al al-ka man 
h. bas bas-ka hair 
c. baskama bas-ka-kama carb 
d. sana sana-ka deer 
e. siwanak siwa-ka-nak root 
f. atrek anak-ka bee 
g. karasrnak karas-ka-nak knee 

Examples of the prosodically characterized base in 

morphology cane fran several different k;i.nds of morphology, that 

is 'root and pattern', 'reduplication', and 'concatenative' 

morphology.ll Like the notion of the prosodic affix then, the 

prosodic base is a construct potentially manipulated by 

morphological processes in general rather than being a fornalism 

of anyone kind of morpho I 091' . 

Surmarizinq, Prosodic Morphology argues that syllables and 

feet serve as affixes of morphology. The 'minimal word', 

fornalized as a foot (see section 1.2.4), is claimed to be the 

only possible prosodic base of morphology. 

1.2.3 The realization of templates 

The phonological real ization of prosodic terplates can be 

shewn to have two properties. On the one hand cansti tuent!.' have a 

certain minimal realization, while an the other, constituents can 

11 McCarthy and Prince 1986 shew that 'concatenative' 
morphology can be characterized with reference to the prosodic 
base. Broselaw and McCarthy 1984 and McCarthy and Prince 1986 
shaw the prosodic base in redupl icatian, and McCarthy and Prince 
1990 and Lanhardi and McCarthy 1990 dem:mstrate the prosodic base 
in root and pattern morphology. 
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be bigger than the minimal realization. This section discusses 

the principle of Tenplate Satisfaction, which governs tarplates 

to have em obli;atory (minimal) realization, and Maximization, 

which governs tSllllates to be as big as possible, i.e. to have 

optional carponents. 

In Agta reduplication illustrated in (5), the reduplicant is 

invariably a heavy syllable. This errpirical finding is formalized 

in (6) by prefixing a bimoraic syllable to the base. Note however 

that, a priori, nothing in the affixational process itself 

requires either or both of the moras of the affix to be filled 

during association in (6d). However both moras of the affix are 

filled; thus, for exarrple, in (Sa) /bari/ is realized as 

[bar=bad] rather than as * [ba=bari ] . 

To explain the fact that prosodic affixes have obligatory 

minimal realizations, the theory of Prosodic Morphology sets 

forth 'Template Satisfaction' as an mamtic principle of the 

theory: 

(9) TSIlllate Satisfaction (McCarthy and Prince 1990): 
~tisfaction of templatic constraints is obligatory and is 
determined by the principl es of prosody, both universal and 
language-specific. 

Taking the 'templatic constraints' in (9) to be the prosodic 

characteristics specified of templates, Template Satisfacticn 

requires the core syllable to have a nora, the heavy syllable to 

contain two moras, a disyllabic foot to have two syllables, and 

-- --------------- --._---- ---
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so on. Terll»late Satisfactim then dictates the obligatory 

realization of each ccnstituent, i.e. 'l'erI'plate Satisfaction 

constrains the prosodic ccnstituent to have an invariant mininal 

realization. 

'!'he phonological process utilized to 'satisfy' tC!ll'l>lates 

varies with the process and the language. In Agta reciuplicatim, 

for ex&nI»le, association of the copied Sf9l8lts to the affix 

applies until the two moras of the affix are filled. In 

carprison, in C!loctaw y-grade morphology (Lanhardi and McCarthy 

1990) an iarrbic tsrplate, ~~lft, serves as the affix of the 

morphological operation. In this case the tC!ll'l>late is filled by 

base segments, and phonological segment insertion (Le. 

epenthesis) and a spread rul e when the segnents of the base are 

too few to fill the tSl'()late. Por exarrple, while the base [talak] 

naps to the iarrilic tsrplate to produce [talak], a base such as 

[tak] maps to the tE5'll>late as [tayak];12 I..ari:ardi and McCarthy 

show that in the latter exarrple [y] is inserted into the affix 

and the vowel of the base spreads to fill the moras of the affix. 

Contrasting A;ta and Choctaw we see that language specific 

process~ like insertim, associatim, and spread supply the 

obligatory CCIIpCI'lents of tSl'()lates. 

Besides having a mininal realization, prosodic ccnstituents 

can (often) be bigger than the obligatory realization of the 

12 The forms provided here are intermediate and incmplete; 
see Larbardi and McCarthy 1990 for cmplete discussim of Choctaw. 
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consti tuent. For eJaIIII)le in Manam reduplication shown in (10), 

the reduplicant (underlined) is characterized as a bi.lmraic foot; 

in (lOa-b) this foot is a single syllable and in (lOc-d) the foot 

is disyllabic. 

(10) Manam (Lichtenberk 1983) 

stan 
? . a .. ara1 

b. malaba) 
c. salaga 
d. moita 

reduplicated form 
[?arai=rai] 
[nalaban=~] 
[salaga=.!ml 
[moita=ita] 

gloss 
ginger sp ./green (89) 
flying foxlko flying fox 
be 1 ong/1 ong (sg) 
knifelcane shell 

The irrplrtant point for the present discussian is the 

realization of the disyllabic reduplicants. A syllable in Manam 

is well-formed if it cantains just a vowel (see moita=ita (10d) 

and Lichtenberk 1983): thus a form like lsalagal could be 

expected to reduplicate as *[sala98=aga], i.e. as a form which 

satisfies the two moras required by the bimoraic foot tt!q)late. 

Nonetheless in (10c) Isalagal surfaces as [sal aga= 1 aga] , that is 

with the initial syllable of the reduplicant naximized to include 

an onset consonant. Thus tsrplates can be realized with optional 

carp:ments, i.e. as informally generalized by Prince 1985, 'Units 

are of maximal size, within the other ccnstraints an their form' 

(Prince 1985:471). 

This diasertatian will develop the natian of Maximizatian as 

a constraint en the process of association, as given in (11):13 

13 Archangeli 1989b argues for a formalization of 
Maximization governing the associatien of segments to syllables 
in the satisfaction of morphological tf!ll1?lates, in particular in 
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(11) Maximization: Units are associated to superordinate 
structures to result in ccnstituents of naximal size. 
Universal and language-specific well-formedness constraints 
are obeyed. 

Figure (11) accounts for iJrp)rtant points about. the fornal 

application of Maximization to be developed throu;hout this work. 

Specifically, tmits are narimized. only if the necessary elenBlts 

to achieve maximization are available in the input 

representation. Crucially, insertion processes (like 

'epenthesis') never supply the elements to maximize templates, 

rather insertion processes only supply the elements to satisfy 

terrplates. Since Maximization is fomalized as a constraint on 

the process of association, the fact that only input 

representations are used to naximize terrplates, and insertion 

processes never are, is an automatic result of the 

formalism.14 ,15 

Template Satisfaction and Max~zation are illustrated in 

(12) with the Manam eX8lll>les in (lOc,d); in (12b) a bincraic foot 

the association of segments to affixal templates. In chapters 2-4 
we will see Ma~zation utilized to characterize regular 
syllabification, and the realization of the prosodic word, and 
the use of Maximization to satisfy the templatic base. 

14 The maximization of templates obeys locality (cf. IIanmDnd 
1982): syllables contain as many segments as possible, feet 
contain as many ncras or syllables as possible, and prosodic 
words (see section 1.2.4) contain as many feet as possible. 

15 Archangeli 1989b shows that another difference between 
Template Satisfaction and Maximizaticn (of Association) is that 
Template Satisfaction takes precedence over Maximization whenever 
a conflict between the two arises. 
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is suffixed to the base, and after copy in (12c), segments 

associate to the affix; as shawn, in both exanples Terrplate 

Satisfaction results after two moras are filled bf associatian; 

but in (12.i) the leftmost syllable of the affix is naximized to 

include an onset while in (12.ii) it is not--in the latter ease 

segments cannot be skipped to supply an anset to the leftmost 

syllable of the reduplieant (since this position is non

obligatory; see McCarthy and Prince 1986) . After erasure the 

correct forms result (in the following derivation, prosody of the 

base is again suppressed for notational simplicity): 

(12) Manam reduplication 
i. [salaga=laga] 

a. base: salaga 

b. suffix foot, 'mm' 

mn 
salaga + 

c. copy 
rrm 

salaga + salaga 

d. associate (right to left) 
Template Satisfaction 

c!6 

~~ dll 
sa1aga + salaga 

Maximization 
~6 

fili 
salaga + sa1aga 

-> [salaga=laga]/*[sa1aga=aga] 

ii. [moita=ita] 

moita 

mm 
moita + 

mn 

moi ta + moi ta 

6~ 

'~ mm 
,. I 

moi ta +. moita 

N/A 

-> [moita=ita]/*[moita=mdta] 
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SlmIBrizing, tsrplates are constrained to have a mininal 

realization and thus have invariant properties (by Tall»late 

satisfaction); tsrplates are constrained by Maximization to be as 

big as possible, and thus have nan-obligatory elements, i.e. 

elements present in sane terrplates of the paradigm but absent in 

others. Language specific processes are utilized to satisfy 

tC!Jti)lates; in particular, if the segments of a representation do 

not fill the obligatory positicms and . thus do not satisfy the 

tE!l1l?late, processes like association, segnent insertion, and 

spread are used to provide the minimal realization of terrplates. 

1.2.4 The word 

A final point which will be focal to this dissertation is 

the question of what status the constituent 'word' has in 

morphological operations. The theory of Prosodic Morphology 

recognises a special category of 'word', namely the 'mininal 

word', as a possible tf!l11?late of morphology. '.M'1is section reviews 

the kinds of evidence in Prosodic Morphology which refer to the 

'mininal word'. I conclude with a S1.I1I1Ilry of the differences 

between the 'mininal word' of Prosodic Morphology and the 

'prosodic word' recognised by phonological theory. 

In the theory of Prosodic Morphology the word is claimed to 

be a constituent mmipulated by morphology, as noted in the 

Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis (see figure (3»: 'TaII»lates are 

defined in tems of the authentic mlits of prosody: 

... mora ..• syllable .•. foot .•• prosodic word .•. ' However the theory 
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of Prosodic Morphology actually arques for the minimal word in 

morphology: 

(13) [T]he cat.egory min Wd ('min:i.nal word'--CS) is particularly 
cent.ral; indeed the many appearances of the category word in 
reduplicative and templatic systems all have the ndnimality 
requirement attached... McCarthy and Prince 1986:8. 

McCarthy and Prince assune that successively higher level 

prosodic constituents contain the constituent.s of the immediately 

subordinate level: syllables contain segments, feet cantain moras 

and/or syllables (see section 1.2.1), words contain feet, and so 

on.16 Since the foot is inmediately subordinate to the word, the 

minimal realization of a word is a foot. 

Evidence for the 'mininal word' is found (i) in the 

realization of words in language, and (ii) in the 

characterization of the base of morphology. First, McCarthy and 

Prince 1986, 1990 show that: words in many languages conform to 

prosodic requiranents: words are constrained to be mininally 

composed of a foot (see chapter 2 for exemplification of the 

minimal word fran Axininca). Seccmd, the foot is attested as a 

base of morphological operations. The use of the 'minimal word' 

(rather than the 'foot') to characterize the base of morphology 

canes fran the languages examined in McCarthy and Prince 1986; in 

these cases the foot serving as a base of morphology in a 

16 This view essentially holds that constituents are 
arranged in a universal prosodic hierarchy. For discussion of the 
prosodic hierarchy see Selkirk 1978, 1980, and Nespor and Vogel 
1986. 
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language is equivalent to the mininal realizatiem of the word in 

that language. So for exanple in Yid:i.nJ the mi.ninal realizatiem 

of words is a disyllabic foot and the base of reduplicatiem in 

Yidin' is a disyllabic foot. Thus the base of recruplieatiem in 

Yidin' is quite literally the 'mininal word'. 

Having demonstrated several cases where a (mininal word) 

foot functions as the base of a morpho I ogical operation and in 

the absence of cases where a unit other than a foot is clearly 

the base of morphology, McCarthy and Prince reduce the E!I11?irical 

findings to a theorum: only a mininal word can be the base of 

morphology (see Prosodic Circumcription, (7». 

In sum, the 'mininal word' characterizes the mininal 

realization of words; it also characterizes the possible set of 

constituents claimed by Prosodic Morphology to act as prosodic 

bases in morphology. In stipulating the mininal word as the base 

of morphology, an asyrrrnetry arises in the fomalisns of Prosodic 

Morphology: whereas the prosodic shape of affixes is 

1mconstrained (affixes are fomalized with reference to any 

prosodic constituent in the set in (4», prosodic bases are 

claimed to refer to a restricted set, i.e. constituents 

characterized as a foot-sized unit .. In particular the foot 

serving as the mininal word of a given language is claimed to be 

the sole prosodic base of morphology possible in that language. 

A second asymmetry arising from the stipulation that 

prosodic bases are formalized emly as feet is the disparity 
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between the constituents of phonological theory and those of 

Prosodic Morphology. Several researchers have demonstrated that 

phonological rules like stress, final vowel tensing, and final 

vowel shortening apply with reference to a constituent 

characterized as a prosodic word (Liberman and Prince 1977, 

Selkirk 1978, 1980, Nespor and Vogel 1986).17 Selkirk 1984 

(s'lll'Tl'rBrizing Liberrran and Prince 1977) subnits an arboreal view 

of the prosodic word as exemplified in (14) ('s' and 'w' refer to 

strong and weak nodes respectively: 

(14) Representation of a prosodic word 

Wd 

~\ 
ft" ft" ft. 
/\ /\ /\ 
6.~6s6.,6.~ 
1 I t I I , 

re conci Ii a tion 

The representation of the word in (14) proposed on the basis 

of phonological evidence is not a representation of the 'mininal 

word' of Prosodic Morphology. Whereas the mininal word is 

possibly formalized as a foot (pres1.l1llbly any of the three in 

( 4» as in (15. i ), or is represented as a word node daninating a 

single foot as in (lS.H), the prosodic word in (14) daninates 

17 As argued by Inkelas 1989, the fact that (i) (post
lexical) rules refer to a small set of domains, i.~. 'cluster'; 
and (ii) prosodic domains have distinct phonologiCC!1 properties 
leads to the view that 'danains' are prosodic constituents. The 
prosodic word is one such cansti tuent found in phonology. 



feet in exoess of a single foot. 

(15) Mininal word 
i. 

ft 

ii. 

Wd 
I 
ft 
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Thus while phonological theory recognises a prosodio word as 

a legitinate prosodio oonstituent, Prosodio Morphology admits the 

prosodio word but actually argues only for the minimal word. The 

formalization of a prosodioally oharaoterized word as a mininal 

word strikes a disoordant note between phonological theory and 

Prosodic Morphology, which otherwise attest the same basic 

categories, that is the syllable and foot.l' 

1.2.5 Stmnary 

The theory of Prosodio Morphology proposes that affixes and 

bases of templatic morphology are oharaoterized as prosodio 

constituents. While capturing significant generalizations about 

the nature of templatic systens, oertain asSUlT'ptions in the 

theory lead to a problem of theory-internal "asymnetry: by 

stipulation rather than by prinoiple, the set of prosodio 

constituents which acts as affixes is distinct fran that 

characterizing the prosodio base. A seccmd problem which arises 

is that the prosodic word, what is a prosodic constituent found 

18 But see Inkelas 1989 for a model proposing that the 
prosodic constituents in the lexioon are distinot fran those of 
post-lexical phonology. 

. .... --. ---
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in phonological phenanena, is allegedly missing in morphology. 

A priori, the most restrictive theory is ana in which the 

set of prosodic canstituents manipulated by phenology is the same 

set nanipulated by morphology. '!'bus the theory of Proscxlic 

Morphology would be even more highly CCI1Strained were the 

stipulations of the theory in figures (7) and (13) abandoned. The 

data required to achieve this result are those showing that (i) 

the base of morphology is freely characterized fran the set of 

prosodic canstituents in (4), and (ii) the 'proscxlic word' 

attested in phonology is a unit also manipulated by morphology. 

Chapters 3 and 4 show that the prosodic word is attested in 

Axininca morphology, a resul t which more nearly aligns the 

prosodic constituents of phonology and morphology. Since the 

prosodic word serves as a base of morphology, the stipulatian of 

Prosodic Theory that the anly base of morphology is a 'minimal 

word' can not be maintained, thus opening the door to bases 

characterized by a wider range of prosodic units. Chapter 5 

explores the predictions of the model of reduplicatian resulting 

fran the analysis ofAxininca. Pirst, however, I provide 

background infomatian and analyses of the segments, stress, 

syll abi ficati an , and prosodic word in the phanology ofAxininca 

in chapter 2; this phanological background will provide the 

cornerstone for many of the ccmcepts and fomalisrns of later 

chapters. 
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CBAP'fBR 2 

'1BB JlIIUD)IC tum IN AXINIIICA PIDtOLOCJr 

Characterizatien of the prosodic word in Axininca is 

fundmnental to understanding Axininca reduplicatien in chapter 3 

and is central to distinguishing 'prosodic word' fran 'total' 

(morphological) reduplicatien in chapter 5. This chapter 

motivates and formalizes the prosodic word in Axininca. VieLWed in 

the framework of Prosodic Morphology, I propose that the prosodic 

word is, like other ccnstituents, 9ove~ed by ~late 

Satisfaction and Maximization. The prosodic word has a minimal 

realization of a foot (the 'minimal word' ) by Terrplate 

Satisfaction; however it can be bigger than its mininal form. By 

Maximization, the prosodic word contains as many feet as are 

available in the demain. 

Before presenting evidence for the prosodic word, the 

segmental orthography ofAxininca is given and the 

syllabification facts are presented since these phenological 

units bear on the characterizatien of the prosodic' word. The 

stress system is then discussed. In 2.2 a word final vowel 

shortening rule is examined, which pr~des initial evidence for 

the prosodic word ccnstituent in Axininca. Finally, the minimal 

word and prosodic word ofAxininca are formalized, based en the 

realization of words in the language. 
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2.1 Background phonology ofAxininca 

Axininca is a dialectal sub-group of Asheninca. Asheninca 

designates a group of Carrpa languages spoken in the lmazon jml;le 

of Peru; Cmrp1 is a Pre-Andine Branch of Arawakan <see Payne 1981 

for discussion of Canpa etl'l1'Olo;y). A partial characterization of 

Axininca and Cmrpa sub-groupings is given in (1). 

(1) Axininca and related languages 

Pre-Andine Arawakan ,-----C8ITpa. .... , 
=-ha f71\~ '\ 

caquinte Pajonal Upper Pichis Ucayali Apurucayali 
Perene ('Axininca' ) 

Asheninca linguistic subdivisions are correlated with 

geographical distribution of Asheninca cmmmities. Axininca 

('Asheninca del Apurucayali') is spoken on the Apurucayali river, 

Perene is spoken on the upper Perene river and tributaries, and 

so en. l This dissertation is prinarily concerned with Axininca 

carrpa; data are fran Payne 1980, Payne 1981, Payne et al 1982 and 

the unpublished field notes of Payne and Sprinq 1989 (see chapter 

3 for further el aboration of sources). 

The renainder of this section discusses the segments and 

1 Payne 1981 notes that Asheninca languages contrast 
phonologically, lexically, and gtaJiiistically, though sane degree 
of mutual intelligibility holds between the Asheninca languages. 
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orthography of Axininca, and the syllabification and stress facts 

of the language. 

2.1.1 Segmental orthography 

In this section the segments of Arinina are presented and 

the phonological properties of these s~ts are briefly 

reviewed. 

The distinctive consonantal segments ofAxininca are given 

in (2). 

(2) Axininca consonantal segments 
hi lab apical 

stop 
aspirated stop 
affricate 
aspirated affricate 
fricative 
nasal 
liquid 
glide 
unspecified nasal: N 

p t 

m 

w 

til 
~ 
IJa 
s 
n 
r 

(alveo)palatal velar glottal 
-k-

h 

The orH.ography used to denote Axininca phonology is 

standard with a few exceptions: [g] indicates a surface velar 

approximant, [ Y ]; its underlying featural ouiposi tion is 

irrelevant to this work but is debated in the literature (Payne 

1981, Yip 1983, and Black 1989). 'lhe segment [w] represents a 

bilabial approximant with no co-occurring [+back] constriction. 

S~l s with an overstrike apostrophe, eg. [l:] , represent 

(alveo)palatal segments. Apical [r] is realized as a tap. 

The segrrent INI surfaces emly in syllable final position and 

is the only cansanant which can syllabify as a coda consonant in 
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Axinincai2 it surfaces anly if a [-cantinuant] (a stop or 

affricate) follows, in which case it bas the same place of 

articulatian as the following s~t. Space cansideratians 

preclude a detailed discussian of this nasal, rather its behavior 

will be sumarily outlined. 

Ito 1986 presents a canceptian of syllabificatian in which 

languages which disallow coda consonants formally rule them out 

by sel action of a fil ter prohibi ting them. SUch a filter is 

selected in Axininca since this language generally disallows coda 

cansanants. Assuning that INI is umarked for place features, and 

that a rule of "place spread' applies to the INI fran a following 

[-continuant] segment explains why INI can exceptionally surface 

as a coda cansanant; this rule further accounts for (i) the 

surface realization of INI anly if a [-continuant] follows; (ii) 

the fact that INI takes its place of articulation fran the [

continuant]; and (iii) the fact that nasals specified for place 

features, i.e. Im/, Inl and lill in (2), never surface as coda 

consonants. 

First, a rule of place spread fran a following [-cantinuant] 

supplies place features to the nasal, thus explaining i) the fact 

that the INI surfaces anly if a [-can~inuant] follows, and ii) 

the realizatian of INI as [m], [n], [il] or [1)], depending an the 

place features specified an the [-continuant]. Second, INI 

2 The term "coda cansanant' is used throughout this work to 
describe the cansanant holding a positian at the right edge of 
the syllable. 

-------- - --~ 
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deletes in all other environments because it fails to receive a 

place specification (since the envircai.snt for the spread rule is 

not met). Third, after place spread, INI is a partial geminate 

with a following [-continuant]; following Ito's theory, precisely 

because it is geminate, INI can be syllabified as a coda 

consonant (see Ito 1986 for discussion of filters and the 

exceptional status of geminates). Pinally, since the segments 

1m!, Inl, 1fl.1 have place features, they never m'ldergo spread, are 

never geminate with 2l following segrh!Dt, and never syllabify as 2l 

coda consonant. S 

In this work I represent nasal codas orthographically with 

the place of articulation of the following consonant; however, 

when a morphological form using the future tense marker I-N-I is 

glossed, I represent it as such, Le. as 'N', as exerrplified in 

(3): 

(3) Representation of future marker 

i-N-piy -a -> [im.pi.ya] he will lose himsel f 
3m-F-stem-NFR 

The distinctive vowels of Axininca are ¢ven in (4): 

(4) Axininca vowels 
back 

high i 
o 

low a 

3 The unspecified nasal is the only coda consonant of the 
native Axininca vocabulary but Spanish loans allow sane other 
coda consonants. 
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Payne et. al 1982 argue that a lax vocalic counterpart, [11, 

is in CCJ'II)lanentary distributicn with lit, and [ul is in 

CCJ'II)lanentary distributicn with /0/. These allophcni.c variaticns 

are not qenerally narked in Payne's data and are not given in 

this work. For carplete discussion ofAxininca segmental 

phonology see Payne 1981. 

2.1.2 Syllabification 

This section presents Axininca syllabification and argues 

for a fo~lization of the syllable which relies on the 

principles of Tenplate Satisfacticn and Maximization. By '1'eIrplate 

Satisfaction, when sufficient segments are available to supply 

the obligatory portions of the syllable, a syllable results. By 

Maximization, renaining segments are associated to the syllable. 

This formalization views the realization of the prosodic 

constituents of phcl'lological processes as resulting fran the same 

principles as those governing the tenplates (i .e. prosodic 

consti tuents) of ~rphol om. 

In the syllabificaticn algoritbn of morphologically carplex 

forms, in particular in verbal suffixation in Axininca, the 

obligatory cmpanents of the syllable a~e supplied by rule (i.e. 

epenthesis) if such are not available in the underlying 

representation. In addition to having vowel epenthesis, an onset 

COl'lSCI'W1t (an obligatory CiGipwent ofAxininca syllables) is 

supplied by rule if it is not available in the underlying 
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representation. I argue that the fact that certain constituents 

of a syllable nay be epenthesized and others never are is 

explained when syllabification is viewed as a process qovemed by 

Template Satisfaction: obligatory canstituents are supplied by 

phonological insertion rules while optianal cuiponents never are. 

2.1.2.1 The syllable template 

This section shows the moraic representation of syllable 

weight and the obligatory realization of the syllable with an 

onset and mora. To account for the fact that words can begin with 

a specific set of segments, I argue that the rhyme is a sUb

constituent ofAxininca syllables and that word initially, the 

rh}~ is extraprosodic. 

The possible tautosyllabic vowels and their associated 

pr-osodic structure are represented in (S); the three vowels of 

the language /i/, la/, and 10/ (see section 2.1.1) can be 

dcmi.nated by one rrora, (5.a) I or two moras representing a 

9~nate, /aa/, /00/ or liil, as in (S.b). Two diphthongs, tail 

or loil, occur as shown in (Sc) (see section 2.1.3 for evidence 

from the quantity sensitive stress system for the weight 

distinctions in (S». 

~----~----------
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(5) Syllable weight in Axininca 
m m m 
t t l 

a. light syllable: i a 0 

mn mn mn 
\I \I \I 

b. heavy syllabI'!: i a 0 

(gEminate) 
mn mn 
U H 

c. heavy syllabI e: ai oi 
(diphthong) 

Noting only that the possible coda consonant ofAxininca is 

a nasal unmarked for place features (see section 2.1.1), 

formalization of the prosodic representation of the coda will be 

delayed for the nanent (see below in this section, and section 

2.1.3.2). Examples of syllable types allowed in Axininca are 

given in (6); all syllables have a vowel, and as shown, the 

optional components of the syllable are (i) a second vowel, 

(6b,d), and (ii) a nasal coda consonant, (6c,d) (syllables are 

separated by a period).4 

(6) Syllable types in Axininca 
a. 'cv' syllable 

si.to monkey 
ki.ni.ki blue, green 
si.na tree 

c. 'cvn' syllable 
na. son. ~i dumb 
sin.to.ri wild pig 

h. 'cvv' syllable 
taa . ni .l:a I don't know 
tai.ri flowering tree 
soo sloth 
nd.ndi.ki nut sp. 

d. 'cvvn' syllable 
~i.riin.f!9ai palm 

.. Throughout this dissertation 'v' stands for a vocalic 
segnent, 'c' for an (onset) consonant, and 'n' for the nasal coda 
consonant. 

------- -- ----------
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In (6), syllables are mininally "cv' sequences; thus in 

addition to the mora, an onset consonant is an obligatory 

canponent of the Axininca syJ lable. This min.imal characterization 

of the syllable follows fran the distribution of segments: more 

than two contiguous vowels do not occur, contiguous vowels are 

always monosyllabic, and illicit monosyllabic nuclei, i.e. lial 

and I caJ I do not occur. 

The distributional facts about segments in Axininca words 

support a representation of the syllable as a constituent 

obligatorily containing an onset consonant. However an 

interesting property ofAxininca words is that they can begin 

wi th either a consonant (shown by forms in (6» or with a vowel 

(sequence) I as shm.'Tl by forms in (7). 

(7) Axininca vowel initial words 
a. .Q. ~i.ki neny 
b. aa.rii. ti bird 
c . il).ki.ti sky 
d. .Q!).ko.na tree 
e. ai.ri bee 

Note the problem raised for formalizing the syllable 

tE!!lTillate in Axininca if the word initial vowel (sequence) is a 

well-formed syllable: the 'onsetless' syllable must be stipulated 

to be well-formed in word initial position. An alternative to 

this stipulation is to assU'ne that since the initial vowel is not 

preceded by an onset, it cannot satisfy the obligatory ccndi tians 

on the syllable, and therefore it is not a syllable. The problem 

of formalizing the syllable template is resolved under this 

-------- --
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assumption since syllables in all positions then require an onset 

consonant and a vowel; however an imnediate probl ern arises. If, 

as assuned by sane theories of syllabificatian, segments not 

syllabified at the end of a lexical cycle delete ~ stray Erasure 

(cf. Steriade 1982 and Ito 1986), then the initial vowel sequence 

should delete after failing to syllabify. 

The problem then is to fornalize the syllable tl!l'l"plate while 

also explaining why words can begin with a .vowel (sequence). The 

notion of extraprosodicity (Ito 1986, based an extrametricality 

in Hayes 1980, 1981) provides just such a solution. Ito argues 

that a single constituent on an edge of a danain can be marked 

ext raprosodic, i.e. invisible to sJllabification, and thus not 

subject to erasure. By invoking initial ext.raprosodicity in 

Axininca, the word initial vowel (sequence) is not subject to 

stray Erasure even t.hough it is unsyllabified. Ext.raprosodicit.y 

can be marked on a single constituent on the edge of a darain; 

the question then is what constituent t.he vowel initial sequences 

in (7) constitute. 

If we assume that an ini tial ~ra is extraprosodic in 

Axininca, any case in which the word begins with a mlra and is 

inmediately followed by a syllable, ego (7a), is explained. 

However, in cases where two mlras begin the word, eg. (7b, e), t.he 

ungrdJiilatical result would be that the second ~ra should delete 

h::- stray Erasure--since just one edge cansti tuent (here, the 

leftrrost JOOra) can be marked extraprosodic. 
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SeIne theories of syllabificatian US\1'!'8 that the syllable is 

divided into sub-syllabic structure: the vawel(s) and coda 

ccnsanants (if any) are daninated by a single constituent denoted 

as a 'rhJIM' (eg. Pudge 1969, Halle and Vergnaud 1978, Harris 

1983, and Levin 1983, 1985a). Since extraprosodicity holds that a 

single constituent (an an edge) can be IIIlrked as an exceptian to 

rules, if the rhyme is a legitimate canstituent we would expect 

to find it as an extraprosodic mit in linguistic operations. The 

position to be taken here is that in Axininca, we find precisely 

this evidence. 5 

The initial vowel sequences in (7) correspond to an 

'onsetless' syllable in Axininca, Le. a rhyme ccnstituent, since 

these initial segments are always carposed of a set all awed as a 

tautosyllabic sequence. Assuning that the rhyme is a sub-syllabic 

constituent of Axininca syllables, and that a rhyme an the left 

edge of the word is extraprosodic, allows us to maintain the 

generalization that the syllable is mininally carposed of an 

onset consonant and a vowel, and to explain the appearance and 

carpositian of the initial vowel sequence. 

Slmning up the argunents above, the Axininca syllable nust 

have a mora (equivalent to a vowel in Axininca) by universal 

5 Thanks in particul ar to Michael 
Axininca syllables and rhymes. 
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gtaiilar,' an onset CCI'lSonant by language specific provisio (see 

Ito 1986), and a rhJI'M by language specific selecticn.7 Assuni.ng 

that like the terrplates of Prosodic Morphology, syllable 

terrplates in the regular syllabificaticn of a language are 

governed by Terrplate Satisfacticn, then for a syllable to result 

in Axininca a "cv' sequence is required. However, by 

Maximization, the syllable can be bigger than its mininal form: a 

second mora and a coda can be JlI!!I'Ii)ers of the syllabI e. The 

syllable resulting fran Talplate Satisfaction is given in (8a), 

and syllables resulting fran Maximization (see section 1.2.3) are 

shown in (8b). 

(8) Syllables in Axininca 
a. (mininall syllable 

~ 
cv 

b. naximal syllable 
without a coda consonant: with a coda consonant: 
i. ii. iii. iv. v. 
diphthong geminate siJrple diphthong geminate 

6r & 

~\ 
6r & 

\1\ I~ r' 11\ mm mm V\ t I \I I 1\ 
cvv cv cv n cv v n cvn 

, See Rynan 1985 for arg1DI!!rlts for the necessary arrangement 
of segments into moraic structure as a prerequisite to 
syllabification. 

7 Levin 19858 shews that the rhl'lb! (in her formalism an N' 
constituent) is a language specific option. See especially 
1985:141. 

---------- ---------
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Note the prosodic characterizatian of the coda consonant in 

(8b): when a single mora is associated to the rhyme, the nasal 

coda consonant docks to the rhyme in (8b.iii). When the rhyme is 

al ready branching because there are two moras in it, the nasal 

docks to a preceding mora, (8b.iv,v).' Arg1malts fran Axininca 

stress (section 2.1.3) are given for (i) the mora as a 

constituent of the syllable even though the branching of the 

rhyme might be expected to denote the light-heavy syllable weight 

distinction (as for exarrple in Halle and Vergnaud 1978); (ii) the 

coda consonant as a constituent associated to the rhyme in 

(8b.iii), i.e. when the rhyme does not otherwise branch; and 

(iii) the naxinally binary branching rhyme, leading to the 

representations of the coda ccmscnant in (8b. iv, v).' 

Axininca syllabification is demonstrated in (9)-(10). In (9) 

the underlying representation supplies the segments necessary to 

satisfy two syllables since two 'cv' sequences are available. The 

view of syllabification ass\lnl!d here is that '6' ("syllable") 

results automatically when its obligatory campanents are 

satisfied: 

, In fact, the nasal could as well dock directly to the 
syllable, that is to the right of the rhyme in (8.iv,v); nothing 
crucial hinges on this aspect of the fomalization. 

, In Axininca the coda consonant will only be located at the 
far right of the syllable, i.e. after all the moras of the 
syllable, since the nasal itself nust be i.mnediatedly followed by 
a [-continuant] (see section 2.1.1). 
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(9) Axininca syllabificaticn 
OR syllabificaticn 

mm 
I I 

&~ 

IfH 
sito -> sito 

Figure (10) shows syllabificaticn of a stem beginning with a 

vowel; a syllable is generated anytime a ccnsanant-vowel pair 

occurs; thus in (10.ii) two syllables are ccmstructed but no 

syllable is generated by the initial mora, rather anly a rhyme is 

satisfied. In (10.iii), the seccmd mora which is an optional 

carponent ofAxininca syllables associates to the rhyme by 

Maximization : 

(10) Syllabification of a mora initial word 
i. ii. iii. 
OR TSiDlate Satisfaction Maximization 

if r c~ 6z: 

!~l~ mmnmn mmnmn 
I \I \I I \I \I I \I \I 
opa:ya: opa:ya: opa:ya: 

Sumdng up this secticn, a syllable ccnsti tuent is 

ccmstructed in Axininca when a CCXlSanant and a vowel sequence is 

available to satisfy the syllable. The. properties of the vowel 

initial sequences found in word initial positicn in Axininca 

motivate the rhyme as a ccmstituent of the syllable. lO A rhyme 

lOCI ements and Keyser 1983: 23 argue that while there is 
sane evidence for the rhyme there is nane for the CXlSet, and thus 
conclude that since both 'onset' and 'rhJme' cannot be supported, 
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tIIlSt contain a vowel but can contain a seccmd vowel and/or a coda 

consonant. If, as argued here, the vowel sequence exceptianally 

occurring in word ini tial posi tian is a rhyme (rather than a 

syllable), we would expect to see evidence for this formalism 

elsewhere in the gramer. Specifically, if higher level units 

like the foot are constructed fran syllables in Axil1inca then the 

initial vowel sequence should not be footed. The realizatian of 

the prosodic word (section 2.2) and reduplication (chapter 3) in 

Axininca supports exactly this CCI'lclusim. 

The view of syUabificatim proposed here is that it is a 

process governed by Terrplate Satisfactim and Maximizatim. In 

assuning that phonological syllabificatim is governed by these 

two principles, there is reason for the syllable to have a 

minirral, invariant realization: by Terrplate Satisfaction, for a 

syllable constituent to be generated the obligatory carponents of 

this constituent nust be available. The next section shows that 

in complex morphological forms (specifically in verb suffixation) 

in Axininca, epenthesis supplies the requisite carponents of the 

syllable (an onset conscnant or a vowel) if such are not 

available in the underlying representatim. 

neither should be recognised. While the Axininca syllabificatim 
facts at'9Ue for the rh~, I do not follow Clements and Keyser in 
assuning that the onset nust also be allowed. In Axininca, there 
is no phonological evidence to support this constituent. But see 
Payne 1987 for argunents that stress in the related dialect of 
Pichis refers to the onset. 
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2.1.2.2 Syllabification of carplex morpholoqical forms 

Previous theories have recognized 'syllahificaticn-driven 

epenthesis' (Le. where epenthetic segments are a result of 

syllabification) to supply the universally required mora of a 

syllable.ll In Axininca, when two consonants or two vowels cane 

together in verbal suffixation, epenthesis rules apply to 

separate these segments: [a] is inserted if two consonants are 

adjacent, and if two vowels becane adjacent, [t] is inserted. 

While previous theories have argued for vowel epenthesis, the 

interesting finding ofAxininca is that syllabification-driven 

epenthesis nust be extended to include onset epenthesis. 

This section provides the evidence for and fomalizatian of 

the epenthetic processes in Axininca verbal suffixation. I then 

show that while epenthesis is available in verbal suffixation, 

deletion is utilized in the syllabification of prefixes and noun 

suffixation. 

2.1.2.2.1 Epenthesis 

'!'he two epenthetic processes of Axininca are shown below in 

(11) and (13). In (11a), consonant final stens in the left col1.l1ll 

are immediately followed bf vowel initial suffixes in (ll.i) and 

(l1.ii), /-aanlJai/ 'infinitive' and /-il 'future', respectively. 

When followed bf a consonant initial suffix, /-piro/ 'veracity' 

in (lIb) these same verbs surface with an intercansonantal [a] 

11 See for ezarIl)le Halle and Vergnaud 1978, Harris 1983, 
Selkirk 1981, and Ito 1986. 



(underlined) : 

(11) [a] epenthesis in Axininca 
a. ccnsonant final stern followed bf vowel initial suffix 

i. ii. 
S!m stem-infini t:i va 3nIlscsq-P-stem-P 

6hik 

kim 

lla ik-aant!b i 
[lJai~i] 

kim-aan~i 
[kimaan~i] 

i-R-lJaik-i 
[inlJaiki] 

i-N-kim-i 
[inJdmi] 

cut 

hear 

b. consonant final stern followed by consonant initial suffix 
stern 3sqmasc-P-stem-veracity-P 

llaik i-N-Cbik-piro 
[inlJa iJc.!pi ro] 

kim i-N-ki~piro 
[inJti.ngpiro] 
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The presentation of fome in (11) asstm!S that the [al which 

appears only in (Ub) is absent in underlying representation and 

is inserted when a consonant initial suffix follows. However, a 

priori an alternative would be to assume that the stems in (11) 

are [al final (eg. /81ika/ 'cut' and /kilra/ 'hear') and forms in 

(11a) undergo vowel deletion before a vowel initial suffix rather 

than forms in (llb) undergoing vowel insertion before a consonant 

ini tial suffix. 

The probl ern with this al ternati ve is that the behavior of 

verb stems which are truly [al final, as contrasted with those in 

(11), shows that both cannot I!Ild in [al. Corpare forms in (12) 

with those in (11); in (11a), when a stern is followed by a vowel 

initial suffix, [tl is not inserted between the stern and suffix. 



In ecntrast, in (12), [t] appears between the stern and suffix. 

(12) Carpariscn of ccnsanant final stems with ral final stems 
i. ii. 
stem st~infinitive 
piya piya-aan~i avenge 

[piyalaan~i] 

pana 

witba-aan~i 
rwitba.t.aan~il 

pana-aan~i 
[pana.t.aan~ i] 

greet 

entwine 
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If sterns in (11) and (12) were all vowel final, it would be 

irrpossible to explain (a] deletion in (lla) but rt] insertion in 

forms in (12). Assmling that stt!!1'1\9 in (11) are consonant final 

while those in (12) are vowel final explains why the former 

undergo simple infinitive affixation while the latter have [tJ 

epenthesized. In the latter, two vowels caning together during a 

roorphological derivation are separated by an inserted (tJ. 

As an alternative to this conclusian, however, we might 

suppose that the sterns in (12) are actually [tJ final: /piyat/, 

/withat/ I and so on, while those in (11) are raJ final (in which 

case again, [aJ deletes in forms in (11) when a vowel initial 

suffix follows). (13) exenplifies nore cases where a vowel 

initial suffix follows the stern, (13a), and also shows a 

conscmant initial suffix following the stern in (13b). The rtJ 

appears only in the output of (138): 



(13) [t] epenthesis in Axininca 
a. vowel final stem followed by vowel initial suffix 

b. 

.!.t!m stem-infini ti ve 3nasc:sq-P-stem-F 

pisi 

piyo 

vowel 
stan 

pisi 

piyo 

pisi -aan(J! i 
[pisiiaanthi] 

piyo-aan(J! i 
[piyOiaanth i] 

i-N-pisi-i 
[irrpisiii] 

i-N-piyo-i 
[inpiyoli] 

heap 

final stem followed by ccnscnant initial suffix 
3sgmasc-F-stem-veracity-future 

i-N-pisi-piro-i 
[itrpisipiroti] 

i-N-piyo-piro-i 
[ilrpiyopiroti] 
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The phonological evidence of truly [t] final stems supports 

the assurpticn that [t] is inserted in the forms in (13a). Shown 

in (14a), a [t] final stem followed by a vowel initial suffix 

surfaces as is, but when followed by a consonant initial suffix 

in (14b), [a] is inserted: 

(14) Consonant, [t], final stems 
stem suffixed form 

a. kant 
b. kant 

kant-aan~i 
kant-piro 

-) [kantaan(J!i] 
-) [kant§iro] 

to tell, say 
really tell, say 

The stems in both (13) and (14b) cannot be [t] final; in 

(l3b) [a] is not inserted before the ccnsonant initial suffix, 

ego [pisi-piro]/*[pisita-piro], whereas in (14b) it is. If both 

sets of stems were [t] final, the behavior of a stem final [t] 

followed by a consonant initial suffix could not be explained. 

A final plausible alternative to the assumption that [a] and 
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[t] are inserted segments would be to assure that the suffixes 

therTselves were to this point misanalyzed. In this case instead 

of analyzing the infinitive as l-aanfJail it would be represented 

as l-taan/JIi/, I-iI, the future narker, would instead be I-til, 

and so on; in other words, all suffixes currently analyzed as 

vowel initial would be reanalyzed as [t] initial. The suffix 

initial It I would then delete when a consonant final stem 

precedes: ego I~ik + taanlJ1il -> [6bikaanfJai] 'to cut'. 

Note that the result of this analysis would be that all 

suffixes would be consonant initial (eg. Itaan/:hi/, Ipiro/, etc), 

but only the consonant [tl beginning a suffix would be specified 

to delete. other consonant initial suffixes undergo [a] 

insertion, as shown for example by I~ik + pirol -> [~ik~iro]. 

Thus the deletion rule would have to be fornalized as a rule 

specifically targeting It I rather than as a general rule of the 

language. To avoid this problem, we might assure that all 

suffixes not beginning with It I are actually vowel initial: thus, 

for example, instead of Ipirol we would have lapirol 'veracity', 

and so on. The result of all these adjustments would be that 

while stemg begin and end in 'CiS and 'v's of various qualities, 

all verbal suffixes would begin with ·/al or It/, a clearly 

undesireable result. 

In contrast, asst.ming that [a] and. [t] are 'epenthetic' 

segments, inserted to provide well-formed syllabification in 

verbal suffixation, straight-forwardly explains all the data. 
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With motivation for [tl and [al epenthesis now established, we 

can tum to formalization of epenthesis in Axininca; I first 

review Ito's 1986 model of epenthesis and then. show the 

formalization of Axininca under this view. 

Ito 1986 views epenthesis as a phenanenon resulting when (in 

sane languages) consonants which cannot be syllabified by 

ordinary processes of the language (i. e. because they I ack an 

adjacent mora) are mapped to a syllable; Ito 1986 formalizes this 

operation as the process given in (15), i.e. as a rule selected 

by sane languages. 

(15) Syllable Insertion (1): Map stray consorumt to syllable. 

The results of Syllable Insertion in (15) are shown in (16), 

where in (16.ii) the stray consonant left unsyllabified by the 

regular syllabification in (16.i) is mapped to a syllable (the 

notation~' indicates an unsyllabified consonant segment): 

(16) Syllabification 
stem i. ii. iii. 

6 tS& && 
-1\ f\: (\1\ 

eve eve' eve evev 

When. the stray consonant is mapped to the syllable, Ito &ssmes 

that an epenthetic vowel is inserted, as shown in (16.iii).12 In 

12 Ito's deri vatians assune autmatic insertion of the vowel 
into a syllable generated by the stray consonant; however, this 
assumption is not formalized (see especially Ito 1986:113-162). 
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this approach to epenthesis, Axininca arploys Syllabi e Insertion 

in (15) to supply a syllable to a stray c:cmscnant; a tmra' 

realized as the vowel [al, is then supplied to the syllable. As 

shawn in (17), a conscoant final stan, [Baik], is syllabified in 

(17.i) so that one syllable is satisfied by the s~ts of the 

underlying representation. In (17.i) the rightnost c:cmsonant 

generates a syllabi e by (15); foil awing suffixation the segments 

of f:!'!e suffix syllabify. If two consonants are imnediately 

juxtaposed, the consonant on the I eft (the one with no vowel to 

the right) receives an epenthetic mora, realized phonologically 

as Cal, as shown in (17.iii): 

(17) Epenthesis in Axininca 

m 
I 

i. 
syllabification 

~ /, 

HI 
81ik 8ai k 
-> [81i.ka.pi.ro] 

ii. 
suffixation 

iii. 
mora insertion 

In Ito's theory, edge segments are extraprosodic at the 

lexical level tmtil they unde190 suffixatian, at which point the 

extraprosodic segment loses its edge status and thus its 

extraprosodici ty. In Axininca, there is no evidence for the 

extraprosodicity of the stan final consonant in (17 .i). All such 

stem final conscnants are always epenthesized with a mora en the 

right edge if a conscnant-initial suffix follows; verb stems 

cannot occur in isolation, i.e. are always suffixed, thus the 
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final consonant will never mrlntain its edge status into the 

post-lexical level. 

In fact, there is evidence in Axininca against the view that 

the consonant in (17.i) is extraprosodic: when a stem like 

/lJaik/ in the representatim /no-lJaik-ak-/ is reduplicated, the 

realizaticm of the stem is [no-lJaika-Cbika-t-ak-]. The 

interesting point is that the [a] and [t] in the output form 

(underlined) are both epenthetic. Because the [k] is syllabified 

and receives an epen.thetic mora--even though a vowel initial 

suffix follows--the stem--final [k] cannot be extraprosodic. 

The consequence of the representation in (17) is that the 

syllabI e resul ting fran c' in (17. i) nust not get a mora inserted 

lmtil after suffixation, Le. lmtil the initial segment of the 

suffix is determined to be a consonant or a vowel. In other 

words, in (17.iii) mora insertion is ordered to apply when the 

structural description is met, Le. where a syllabified consClWlt 

follows the syllable ~esulting fran (15). 

In addi tion to vowel epenthesis occurring when two 

consonants cane together at a morphological boundary, we have 

seen that when two vowels becare juxtaposed in the course of 

verbal suffixation [tl is inserted into the cnset positim of the 

initial vowel of the suffix. To account for [t] epenthesis, an 

lmSyllabified rh!lJe nust be able to generate a syllable which 

then receives an onset consaumt, [t], by epenthesis. Enending 

Ito's insight that a language specific rule is selected to 
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exceptionally insert a syllable on a constituent whiCh cannot 

autmatically syllabify, the rule in (lSa) is selected in the 

syllabification alqoritbn of verbal suffixation in Axininca: U 

(18) a. Syllable Insertion (2): Map stray rh!fDe to syllable. 
b. 6r + r -> 6r 6r 

Since anly the initial vowel of a suffix undergoes (18), 

(18a) applies to an unsyllabified rhyme in a derived environment 

(an 'derived' envirc:nnent see Kiparsky 1982, 1983, 1985 and 

sectian 4.2), as shown in (18b) (the boundary sign '+' in (18b) 

infomally indicates the derived status of the envircnnent).14 

Syllabificatian of a vowel initial suffix following a vowel 

final stem is given in (19). In (19.i) the stem and suffix are 

shown after regular syllabification. By the applicatian of 

Syllable Insertian (2), the initial rhyme of the suffix generates 

a syllable; (19.ii) shows [t] insertion to supply the obligatory 

onset of this syllable, Le. by Terrplate Satisfaction. In 

(19.iii) the optional portians, additional moras and coda 

consonants, are associated to the syllables by Maximizatian: 

l' Because the rhyme is a language specific construct of 
Axininca (see footnote 7), Axininca 1IIJSt have a rul e napping a 
mora to a rhyme. 

14 Recall fran section 2.1.2, figure (7), that a stem 
initial rhyme (Le. in a nan-derived envirc:nnent) does not 
tmdergo (18a). 
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(19) Axininea syllabification 
i. ii. iii. 

stem syllabify Template Satisfaction Maximization 

mm 
I I 

piya 

~6z ~ ~ cSc6.:6c ~ 

I!I! ~ {~ 1!1!~!m (! 
I I \I 1 I 1:\/ I 

piya + a:nthi piyata:nthi 

Surming up, in verbal suffiution in Axininea, two rules of 

syllable insertion are utilized when the under I ying 

representation does not supply the necessary segments to 

automatically satisfy the syllable. A stray consonant is mapped 

to a syllable with [a] inserted as the required mora of the 

syllable. A stray rhyme is mapped to a syllable with [t] 

epenthesis then supplyinq the obligatory Ol'l.get. Thus besides the 

mora epenthesis attested elsewhere, Axininca demonstrates that 

onsets too can be supplied by rule. 

The fact that only obligatory positions of the syllable are 

inserted by rule is expected if Terrplate Satisfaction is a 

principle governing the construction of prosodic constituents in 

phonology: the syllable 1ft1St be reali2ed by 'its obligatory 

cCl'\l)Ol'lents. Maximization acts as a 'tmp-Up' principle, 

associating elements (here segments) to pre-existin; constituents 

(here syllables): the optional cCJ1"lXlllents of the syllable, ego a 

seccmd mora and coda segments, are never, in principle, possible 

epenthetic segments. An interesting difference between Terrplate 

Satisfaction and Maximization then is that insertion processes 

can be utilizl!Ci to satisfy a tS'/lllate but not to maximize it. 
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The next section shows the deletion processes utilized in 

the syllabification of prefixes and namtnal suffixes. 

2.1.2.2.2 Vowel deletion 

In ccmtrast to the robust suffiutim of verbs (see Payne at 

al 1982:300 for a large list of verbal suffixes), a very small 

nmmer of prefixes conjoin with nmm.s and verbs to denote 

possession of no\D'lS and subject markin; of verbs. When two vowels 

cane together at the prefix-stem jlmcture, the prefixal vowel is 

del eted. In the few cases of ncnm suffixation identified to date, 

a vowel deletes to result in well-formed syllable structure. To 

cmplete the presentaticm ofAxininca syllabification, this 

section briefly discusses these remaining syllabification facts. 

By far the most cammon fonm of prefixation in nouns and 

verbs is person prefixation. In (20), five subject person 

prefixes are given; tmderlying forms are in the left coh.rm. As 

sunrerized in (20.i), when a prefix precedes a consonant initial 

stem (notm or verb), the prefix and stem sirrply concatenate. But 

in (20. ii ), when a prefix precedes a vowel ini tial stem, the 

vowel of the prefix deletes or changes its phanological shape:15 

15 In a few cases where a vowel final prefix affixes to a 
vowel ini tial stem (beginning with [i]) I the vowel of the stem 
rather than that of the prefix deletes. Por eurrple /iithO!Jki/ 
'climb' is realized with the 3 feminine /0-/ as [oitboqki-ti] 
"she wil] climb' rather than as *[iithCJr)ki-ti]. To date no 
careful study has explained the cases of stem vowel deletion; 
however, this aItematian appears to be partially linked to the 
fact that at least sane synchronically [ii] initial stens were, 
in the diachronic gL8Jiilar, [ki] initial (Payne, p.c.). See Payne 
1981 :77-79 and Payne and Spring 1989 for exarrples of stem vowel 
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(20) Person Prefixes aIICllll~h! 
i. ii. 

a. no 1st no/_c n I_v 
pi 2nd pi/_c p I_v 

b. a 1st pI (excl) a I_c ~/_v 
0 3r:d fan o/_c HI_v 

c. i 3rd nasc i !_c h/_v 

As illustrated in (20a,b) , the final vowel of a prefix 

deletes when affixed to a vowel initial stan, and the 3 masculine 

vowel in (20c) becomes a consonantal [h] before a vowel initial 

stem. U So for eX2ll"ll>le, the consonant initial possessed nouns in 

(21) are realized with the persc:a prefix in (21a), but vowel 

initial forms in (2lb) are realized with the vowel of the prefix 

deleted as in (21.ii) (though anly noun prefixation is 

exemplified, verbal prefixation is also realized as in (21»: 

deletion. 

15 We could assune that the 3 II'BSculine is actually Ihl 
which becames [il before the consonant initial sterns; in fact 
there are nany variations an the 3 II'BSculine marker, most of 
which include the segment [il, perhaps accarpanied by other 
segments; for exarrple the 3 IIIlSculine is realized 2S [ir] before 
vowel initial sterns (Payne 1981 usunes that lir! is the 
underlying form of this prefix). The underlying form of -the 3 
masculine is tangential to the discussion and so the 
representation in (20c) is assmed. 
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(21) Prefix deletion (Payne 1981:77 and Payne and Sprinq 1989): 
i. ii. 
stem ~rson-nOlD'l-geni tive 

a. mapi no-napi-ni rock/rrrt rock 
[nanapini] 

s&r)ko pi-s8%)ko-ni sugarcane/your (sg) 
[pisal)koni ] sugar cane 

i-saI)ko-ni his sugar cane 
[isal)koni ] 

thOl)ki pi-thOl)ki-ni snaIl ant/your (sg) 
[pithCX)kini] small ant 

a-tb oqki -ni our sma 11 ant 
[ath aqkini] 

b. ana no-ana-ni black dye/rrrt black 
[nana] dye 

il)ki o-iqki-ni peanut/her peanut 
[iIJkini] 

a-illJti -ni our peanut 
[ilJkini] 

Ol)ko a-OI')ko-ni edible plant/our 
(orykoni] edible plant 

pi-oqko-ni your/{sg) edible 
[ponkoni] plant 

Note that in (21), even though well-formed syllables would 

resul t in sane co.ases, ecJ. o-inki -ni 'her peanut', the vowel of 

the prefix deletes. I assume that syllabification of the prefix, 

in particular with the prefixal vowel. deletinq, is fomalized 

with the mora of the prefix explicitly targeted to delete 

(excepting lexicalized forms of the type in footnote 15), as 

given in (22): 
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(22) Mora Deletion 

m -> J / m I P - candi tion: prefixatian 
x 

Mora Deletion is exemplified in (23); after the stem 

syllabifies in (23.ii), Mora Deletion in (23.iii) applies to the 

prefixal mora, deleting the mora and associated JIIlterial. In 

(23.iv) syllabification of the prefix results in the correct 

output forms: 

(23) Syllabification in prefixation 
i. 
OR 

mm m 
I I I 

no il)ki 

ii. 
s~llabif~ 

stem 
~ ~ 

m!)I! I r , 
no il)ki 

iii. 
Mora Deletion 

~ ~ 

fllf 
n il)ki 

iv. 
s~llabif~ 
prefix 
~6r 

(HH 
n ilJki 

Finally, there are very few cases of noun suffixation 

reported to date in Axininca. In these foms deletion applies 

only to result in well-formed syllables, as exemplified in (24): 

(24) Noun suffixation, diminutive (Payne 1981: 141) • 
stem diminutive 
sampaa sampaa-iriki little balsas 

[sarrpairiki ] 

~iwoo 

rranii 

~iwoo-iriki 
[~iwoiriki] 

manii -iriki 
[rraniiriki] 

little cane boxes 

little ants 

In (24), when a vOlJel final naninal stem canes into contact 

------- - - --.-----
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with a vowel initial suffix, one of the vowels deletes mtil the 

maxine I two nora syllable results. Unlike prefixatian then, in 

nom suffixation deletian applies only mtil a well-fo~ 

(maximally birmraic) syllable results. In general it appears that 

one of the final noras of the stem deletes, but there are not 

enough data to determine what principle governs the choice of 

which vowel deletes. (There are no consonant final nOtm stems, 

thus in no case could a consonant final nOtm conjoin with a 

consonant initial stem.) 

In sum, syllabification of prefixes and of namdnal suffixes 

in Axininca is accomplished through deletion. In prefixation, 

deletion targets the prefixal vowel when a vowel initial stem 

follows (but in a few cases the initial vowel of the stem 

deletes); in suffixation, vowels appear to delete mtil a well

formed syllable results. 

2.1.2.3 Sumary 

The Axininca syllable tenplate is satisfied by an onset 

consonant and a vowel. When a 'ev' sequence is available fran the 

tmderlying representation a syllable autaratically results. Two 

language specific 'syllable mapping' . rules are available in 

verbal suffixation to supply an onset ccnscnant with a syllable 

and a mora, and a rhyme with a syllable and an ClOSet consonant. 
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2.1.3 Axininca stress 

In this section, Axininca stress is examined. The prinary 

goal is to show that the al temating stress system is 

characterized with a quantity sensitive foot, in direct contrast 

with the feet characterizing the minimal word foot, the foot 

active in reciuplic::atien, and the foot of the genitive morphology: 

'00' and 'mm' (see sections 2.2.2.1, 3.1 and 4.1.3.1). While the 

quantity sensitive nature of stress is, easily demonstrated, the 

stress system is nonetheless carplex. The alternating system is 

sensitive to two syllable weights (light versus heavy), but clash 

resolution in the language motivates a third syllable weight; 

these facts are handl ed with reference to both the branching 

rhyme and moraic structure. I first discuss the basic iarrbic 

pattern based on syllables without coda consonants, and then show 

how the problem of clash resolution of 'cw' versus 'cvn' 

syllables motivates the syllabification of the nasal coda as a 

non-moraic segment. 

2.1.3.1 The quantity sensitive alternating pattern 

Axininca has an al ternating stress pattern en even-nmbered 

rhynes fran the left edge of a wo~, as shown in (2Sa-d). 

However, a heavy rhyme, 6. .. , is always stressed--even when it 

occurs in an odd n\ftlbered rhyme as in (25e-h).17 

17 stress data are taken fran Axininc::a, Pa!Ile et al 1982. 
'l'hroughout this section, I discuss the properties of heavy and 
1 ight rhymes in Axininc::a stress. As shown by (259), an initial 
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{25} Left to right stress in Axininca 
~ 

a. [6bo.ri.na] palm species 
~ 

b. [ki.nd.ta.ka] nBybe 

" / c. [i.6bi.ka.ki.na] he has cut me 

~ " d. [o.~i.to.mo.ko] m::mkey 
I' 

e. [naLna.wo] senorita 
/ 

f. [naa.wo.ni] to all, every 
/ 

g. [ii.rLki] green, unripe 

h [ ". t< .] . no.wa.WCll.. a1.ya.m we have continued eating 

In (25h) we see that the even-n1.l1b!red rhyme to the left of 

the first heavy rhyme is not stressed, thus motivating a rule of 

clash resolution. Moreover, the penult is never stressed if the 

antepenul tinate is, as demonstrated by (25b, e, f). Final rhyrres 

are never stressed in Axininca, dananstrating that the final 

syllable of the word is extrametrical (Hayes 1980, 1981) for 

stress placement. As shown in (26), disyllabic words 

exceptionally get stress an the initial vowel, showing further 

evidence for final syllable extrametricality. 

(26) Disyllabic words 
, 

a. [~Lri] resinous tree 
, 

b. [sa.ti] IIIlcaw 

The stress system of Axininca provides evidence for the 

rhyme--wbich is not a syllable--can bear stress. Following the 
lead of Halle and Vergnaud 1978, stress in Axininca is a property 
of the rhyme projection. 
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weight distinction posited in the previous section, denoted by a 

bimoraic (heavy) versus mcno--moraic (light) representation of the 

rhyme in Axininca. The formal ization of the Axininca stress 

system seen to this point is given in (27); the final syllable is 

narked extrarnetrical, (27a),11 and ianbic feet are placed fran 

left to right (27b), with a bimoraic rhyme counting as heavy and 

a mono-moraic rhyme counting as light. In a clash, the lighter 

rhyme loses its stress, (27c):1' 

(27) Axininca stress--first approxination 
a. nark final syllable enrarretrical 
b. place iambic footing fran the left edge of a word (heavy 

rhyme = mm, light rhyme = m) 
c. destress light rhyme adjacent to heavy rhyme 

Because the penul t is never stressed when the antepenul t is, I 

ass\.lme that degenerate feet (Le. feet carposed of a: monanoraic 

syllable) are not constructed in Axininca. 

While the facts in (25) establish the quantity sensitive 

nature of the stress foot in Axininca, the behavior of syllables 

wi th a coda consonant I in particular the realization of this 

syllable in a clash, shows that Axininca alternating stress is 

not as straight-forwardly characterized as (27) would lead us to 

11 A couple nf morphemes appearing in final position always 
attract stress. See Payne et al 1982. 

l' Tbe iarrbic pattern underlying the al ternating stress 
system can be changed at surface level by the applicatian of 
other phonological rul es; however, since these rul es wi 11 not 
figure in the body of this work, they will not be further 
discussed. See Payne et all 1982, and Spring 1989c for 
elaboration, and also Payne 1987 on Pichis Asheninca. 
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expect. 

2.1.3.2 The coda cansanant 

In addition to the bimoraie rhymes (i.e. lcmq vowels or 

diphthongs), Axininca syllables can have a nasal coda eanscnant, 

as demanstrated in the preceding section. The purpose of this 

section is to briefly overview the behavior of 'cvn' syllables 

which leads to the representation of the coda consonant as a non

moraie segment which is daninated by the rhyme. 

Syllables with a nasal coda in odd numered syllables 

attract stress; in other words, such syllables count as heavy in 

the alternating stress system: 20 

(28) The heavy 'c:vn' syllable 
~ ~ 

a. [ki.ma.nin.ta.ki.na] I am full 
/ / 

b. [kan.ti.ri.ki] in the basket 

20 In Payne et al 1982, all 'cvn' syllables are given as 
stressed by the iarrbic footing. However, three 'vn' syllables in 
word initial position are given as unstressed (the second form 
retracts stress onto the penulttmate syllable after a 
phonological rule of [i] deletion): 

/ 
(i) [in~ikana] he will cut De 

I· f ' , 
an~inasitiri -> [antinastiri] 

[~r~rika] 
we will spy on him 

when he will have 
finished 

D. Payne (p.c) believes that these initial 'vn l sequences are in 
fact stressed; this question is currently being investigated. 
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In the preceding section, the rhyme was motivated as a 

constituent of Axininca syllabI es, and the prosodic 

representation of the coda ccnsanant was given as a branching 

rhyme or branching mora, repeated fran (8b) in (29). As shawn, 

when a rhyme contains two moras, as in (29. it , iii), the coda 

consonant docks to the preceding mora. When the rhyme centains a 

single mora, the coda consonant docks to the rhyme, producing a 

branching rhyme, (29.i).21 

(29) Representation of the coda 
i- ii. iii. 

4 & ~ 

1f1 II \ ! I \ mm v\ 11\ 
cv n cv v n cvn 

By revising the fomal designation of light versus heavy 

rhymes in Axininca se· that a branching rhyme CO\D'lts as heavy and 

a non-branching rhyme as light (cf. Halle and Vergnaud 1978), 

data in (25) and (28) are explained: both 'cvv' and 'cvn' 

syllables count as heavy, and therefore are always stressed.22 

21 The coda ccnsanant cannot dock to the preceding rhyme in 
(29.ii,iii) because a ternary weight system (where a "cvvn' 
syllable is heavier than a "cvv') woul~ be the expected result; 
however, the 'cvvn' syllable acts like a heavy 'cvv' syllable. 

22 Prince 1983 argues against the notion of 'branching' as a 
general mechanism of stress theory--but does not argue against 
branching to denote syllable weight. Rather, he assunes that 
representation of the heavy syllable as bimoraic and that of the 
light syllable as mano-moraic represents the heavy-light syllable 
distinction. However, Axininca is not handled by the monic 
quantity of the syllable alene, as I show below. See also Inkelas 
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However, the analysis becanes more carpIo wrum stress clash data 

are examined: a 'cvn' syllable acts light when in a clash with a 

'cvv' syllable and acts heavy when in a clash with a 'cv' 

syllable. As shawn. in (lOa), both syllables of a 'cvv.cvv' 

sequence are stressed, but as dem:JnStrated in (30b) and (3Oc) 

respectively, a 'cvn.cvv' or 'cvv.cvn' sequence surfaces with 

stress only on the 'cvv' syllable. As shawn. by (30c), when a 'cv' 

syllable is adjacent to a 'cvn' syllable,the former loses its 

stress: 

(30) stress Clash Resolution 
/ / 

a. [no.wa.wai.tai.ya.ni] 
I ~ 

b. [ho.ti.tan.baa.ri.ri] 

c. [i.si.r~.ta.~i.tan.ta] 

we have continued eating 

so that he can put him in 

he always laughs 

In the data in (28) and (30) the 'cvn' syllable acts 

arrbiguously heavy in the alternating stress and clash resolution. 

It is precisely this ambiguity which motivates the representation 

of the coda consonant as a ncm-rnoraic segment daninated by the 

rhyme. If we asSl.l'ne that in a clash, a branching rhyme is 

stranger than a non-branching rhyme, and two moras are stronger 

than one mora, the weight hierarchy which resul ts is 'cvv' > 

'cvn' > 'ev'. The formalization of this hierarchy is given in 

(31); stress deletes fran a rhyme containing a single mora, when 

adjacent to a branching rhyme: 

1989 for arglm!llts that branching is a pervasive mechanism used 
to determine the weight of prosodic constituents. 



(31) stress clash resolution 

* -> I' * 
r r 

/\ 
m 
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Because stress is rtl'lllVed fran a mano'11Oraic rhyme preceded 

or followed by a branching rhyme, a 'evn' and 'ev' syllable will 

be destressed whenever adjacent to a 'ew(n)' syllable. Because a 

'evn' syllable has a branching rhyme, stress on the mono-n-oraic 

'ev' syllables adjacent to a 'evn' will delete. 2S 

The formalization in (31) accounts for the complex clash 

resolution facts while maintaining the generalization that both 

'ew' and 'evn' syllables attract stress. Because of the correct 

results of the formalism, and because the coda consonant acts 

non-moraic in the morphological system ofAxininca (see section 

2.1.3.3 below), the formalization of (i) the coda consonant as 

non-moraic as in (29.iD, and (ii) the formalization of clash 

resolution as in (31) will be assuned here. For concreteness, the 

problems of alternative analyses of the coda consonant and stress 

are briefly discussed. 

2S The formalization of (31) predicts that in case two 'evn' 
syllables are adjoined one of these syllables should be 
destressed (no exanples have so far been found in the data to 
test the prediction) . Presmably, a directianali ty paraneter 
(left then right or right then left) would determine the 
direction of deletion. 
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2.1.3.3 Alternatives 

The analysis of the stress facts in the preceding section 

was based on a representation of the coda consonant as a non-

moraic segment daninated by a rhyme. Below, I shaw that while 

other representations of the coda ccnsanant are, a priori, at 

least as desireable as that assuned above, the stress facts are 

not handled by these alternatives and/or the analysis fails to 

acccnmt for the possessive morphology in Arlninca. 

Figure (32) provides sane alternative fomalizations of the 

coda consonant in Axininca; in (32. i) the coda consonant is 

docked directly to the syllable node; in (32. ii) the coda 

consonant is docked to the rhJllle, but is moraic; and in (32.iii) 

the coda consonant is non-m:»raic and docks to the preceding mora 

instead of the rhyme. 

(32) Alternative representations of the coda consonant 
i. ii. iii. 

~ 
~ ~ 

1\ I 
nm m 
II 1\ 

vn vn vn 

If the nasal coda is neither moraic nor in the rhyne, as in 

(32.i), the fact that a syllable with a nasal coda consonant 

attracts stress in the alternating system cannot be explained; 

such a view of the coda consonant is therefore i.mnediately 

rejected. 

In (32.ii), the coda consonant is in the rhyme but is 
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moraic. In this view, the weight distinction characterizing the 

alternating stress could be fomalized with reference to moras 

alone, as in (27): a bimoraic syllable is heavy, a m::mo-moraic 

syllable is light. However the problem is that bimoraic syllables 

of one type, ~cvn' are lighter than bimoraic syllables of another 

type, ~cvv' in a clash. As fomalized in (33), stress is deleted 

fran a bimoraic syllable (if the second mora contains a nasal 

segment) or a mano-moraic syllable, if. a bimoraic syllable 

precedes or foIl aws • 

(33) Clash Resolution 2 

* -> fl' * 
r r 

/\ 
mn m(m) 

I 
[+nasalJ 

Moreover, the evidence of possessi ve morphology argues 

against the moraic status of the coda cmsonant. As shawn in 

(34), the aUanorphy of the ~unpossessed' suffix (narking 

currently unpossessed, normally possessed nouns) varies. When the 

stem is bimoraic as in (34.a), the unpossessed narker takes the 

form /-IJ'-i/. However, when the stem ccmtains more than two moras, 

as in (34.b), the unpossessed suffix takes the form /-nlJ'-i/. The 

point of interest here is that stt!!1'R9 with two vowels and a coda 

consonant act bimoraic, (34.c), i.e. the coda ccmsonant does not 

act moraic (see section 4.1.3.1 for further discussion of the 

genitive morphology of Axininca) : 



(34) Possessive mlrphology 
1st unpossessed 

a. no-poo poo-tla i 
no-~ira c!!bira-tbi 

b. ~iito 9iito-ntlai 
simlri simori -nil' i 

c. no-toqki til Cl)ki -tla i 

face 
lip 
intestines 
saliva 
bane 
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In S\l1'l, characterization of the coda ccmscmant as mlraic is 

problematic in explaining clash resolution and also a problem for 

the allamorphy of the possessive.24 

Finally, while the representation in (32.iii) could be used 

to formalize the stress facts (and would account for the 

possessive morphology in (34» it does so only by added 

complexity to the formalization of stress: the iambic system 

would refer to two levels of branching, the rhyme or the mora, in 

deterrodning syllable weight. The fonmalization of clash 

resolution is also made mlre carplex since the trigger of the 

rule nust be stated as a bracketed set (because a syllable with 

two moras or a branching mlra triggers stress deletion): 

24 Hayes 1989 argues that a coda segrrent can receive a mlra 
by its position, i.e. at a stipulated point in a derivation. We 
might suppose that in Axininca, the coda· consonant is not moraic 
when possessive mlrphology applies to the stern, rather racei ves 
its mora later in the derivation. 'l'bere are no data to support or 
disprove this conclusion. However, if the theory of Prosodic 
Licensing set forth by Ito 1986 is correct, then syllabification
-including weight-by-position--should occur whenever it can. Thus 
the coda consonant of the stem would receive a mora before the 
possessive morphology applied. Therefore, while an analysis 
calling upon weight-by-positian could ultimately be insightful, 
it will not be explored here. 
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(35) Clash resolution 3 

* -> I' * 

[~1 
m 

In sun, the al temating system ofAxininca is quantity 

sensitive. The specific problem of this language is the 

fornalization of syllable weight given the variety of data 

discussed above. To account for the syllable weight in the iambic 

footing and in clash resolution, forrralization of the coda 

consonant in Axininca as a non-m:»raic segment is motivated. In 

positing this representation, the complex alternating stress is 

handled w:i th reference to the rhyme (branching or non-branching) 

as well as to moraic quantity. 

The 11ternating stress rules are summarized in (36):25 

(36) Axininca Al ternating stress--final version 
a. mark final syllable extrarnetrical 
h. place iambic footing left to right on the rhyme projection 
c. delete clash by rule (31) 

25 In addition to the al ternating system, a word in Axininca 
has a single nain stress on the rightmost, heaviest, stressed 
syllable in the final four syllables of the word. These data 
motivate a ternary foot at the word level to provide the correct 
results. Main stress will not be forrralized here because the 
alternatives for this rule, and the resulting irrplications would 
take us too far afield. This anission is not crucial to the 
points of this dissertation. See Spring 1989c for a detailed 
accotmt of the problem of Axininca nain stress. 
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2.1. 4 Sumary 

This sectiem has overviewed Axininca s~ts, syllable 

structure, and stress. A syllable is autaratically generated in 

Axininca when an cmset consonant and vowel are available in the 

underlying representatiem. In the syllabificatiem El'l'ployed in the 

course of verbal suffixatiem, a syllable is generated and the 

obligatory porticms of the syllable are inserted by rule when the 

underlying representation does not provide enough segments to 

result in a syllable. Because the obligatory cmset of the 

Axininca syllable is epenthesized, the view of syllabification

driven epenthesis nust be expanded to allow an cmset to be 

supplied by rule when a language so requires. 

The realization of prosodic ccmstituents with reference to 

Template Satisfaction, eXEl'l'plified ~ the syllable in this 

section, will prove inportant to tmderstanding the realization of 

the prosodic word constituent. Moreover, we shall see that the 

notion that insertion rules supply the obligatory portions of a 

template under Tt!l'l'plate Satisfactiem will be inportant to the 

fomalization of Axininca reduplicatiem in chapter 4. The 

quantity sensitive stress foot demonstrated in this section will 

provide an interesting carparison with ~ 'mininal word foot' of 

Axininca, which I argue below is a disyllabic foot. 

With this sumary of the bac::kgrotmd phonology ofAxininca 

carplete, we turn now to motivatiem for and fomalization of the 

prosodic word in Axininca. 
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2.2 The prosodic word in Aximnca phcaoloqy 

Evidence for the prosodic word as a phenological constituent 

canes fran the characterization of phenological rules (like 

stress, harmony, vowel tensing and laxing) with reference to the 

prosodic word (Libernan and Prince 1977, Selkirk 1978, 1980, and 

Nespor and Vogel 1986). Inkelas 1989 argues that because 

phonological rules are sensitive to domains (like the syllable, 

foot, and word), where the nurber of dClTBins is significantly 

sma 11 er than the number of rul es, danains deserve recognition as 

prosodic constituents. Since rules "cluster' on the prosodic 

word, this daTBin is one such prosodic constituent. Moreover, 

Inkelas argues, because prosodic "mits have particular 

phonological properties, they are legitimate phonological 

consti tuents . 

This secti on presents 

Axininca based on the 

evidence for the prosodic word in 

phonological properties of this 

constituent. First, I show that a phenological rule of Shortening 

in Axininca targets vowels at the right edge of ·the word, thus 

providing initial evidence for this constituent in Axininca. 

Next, I dem:mstrate that the minimal phonological realization of 

words in Axininca shews that the prosodic word has a minimal 

real ization--as expected if the prosodic word is a phonological 

tE!fllllate governed by TE!I'I"plate Satisfaction. The final section 

fomalizes the prosodic word as a constituent which can be bigger 

than a minimal word, by Maximization. 
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2 .2.1 Word final vowel shortening 

A final vowel shortening rule til:-gets a heavy syllable at 

the right edge of a word in Axininca. I shew below that the 

cone 1 usion that the prosodic word is the damin of application 

follows fran (i) the fact that shortening is a post-lexical rule 

which is not sensitive to morphological boundaries, and (ii) the 

phonological properties of the constituent. 

By contrasting suffixed and unsuffixed forms in (37) we see 

that on the right edge of a word, a final long vowel is 

shortened. Cmpare the unsuffixed nouns in (37.i) with suffixed 

forms in (37.ii). In (37a) the final vowel of the stem is 

\mderlyingly long, as shown by the surface representations of 

suffi xed forms in col UITIl (37. ii); but when these same stems occur 

in wo~d final position in column (37.i) they are short. In (37b) 

the final vowel of the stem is short whether suffixed or not. 

While the forms in (37a) show the application of vowel shortening 

to constituents exactly a foot in length, (37c) demonstrates that 

shortening can target a constituent bigger than a foot. Finally 

(37d) shows that the word, rather than the phrase is targeted: 

al though the verbal construct is followed by another word in the 

same utterance, the final vowel of the verbal construct 

shortens: 2 , 

26 In (37c). intervocalic [g] deletion before shortening 
applies is a regular process. See Payne 1981 and Black 1989 for 
discussion. 
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(37) Pinal Vowel Shortening in Axininca (data fran Payne 1981) 
i. ii. 
noun stem 1sg-noun-genitive 

a. sampaa no-sampaa-ti balsa/my balsa 
[sarrpa] [nosanpaati] 

sawoo no-sawoo-ti cane/my cane 
[sawo] [nosawooti ] 

¢bimii no-~imii-ti ant/my ant 
[~imi ] [no¢bimiiti] 

b. /:himi. no-~imi-ni waterhole/my waterhole 
[t'himi] [no¢b imini] 

sima no-sims-ni fish/myfish 
(sima] [nosimani] 

~okori no-~okori -ti armadillo/my armadillo 
[~okori] [noookoriti] 

c. /irowamaga/ -> [howama] he killed himsel f 

d. /ikantanaki~ii##apaaha/ he said (l eaving) 
[ikantanaki~i##apaaha] 'wait ••. 

, 

Final vowel shortening in (37) applies to a word sized 

darain in Axininca to shorten a long vowel at the right edge of a 

word. Note that the shortening rule is not a rule sensitive to a 

morphological boundary, such as 'stem', since final vowels at the 

edge of the stem do not shorten (as shown by (37a.ii». Because 

the shortening rule applies to ccmstituent:s of two, three, 

four ... syllables , the 'word' rather t.han a 'foot' characterizes 

this constituent. 

Inkelas 1989 argues that post-lexical rules can in principle 

refer only to prosodic constituents, and never to morphological 

ones. This proposal is based on the finding that i) post-lexical 
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rules refer to a small set of danains, characterized with 

prosodic criteria, and ii) post-lexical rules never refer to 

morphological criteria. If post-lexical rules are allawed to 

refer to rmrpholcgical ccnstituents, this finding cannot be 

explained. Because mly a small set of prosodic CCIIlStituents is 

set forth, if post-lexical rules can refer mly to prosodic 

constituents, this finding is explained. Shortening is a post

lexical rule (it does not refer to stem boundaries). Following 

Inkelas' argunen.t, I assune that the constituent to which 

shortening applies is a prosodic word rather than any 

'rmrpholoqical word' i.e. as defined by any rmrphological 

cri teria. The Shortening rul e is fomalized as in (38); a 

bilmraic syllable becanes mono-moraic at the right edge of the 

prosodic word: 

(38) Shortening 

PW PW 

"6.m -> .~ 
\I I 
x x 

Finally, bimoraic morphemes C;Qiposed of a single heavy 

syl1able fail to undergo the shortening rule; (39.i) shows that 

the I eng vowel is not shortened when it occurs in word final 

position. 



(39) Failure of d.. forms to undergo Shortening 

i. 
noun stem 
mii 
[mii]/*[mi] 

soo 
[soo]/*[so] 

ii. 
lsq-noun=qenitive 
no~i-ni ~/otter 
[naniini] 

no-soo-ni ~/sloth 
[nosooni] 
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If forms in (39) constitute 'words', the question is why 

they fail to undergo Shortening. Below, I demonstrate that the 

'mininal word' of Axininca is formalized with reference to a 

disyllabic foot~ since the forms in (39) are not disyllabic, they 

are not 'words', and thus fail to undergo the shortening rule. 

In sum, the application of Shortening to a domain 

characterized as the prosodic word is demonstrated by the forms 

to which the rule applies. Shortening targets vowels at the ends 

of words; vowels at the ends of stems do not undergo the rule, 

showing that the • word ' is not a morphological cansti tuent, 

rather it is a I>rosodic word. The next section formalizes the 

prosodic word. 

2.2.2 The prosodic word 

In the preceding sub-sectim we saw evidence fran Shortening 

for the prosodic word constituent in the phonology ofAxininca. 

The question raised by such data is what the formal 

characterization of the prosodic word is. In this section I shew 

that like the syllable, the prosodic word has a mininal 

obligatory requirement by Tarplate Satisfaction: the disyllabic 
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foot satisfies the prosodic word in Axininca. However, like tha 

syllable, the prosodic word can have optional carpanents, i.e. 

under Maximization, the prosodic word can be bigger than its 

minimal realization. 

I first discuss the minimal realization of words in Axininca 

and then fornalize the prosodic word ccnstituent. 

2.2.2.1 Minimal realization 

Examination of the phonological properties of words in 

Ax:ininca shows that words can be fomally characterized by an 

obligatory condition: words are constrained to be two syllables 

or bigger. Thus the 'minimal word foot', i.e. the foot minimally 

characterizing the prosodic word in Axininca, is a disyllabic 

foot. 

Two additional points are of interest in this section. 

First, vowel initial words have at least two syllables following 

the initial vowel sequence; the ntl"l'ber of syllables which follow 

the initial vowel sequence supports the notion that this vowel 

sequence is not a syllable in Axininca, rather it is 

characterized as an extraprosodic rhyme. Second, 18 fOmB in the 

data base have a minimal shape actually snaller than the 

disyllabic minimal word foot. I propose that while the prosodic 

word is characterized in its minimal form by 'minimal word foot' , 

the exceptional forms are characterized as a 'minimal foot', i.e. 

as a bimoraic foot. This characterization of the 'mininal foot' 
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will figure praninently in the fomalization ofAxininca 

reduplication . 

2.2.2.1.1 The disyllabic mininal word foot 

In order to determine the prosodic shape of the "mi.ninal 

word' in Axininca, data are taken fran the lexicon offered by 

Payne 1981. In this lexicon, sane 850 words ofAxininca are 

listed. While nomlS, adverbs and verbS are given in Payne's 

I E"xi con, onl y notms and adverbs are considered here because these 

morphological categories can occur without affixes. In contrast, 

verbs undergo obligatory affixatianal processes (in particular 

verbs must bP- marked for tense) and generally. verbs undergo 

~ltiple affixational processes. After affixation, verbs are 

almost inv<'lriably disyllabic--with possibly one or two 

exc~ptions--as a result of the morphological requirements of 

Axininca verbs; thus it is not clear how to get at the prosodic 

requireml!Ilts of the verb independently of the requirements 

iT\'i'osed by the morphology. Nouns and adverbs, which need not be 

affixed, present a less carplex data set since these categories 

are actually well-formed words. 

The najor phonological classes of. nouns and adverbs are 

gi ven in ( 40); as shown, conscnant ini tial foma have at I east 

two syllables, and vowel initial foma have at least two 

syllables following the initial vowel (in (40b) 'r' represents a 

rhyrre) : 
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(40) Noun classes in Axininca 
total 

a. ca\Sonant initial forms: deS( &s6) 454 
b. vowel initial forna: rM(cSd6) 95 

549 

Exarrples follow in (41); in (41a) consonant initial words are 

gi ven and in (4lb) vowel initial words are provided: 

( 41) Exanpl es of words 
a. parpo land snai 1 

taniro palm (species) 
kitairiki wild pig 
6bopawair~i bird (species) 

b. aariti black bird 
abmpa hen 
aroosaki rice 
impookiro star 
otantawasi rafter 

The interesting general izatian about foms in (40) 

(representing 96\ of the data base) is that these forms caltain 

at least two syllables. First, forms in (4Oa) are straight

forwardly disyllabic or bigger. (4Ob) shews the other major class 

of words, foms where two syllables follow an initial rhJme. If 

the initial vowel sequence of words in (4Ob) satisfies a syllable 

constituent, then we expect nany words of the shape [llral], 

since such foms would be two syllables .. 

If we assune that a disyllabic foot characterizes the 

minimal realizatian of the prosodic word, Le. is selected as the 

minimal word foot in Axininca, the invariant properties of foms 

in (4Oa) result. bsaning that the initial vowel sequence of 
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forns in (4Ob) is a rhyme, these forns too are opl,ained. An 

initial vowel sequence does not satisfy the syllable, since it is 

a rhyrre. Therefore to satisfy the mininal word foot, two 

sy 11 abl es IIIlSt follow this rhyrre. The mininal word data then 

support the concl usion that an initial vowel sequence is not a 

syllable, but rather is daninated by a rhyme. 

The minimal word foot ofAxininca is given in (42): 

( 42) Axininca Mininal Word Foot: 66 

In sun, taking the shape of words in ( 40) as evidence for 

the 'minimal word' of Axininca , we IIIlSt conclude that 'd6' is the 

mininal characterization of the word in Axininca, i.e. is the 

'mininal word foot' satisfying the prosodic word ofAxininca. 

2.2.2.1.2 Exceptions 

The phonological realization of the majority of free lexical 

forms in (40) indicates' that a disyllabic foot is the mininal 

word ofAxininca . However, there are 18 excepticns found in the 

data base, each of which is mininally bimoraic. Below, I propose 

that the 'mininal foot', a bimoriac foot, characterizes the 

exceptional forms in Axininca. 

Figure (43) shows the prosodic properties of the remaining 

ncnms in the Axininca data base. As shawn in (43a) these forms 

can begin with a rhyme and be followed by cne syllable, or can 

consist of one syllable with two JlDras, (43b): 
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(43) Words smaller than two syllables 
total 

a. vowel initial, followed by me syllable, r6: 15 
b. monosyllabic, bimoraic, 4nm: 1 

18 

Exarrples of (438) are given in (448) and exanples of forms 

in (43b) are given in (44b). 

(44) Exceptional forms 
a. aa~:i 

airi 
inki 
OI)ko 

b. mii 
~a 

trail 
bee 
peanut 
edible plant 
otter 
anteater 

The forms in (43) violate the disyllabic requirement on words, 

but in each case, these forms are bimoraic. Oddly then, though 18 

excepti ons to the disyl1 abic minimal word occur, none of these is 

monanoraic. 

If we asS'l.l'l'le that the bimoraic foot is the minimal word foot 

ofAxininca, the fact that so few bimoraic words exist could not 

be explained. To account for the appearance of forms in (43) in 

light of the disyllabic characterizatim of the minimal word, I 

assune that these lexical excepticms are themselves characterized 

with reference to the 'minimal foot', the bimoraic foot.27 

As an alternative to the assmption that the disyllabic foot 

27 The term 'minimal foot' designating the bimoraic foot 
results fran examinatim of passible feet: 'mn' is a subset of 
all feet, the disyllabic foot and the iamb (and the bimoraic 
foot), asstrned as the possible feet of Prosodic Morphology (see 
McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990 and sectim 1.2). 
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is the minill'Bl word foot ofAxininca, we could asS\Ine that the 

iarrbic foot is the minill'Bl word foot ofAxininca.28 In this view, 

the appearance of foms in (43) is explained in the following 

mmner: since the mini.nal realizaticm of the ianb is a bimoraic 

foot (see section 1.2.1), the bimoraic foot should characterize 

the minimal word ofAxininca. This analysis is particularly 

c~atible with the stress facts ofAxininca, which dem:mstrate 

that the quantity sensitive foot is the foot characterizing the 

alternating stress pattern (see section 2.1.3). 

The first problen with this solution is that it fails to 

explain why so few foms are bimoraic. If any realization of the 

iambic foot is well-formed, we would expect many exarrples of 

'c:vv' or 'vcv' words, rather than just the 18 foms in (43). Thus 

even if the iambic foot is used to characterize the minill'Bl word, 

the fact that a small set of exceptions are bimoraic would still 

need to be stipulated. 

Second, the claim that the minimal word ofAxininca is 

iambic cannot be substantiated by the minimal word data: a1 thOtl9h 

disyllabic feet c~osed of a light-light syllable are cammcn, 

words of the 'canonical' iambic shape (a light-heavy syllable 

pair) are exceedingly rare--fourteen e~les have so far been 

found. 

Third, as shown by exarrples fran the shortening rule in 

28 See Black 1989 for suggestions along this line. 
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section 2.2.1 (figure (37a» the shortening rule freely applies 

to a word carposed of an imtbic foot and changes it to a dn&. 

sequence. wi lkinson (1989) demonstrates that in Lardil when the 

minirral realization of a word will be violated by the application 

of a phonological rule, the rule fails. If the imtb were the 

minimal word foot--tiemanstrable by the realization of the minimal 

word as a canonical iClJril--then the problan is to explain why 

Shortening freely applies to words of the canonical iambic shape. 

The facts then conspire to argue against the iamb as the minimal 

word foot ofAxininca.2t 

In sum, the exceptional forms in Axininca are characterized 

by the 'minimal foot', mn; the disyllabic foot is selected as the 

minimal word foot ofAxininca. J show in chapter 4 that the 

'nrl nima 1 foot' has special status in Axininca since it is 

inserted to satisfy a foot when such is required by reduplication 

but it is not available in the tmderlying representation. 

Sumrarizing this section, by examining the prosodic shape of 

the words in Axininca we see that the minimal realization of the 

word in this language is characterized as a disyllabic foot. 

Words lacking an initial onset CCI'lSanant contain two syllables 

after the initial rhyme, thus providing further evidence that an 

2t It is questionable at this point whether the iamb is ever 
a foot which characterizes the 'min:inlll word' of any language, 
since no cl ear cut cases of the iamb as minimal word have yet 
cane to light. While Lanhardi and McCarthy 1990 claim that the 
minimal word foot of Choctaw could be birroraic or ianilic, no 
evidence is available to substantiate the latter as the minimal 
word foot of the language. 
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initial vowel sequence is not a syllable. In positing the 

disyllabic foot as the 'minimal word foot' of Axininca, the claim 

is that the morphological foot need not correspcnd to the 

metrical foot of a language (the iamb in Axininca). 

2.2.3 Formalizing the prosodic word 

This section formalizes the prosodic word as a constituent 

governed by TE!II"plate Satisfaction to centain a foot, but which is 

a1 so governed by the principl e of Maximization to be as large as 

possible, i.e. to contain all the feet available in the 

morphological darain. Thus like the syllable, the prosodic word 

is characterized by mininal obligatory phenological criteria but 

can have optional ccmponents; the latter result in the variable 

properties of the prosodic word. 

In the previous section, the mininal word was demonstrated 

to be a disyllabic foot. Formalizing this finding in (45), a 

prosodic word can be constructed once a disyllabic foot is 

available since the obligatory portions of this constituent are 

satisfied: 

(45) Prosodic Word (by Teni»late satisfaction) 

Rol 

foot 
/\ 

6 tS 

-> 
I 

foot 
/\ 
dd 

The obligatory mininal realization, i.e. the invariant 
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properties of a prosodic word, will be that the mininal form of 

the word is characterized by 2l disyllabic foot. We have seen that 

the syllables contained in the m:inirral word nust be realized as a 

'cv' sequence; thus the mininal segmental realization of a word 

is a 'cvcv' sequence. However, syllables can potentially contain 

more than an onset consonant and a mora. Thus one way that a 

prosodi c word can be bigger than the mininal (segmental) 

realization of the word is by daninating syllables which contain 

more than the obligatory constituents of the syllable. 

If the prosodi c word is I ike other prosodic constituents, 

then \mder the principle of Maximization it can be realized with 

as much naterial as is available in the domain. In (46) the 

assumption that the prosodic word is obligatorily as big as 

possible is fornalized under Maximization; in (46.i) a prosodic 

word is generated by Terrplate Satisfaction and in (46.H) the 

Prosodic Word is naximized to include the rerraining foot in the 

demain. so 

(46) Prosodic Word Construction 
i. Template Satisfaction 

PW 
f 

ft ft 
/\ / \ 

6 6 6 ~ 

-> 

ii. Maximization 

PW 
/ \ 

ft . ft 
/\ / \ 
~ d t5 d 

30 Maximization as illustrated in (46) result..c; as a right 
branching structure, but in principle the foot satisfying the 
word could be parsed fran either edge of the darain. 
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Figure (47) provides an exasrple of the prosodic word fran 

Axininca; in (47.i) a darain cansisting of four syllables is 

footed; in ( 47. ii) , a prosodic word is satisfied since the 

obligatory portion of the prosodic word is available. The 

rl!!l'lBining foot of the danain is associated to the prosodic word 

by Maximizatim (47. iii) : 

( 47) Axininca prosodic word 
i. ii. iii. 

PW PW 
I /\ 

ft ft ft ft ft ft 
/\ 1\ 1\ /\ /\ /\ 

~cSrcSr~ cSr6rcSrcSr ~~d,;6c 

IflHHf IflHflf IH*flf sitatari sitatari sitatari 'cockroach ' 

Anytime a prosodic dcmrln is cmposed of an even nuriler of 

syllables, the syllables will be exhaustively parsed into feet, 

and the feet will be associated to the prosodic word.n In case a 

31 In (47) the prosodic word of the morphology, i.e. 
daninating the stena shown in this section, is illustrated. In 
this cmstituent, feet are disyllabic. At the post-lexical level, 
however, the feet contained in the prosodic word are quantity 
sensitive. Moreover, at the post-lexical level, where stress 
applies, the prosodic word will have ~ final syllable IIIIrked 
erlrmnetrical (see section 2.1.3). Thus in principle, a prosodic 
word with different characteristics can be constructed at 
different levels of a single gralililar. In particular, the feet 
cmtained in the prosodic word can be different, erlraprosodicity 
of constituents set at ane level nay not hold at others, and 
elements which cannot produce well-formed constituents in ane 
level can be well-formed at another (eg. the initial vowel 
sequence in Axininca is not a well-formed syllable at the lexical 
level, but nay be at the post-lexical level). 
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constituent with an odd nmber of syllables is in the darain, the 

odd n\ll'bered syllable is appended into the adjaCt!llt foot by Poet 

Adjunction, resulting in the "superfoot' (Libeman and Prince 

1977, Selkirk 1978, 1980, and Hayes 1980, 1981); thus as shawn in 

(48.i) a three syllable dcrnain is footed with the result that a 

prosodic word is constructed but cne syllable remains unfooted; 

in (48.ii) this syllable is associated to the following foot: s2 

( 48) Foot Adjunction 

i. 

PW 

I 
it 
/ \ 

6 6 

ii. 

PW 

I 
(

ft 
/ \ 

d 6 6 

Consider the implication of the non-syllabification of the 

word initial vowel sequence demonstrated in the previous 

sections. We have seen that the initial vowel sequence of a word 

S2 I give Foot Adjunction as a rule of Axininca, however if 
we &SSllne that feet can be I'IIlximized to ccntain a third syllable
-if such is left over after satisfaction of disyllabic feet--Poot 
Adjunction could be specified as a ~ul t of Maximization. A 
second analysis would associate the third syllable in (48.i) 
directly to the prosodic word as in (i) below; in Axininca, there 
is nothing to choose between (48. it) and (i): 

(i) PW 

;;! 
I /\ 

d d t5 
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lacking an initial onset is a rhyne but not a syllable; as such, 

the rhyme is not contained in feet and therefore is not contained 

in the prosodic word. The prosodic representation of the prosodic 

structure daninating a rhyme initial word is given in (49); as 

shown, the initial IIDras are not daninated by a syllable in 

(49.ii), are therefore not footed in (49.iii), and so are not 

contained in the prosodic word in (49.iv). 

(49) Prosodic representation of a lmra initial form 
i. ii. iii. iv. 

stem syllabification footing prosodic word 

PW 
l 

ft ft 
/ \ / \ 

r 6r 6.: r ~ l5r r 6r ~ 
1\ 1\11 ~I~~ 1\11\11 mn nmm nm nm m nmmn m 

\I \I I \I \I I \I \I I \I \I r 
a:ri:ti a:ri:ti a:ri:ti a:ri :ti 'blackbird' 

Because of the prosodic 'network' shown in (49), if a 

prosodic word is the target of a (lexical) rule, the fact that 

the initial rhyme is not in the prosodic word should be exhibited 

in the output of the rule.'s 

3' Since an ini tial heavy rhyme participates in stress, we 
might assume that this lexically 'degenerate' syllable is well
formed at the post-lexical level (i.e. that the onset requirement 
on the syllable at the lexical level is turned off at the post
lexical level) and thus is a cCJJpment of the prosodic ·word at 
the post-lexical level. See footnote 31. 
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2.3 SUmmary of chapter 2 

This chapter has provided background phenology ofAxininca 

which will figure praninently in the following chapters. I showed 

that syllables are governed bf Template Satisfaction and 

Maximization. A syllable results if its obligatory carp::ments are 

available. Thus Talplate Satisfaction is a candition on the set 

of elements at level n which satisfy a constituent at the next 

higher level of representation, n+1. Maximization associates 

elements of the input representation to the constituent resulting 

fran Tenplate Satisfaction to provide the biggest tenplates 

allowed by the language. Crucially, we saw that the difference 

between these two principl es is in the processes which each can 

carmand: whereas prosodic constituents are satisfied by 

association or insertion processes (epenthesis), Maximization can 

only associate elements present in the input repr~entation. This 

view explains i) the fact that only obligatory positions are 

inserted, and thus ii) the limitation of Maximization: insertion 

processes do not recursively generate the biggest possible 

prosodic constituents. 

In formalizing the syllable, I showed that the syllable is 

divided into sub-syllabic structure: the rhJme is necessary in 

Axininca. To characterize the syllabification terrplate of 

Axininca, while also explaining the fact that a particular type 
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of vowel sequence can occur at the left edge of a word, the rhJme 

IIIJSt be posited. This fornalism explains why the particular vowel 

sequence which occurs at the left edge is a well-formed. syllable

-minus the onset consonant. The minimal word data ofAxininca, 

where an initial vowel sequence does not count as a syllable in 

determining the disyllabic minimal word foot, supports this 

conclusion. 

Finally, the prosodic word in Axininca was demanstrated to 

be characterized in its obligatory shape with a disyllable foot, 

but nay be bigger. In Axininca, the prosodic word is satisfied by 

a disyllabic foot by Terrplate Satisfaction; thus the mininal word 

foot ofAxininca is disyllabic. Under Maximization, the remaining 

feet of a mlrphological dcrrain are associated to the prosodic 

word constituent, and Foot Adjunction joins stray syllables into 

a foot. A result of the analysis is a prosodic word which 

daninates all the well-formed syllables of the dcrrain; crucially, 

the initial extraprosodic rhJme which can occur at the beginning 

of a morphological constituent in Axininca is not contained in 

the higher levels of prosody, i.e. the syllable, foot or prosodic 

word <at the lexical level). 

A very interesting prediction aris~ fran the result that a 

prosodic word is a lmit of prosody in phalology: ceteris paribus, 

we should expect to see it nanipulated as a tsrplate of 

morphological operations, just as the other prosodic 

constituents, syllable and foot, are so manipulated. The next 
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chapter shows that the prosodic word is in fact a constituent 

which is crucial to explain Axininca reduplicatian. 
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CRAPIJ'I:R 3 

IXDtIlWS RiWPLICAftClf: .. PlCfD)IC tam IIf IIRIID.OGr 

The theory of Prasodic Morphology explains the prasodic 

input and autl'Ut c:cnditims en IN)rphological aperaticns through a 

set of terrplates, fornalized as prosodic c:cmstituents (see 

sectien 1.2). If the prosodic wem is a legitinBte prosodic 

constituent, the theory of Prosodic Morphology predicts that it 

should characterize morphological processes (as well as 

phenological enes). ReI~lt evidence would be a IN)rphological 

operatim which mmipulates a cmstitumt CGii'Olled of a mininal 

word foot in its smallest form, but which can be bigger. In 

Axininca, such evidence is found in reciuplicatien, as exerrplified 

in figure (1). Reduplicatien copies a verb, resulting in the form 

meaning "to vms more and IN)re'' • However identifying the 

morphological category "verb' is not enough to explain what 

reduplicates in Axininca. In (la,b) the entire verb stan 

reduplicates. But in (lc,d), the verb is smaller than two 

syllables, and the prefix lno-I reduplicates with the verb.1 

(1) Axininca 1 and 2 reduplicatien 
verb stem reduplicated form 

a. ka'lll [no-ka1Il=ka1Il- ] 
b. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-] 

I vas more and more 
pade1le 
bathe 

c. naa [no-naa=no-naal/*[no-naa=naa-] chew 
d. asi [n-asi=n-asi-]/*[n-asi=asi-1 cover 

1 The output of redupUcatim in (1) represents intermediate 
forms; ultimately such forms will undergo further \It_i1i.tical and 
derivatiClUlI affixaticn. 
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-rbis chapter (which expands en Spring 1989b, 1990b) explains 

the surface variability found in (1) by fomalizing Axininca 

reciuplicatien with reference to the prDllOdic word. iftms the first 

point of this chapter is to c:h!nImstrate the ease where the 

prosodic word, argued in previous literature to be a eanstituent 

to which phenological rules can be sensitive (s_ chapter 2), 

also characterizes morphology. '!'be second point is to shaw that 

the prosodic word is catpiled fran subordinate levels of prosodic 

structure (syllables and feet), as hypothesized in chapter 2. The 

effects of these levels are refl~ed in the output foms of 

reduplication, since output forms can differ fran each other by 

one or more prosodic rules. The third point is to show that the 

prosodic word in redupl icatien is govemed by Teiq)late 

Satisfaction to be a foot, but by Maximization to be as big as 

possible. 

A specific result of prosodic word reciuplicatien in Axininca 

is that particular aspects of the analysis of the syllable and 

minimal word foot in chapter 2 are supported by the reduplication 

paradigm: (i) when the verb alene reduplicates, the fact that the 

initial vowel (sequence) of a stem does not reduplicate bears out 

the analysis of this sequence as a rh;rrne, not a syllable (see 

section 2.1.2.1); (ii) because a stem final eanscmant behaves as 

though it is a syllable in reduplicatien, support for the napping 

of a stray eansanant to a syllable results (see sectien 2.1.2.2); 

and (iii) the mini.nal word foot characterizing the prosodic word 

---- ~- ~-~ 
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in reduplication supports the conc:lusion that the Axininca 

minimal word is a disyllabic: foot. 

Redupl ic:ation data examined in this section are taken fran 

two Axininc:a dial ec:ts, referred to here as 'Axininca l' and 

'Axininca 2'. Data fran Axininca 1 are fran Payne 1980, Payne 

1981, and Payne et al 1982, whose work is c:mpiled fran field 

study ofAxininca based mostly on the gtaillar of one speaker, 

Jorge Smchez santos. Data fran Axininc:a 2 are fran the 

unpublished field notes of Payne and Spring 1989; this work too 

is based em the gtaillar of a single language c:onsul tant, N{c:anor 

Barba~ Cunio.2 

Data fran two dialects are presented because examination of 

the nature of both the similarities and differences between 

Axininc:a 1 and 2 output forms of reduplication provides support 

for (i) Axininc:a redupl ic:ation as a process sensitive to the 

prosodic word, and (ii) the prosodic: word as a constituent 

resul ting fran the interaction of several autananoU9 processes. 

The c:ross-dialectal similarity of surface foms results becaUge 

the prosodic word characterizes the reciuplicatim process in both 

dialects. The differences between the surfac:e forms of the two 

dialects result because the ordering of ~ndependent c:aipCktents of 

2 The Axininca dialect of Asheninca originates fran 2111 
Asheninca nan named Ongarm and his seven wives who moved to the 
Apurucayali river. Barbaran and sanchez are related (Ongamo is 
the great-grandfather of each), but were born approxinately 
thirteen years apart. Barham and sanchez cane fran different 
c:amunities statimed m or near the Apuruc:ayali river. 
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reduplieation differs in the two dialects. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 

3.1, I shew that reduplication in Axininca 1 is sensitive to the 

prosodic word. In section 3.2 I show that Axininca 2 

reduplication is also fomalized as prosodic word reduplication, 

thus explaining the similarities of reduplication forms in 

Axininca 1 and 2. However, I also denv:mstrate that the surface 

realizations of reduplication in the two dialects differ because 

of differences in the way prosodic word reduplication applies in 

Axininca 1 and 2. 

3.1 Axininca 1 reduplication 

The evidence fran reduplication of verb stems with different 

phonological shapes conspires to support a view ofAxininca 

reduplication characterized with reference to the prosodic word. 

Because surface forms resul t fran the interaction of several 

prosodic processes, I present data in sets which demonstrate the 

individual carponents of reduplication. 

I show first that reduplication of the prosodic word resul ts 

in reduplicated surface forms of two or nore syllables since the 

prosodic word is satisfied by a disyllabic foot, but is naximized 

whenever nore feet are available. I show evidence fran 

reduplication that a disyllabic foot rather than a bimoraic one 

is the mininal word foot ofAxininca; these data support the 

fornalization of the mininal word foot given in section 2.2.2.1-

I demonstrate that since the prefix and verb reduplicate when the 
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verb cannot supply a prosodic word, Axininca reciuplicaticn cannot 

be handled as a case of 'total morphological' (Le. verb) 

reduplication. Pinally, I show that seemingly prahlematic aspects 

of vowel- ini tial stena and ccmscwmt-final stena in reduplication 

are easily handled with reference to the syllabificaticn 

processes independently motivated in chapter 2. 

3.1.1 Prosodic word redupl icaticn 

Payne 1981 provides reduplication foma of 21 verbs in two 

inflectional paradigrrs, the 1st persat singular future 

continuative and the 3rd persan nasculine singular perfective 

continuative (the latter is marked with no overt prefix). In this 

chapter I reduplicatian of verbs in the 1st person siJ'l9Ular 

context are examined toward a general tmderstanding of the 

formalization of reduplication (see chapter 4 for discussion of 

3rd person singular forms). 

The gloss of reduplication in the 1st siJY.JUlar future 

continuative is given in (2). The vowel of the prefix, Ino-I, 
deletes preceding a vowel initial stem (see sectim 2.1.2.2). The 

future I-NI surfaces mly if the verb begins with a stop or 

affricate (see section 2.1.1) . An epmthetic vowel, [a], is 

inserted between a reduplicating, ccnsanant-final verb and the 

continuative, [wai]. Pinally, I-il is a future narker, preceded 

by epenthetic [tl, since two vowels are ccntiguous in the 

morphological derivatim (see sectian 2.1.2.2): 



(2) Reduplicaticm gloss 
n(o)-N-st~reduplicaticm(-a)-wai-t-i 
l8;-f- 'vmB more and more' -epen-ccntinuati ve-epen-f 
"I will ccmtinue to VERB more and more" 
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Reduplication of verb stene ccnsisting of two or three 

syllables is given in (3). As shawn in (la-c) two syllables can 

reduplicate, and in (3d) three syllables can reduplicate:' 

(3) Axininca 1 two-three syllable verbs 
verb stan redupl icated fom 

a. kama [no~-kama=kama-waiti] 
b. kintha [no-q-kintba=kintba-waiti] 
c. thaaI)ki [no-n-thaat)ki=thUJ)ki-waiti] 
d. kaawosi [no-IJ-kaawosi=kaawosi-wail:a] 

gloss 
paddle 
tell 
hurry 
bathe 

Figure (3) shows that all the syllables of the verb stan 

reduplicate. To account for these forms the sirrplest analysis 

would be to assme that in Axininca the morphological category 

'verb' reduplicates, i.e. that Axininca displays 'total 

morphological' reduplication. The problan with such an assmption 

however is imnediately apparent when verb stene smaller than 

those in (3) are examined. Figure (4) gives reduplicaticm of verb 

, The stan in (3d), /bawosi/, is given in Payne 1981 as 
/kawosi/. Data fran Payne and Spring 1989 shows that this fom is 
/bawesi/ in the Arininca 2 dialect and we suspect that /baWDSi/ 
could also be the correct fom for Payne's original data. In 
Payne's data, the stem /bawosi/ is. not el ici ted wi thaut a 
prefix, Le. was never elicited in a ccntext to show the 
underlying length of the first syllable. Since alternating stress 
is iarrbic (see sacticm 2.1.3), the initial lang vowel of 
/kaawosi/ attracting the stress in an odd nmbered syllable, Le. 
when not prefixed and so in word-initial posi tien, would show the 
underlying length of this syllable. In Payne's forms this stem is 
always prefixed; thus the initial syllable of this stem always 
occurs in the secand syllable of the word, a nornally stressed 
positicm (stressed syllables are phcxletically realized with lenqth). 
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stl!!ll\9 which are smaller than two syllables; in exactly this case 

the persen prefix !lUSt reduplicate alc:mg with the verb.4 

(4) Axininca 1 reduplieatian: stems smaller than two syllables 
verb reduplicated forms aloss 

a. naa [no-naa=no-naa-waiti] chew 
b. na [no-na=no-na-waiti] carry 
c. tho [no-n-tho--no-n-tho-W4iti] kiss 

The key points to note about forms in (3)-(4) are these: (i) 

what reduplicates is always mininally two .syllables;5 (ii) what 

reduplicates can be more than two syllables~ and (iii) it is only 

in the case that the verb is not at least two syllables that the 

prefix reduplicates. These findings shaw that Axininca is not a 

case of 'total m:»rphological' (i .e. verb) reduplicatien, rather 

is constrained by prosodic requ:i.ranents. The question is what 

precise prosodic constituent characterizes reduplication. 

In chapter 2 the prosodic word was hypothesized to be a 

consti tuent obligatorily containing a mininal word foot, but 

potentially bigger than a foot; in Axininca the minimal word foot 

is disyllabic. Recapping the major points, in Axininca a syllable 

is constructed fran segments and necessarily contains an onset 

consonant and a mora, the foot is satisfied by two syllables, and 

the prosodic word is constructed if a ~syllabic foot, i.e. the 

'minimal word foot', is available. By Maximization, raraining 

4 Figure (4c) sbaws that the future prefix /N-/ also 
reduplicates alan; with the persCll prefix. 

5 Payne notes that reduplicatiCll is of the preferred 'O/CIJ' 
type, 1981:143. 
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feet are associated to the prosodic word constituent; remaining 

syllables are associated to feet. 

If 'we assune that a mininal word foot reduplicates in 

Aldninca, the fact that two syllables nust reduplicate is 

accounted for; but such an assmptian cannot explain cases like 

(3d), where more than two syllables reduplicate. However, if the 

teftlliate nanipulated by Axininca reduplication is the prosodic 

word, the variable nmber of syllables reduplicating in (3) is 

predicted, as is the minimal real ization of the redupl icant as a 

disyllabic foot. This 8SS\III>tion explains prefix reduplication: 

if the verb supplies enough phonological material to construct a 

prosodic word, the verb alone reduplicates; but if the verb is 

too snaIl, the prefix and verb together supply enough syllables 

to satisfy a prosodic word constituent. An info~l 

characterization of the reduplication components is given in (5): 

(5) Reduplication in Axininca 1--preliminary version 
a. syllabify stem 
b. build prosodic word 
c. reduplicate: copy prosodic word 
d. append prefix to the verb stem 
e. syllabify prefix + stem, repeat (5b,c) 

The process of reduplication does not actually include 

syllabification; however, since syllabification is a necessary 

precursor to the satisfaction of the prosodic word, it is given 

in (5) and shawn in the derivations which follow. The focus of 

(5) is on the shape of the reduplicant as the prosodic word; the 

actual fomalization of reciuplicatian is delayed. I assune for 
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the m:ment that a prosodic word is CClNItructed cm the verbal base 

(the "verbal base' is the verb or the prefix and verb if 

prefixaticm has applied), (Sb), and is copied in reduplicaticm, 

(Sc); I argue for this position in chapter 4. 

Derivations of verb stems with different prosodic shapes are 

provided in (6)-( 9). In (6b) , segnents of the verb stan are 

syllabified, resulting in two syllables.' In (6c) a prosodic word 

is constructed since it is satisfied by its. obligatory carpanent, 

the mininal word foot: note that Maximization does not apply 

since the darain contains only one foot:' 

(6) The prosodic word of a two syllable verb stan in Axininca 1 
a. stan 

mm 
I 1 

kana 

b. syllabification 

'dhapter 2 motivates the rbyine as a sub-syllabic 
constituent ofAxininca; for notational ease in the rt!I1Ilinder of 
this dissertation the rhyme is included in derivatians anly when 
focal to the discuuicm. 

, In the derivatiCllS in (6)-(10), the reduplicant (i.e. the 
copied prosodic word base) is not specified as either prefixation 
or suffixaticm because either analysis results in the sane output. 



c. prosodic word constructian 
i. 'l'errplate Satisfaction 

PN , 
ft 
1\ 

66 

!iii 
kana 

lOS 

ii. Maximization 

RIA 

In (7) redupl ic::ation copies the prosodic word base and after 

prefixation and suffixation the surface forms result. 

(7) Reduplication 

PW PW 
I I 
ft ft 
1\ 1\ 
d~ 6~ 

~~ IiIT 
kana kana -> [no-,-kama=kama-waiti] 

Figures (8)-(9) shew reduplication of a three syllable stem. 

In (8b) three syllables result fran syllabification. In (8c) a 

prosodic word is satisfied since a disyllabic foot is available 

in (8c.i); in (8c.H), Foot Adjunc::tion appends the extra syllable 

into the prosodic word.' In (ad) r~lic::ation copies the 

, Recall fran chapter 2 that Foot Adjunction is a type of 
Maximization, in this case, of the foot rather than the prosodic 
word. In derivations, Foot Adjunction and Maximization of the 
prosodic word are given as 'Maximization' ; in the former, an 
extra syllable docks to the foot:; in the latter, feet dock to the 
prosodic word. See note (32), chapter 2. 
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prosodic word base and after other affixatianal processes are 

carpleted, the surface forms result:' 

(8) Prosodic word reduplication in Axininca 1 
a. verb stan 

mnmm 
\I I I 

ka:wosi 

b. syllabification 

6 ~ 6 

~ITIi 
ka:wosi 

c. prosodic word construction 
i. Template Satisfaction ii. Maximization 

IW IW 
I I 
ft (ft 
I \ I \ 

6 d6 6 66 

fBfin ~M 
ka:wosi ka:wosi 

d. redupl ication 

IW IW 
I I I 

ft ft 
( 1\ (1\ 

d 66 6 6 d 

~iifi ~IT" ka:wosi ka:wosi -> [no-lj-kaawosi=kaawosi-wai6a] 

, Lang vowels are represented in derivations as 'v:' and as 
[vv] in phonetic representations. 

-------.-... -.-. 
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The variable nmber of syllables reduplicating in (3) is 

explained by positing a prosodic word as the reduplicating 

constituent: two or more syllables ccnstitutes a prosodic word 

and thus two or more syllables reduplicate. This analysis also 

explains reduplication of the prefix alang with the verb in case 

the verb is snaller than two syllables. As shawn in (9), a 

monosyllabic verb cannot supply a prosodic word. After 

syllabification in (9b), a monosyllabic stern carprises a single 

syllable and thus prosodic word construction and reduplication in 

(9c) and (9d) fail: 

(9) The prosodic word and monosyllabic verb stems 
a. verb stan 

nrn 
\I 

na: 

b. syllabification 

na: 

c. prosodic word ccmstruction 
N/A 

d. reduplication 
N/A 

However, after prefixation in (lOa) and syllabification in 

(lOb), a disyllabic foot can be ccmstructed en the prefix plus 

verb and the prosodic word is satisfied, (10c). Reduplicatien in 

(lOd) targets the prosodic word and the correct output form 

------- ----



results, where both the verb and prefix reduplicate: 

(10) Prefixation of verbs anaHer than two syllables 
a. prefixation 

6 

i ~ 
no + na: 

b. prefix syllabdfication 

no na: 

c. prosodic word construction 
i. Tenplate Satisfaction 

PW 

I 
ft 
/\ 

6 6 

,,~ 
no na: 

d. reduplication 

PW PW 
I I 

ft ft 
/\ j\ 
~6 6 

IiPv IT~ 

ii. Maximization 

N/A 

nona: nona: -> [no-naa=no-nu-waiti] 
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The evidence fran reduplication of bimoraic, monosyllabic 

verb stang in figures (9)-(10) supports the analysis of the 
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mininal word foot as a disyllabic rather than a bitroraic foot (as 

argued in section 2.2.2.1). Since a form like lnaal reduplicates 

with the prefix, [no-naa=no-naa], and cannot reduplicate without 

the prefix, * [no-naa=naa-], the evidence of reduplication in 

these prefixed forms is that the min:inal word is disyllabic. 

Moreover, if the iamb were the correct: c:haracterizatian of the 

Axininca mininal word foot then the question is why a bimoraic 

verb does not rec1up1 icate as is--since a. bimoraic foot is a 

legitinate realization of the iamb (s~ chapter 4 for further 

discussion) . Thus just as the prosodic word is in general 

characterized by the disyllabic minimal word foot, so too is the 

mininal word foot characterizing the prosodic word of 

reduplication a disyllabic foot. 

Reduplication above shows that the prefix reduplicates to 

supply the requirements of the prosodic word constituent of 

reduplication when the verb alane cannot; thus the analysis 

explains when the prefix s=!!l. reduplicate. To account for the fact 

that a prefix cannot reduplicate when a verb alone supplies a 

prosodic word, reduplication truSt precede prefixation.10 A form 

like Ikamal does not reduplicate with the prefix to result in a 

licit three syllable reduplic:ant in ~ininca 1: *[no-kana=no-

10 Pollawing the theory of lexical phenology and morphology 
(eg. Kiparsky 1982, 1983), cnea a morpholo;ical aperaticn applies 
to a stem, the stem cannot undervo the same morphology again 
later in the derivation; a second pass of the same morphology is 
'blocked' by the previous application of the operation. Thus once 
reduplication targets a verb stem it cannot reapply after 
prefixation. 
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kare-]. However, since the prefix can also reduplicate along with 

the stem (when the stan is too snall to supply a prosodic word), 

reduplication nIJ!It also follow prefixation, as shown in (9)-(10). 

The ordering between prefixation and reduplicaticm in Axininca 1 

is as given in (11): 

(11) Ordering of reduplication and prefixatian in Arlninca 1 

1st: stem -> reduplicat.e 
2nd: prefix + stem -> reduplicate 

SUmarizing, Axininca reciuplicaticm cannot. be handled as a 

case of 'tot.al morphological' (Le. verb) reduplicaticm since (i) 

more than the verb can reduplicate, and (U) more than a verb 

reduplicates in precisely the case that the verb stem is snaller 

than two syllables. Thus the const.ituent manipulated by 

reduplication is a prosodic constituent. Since at least two 

syllables must reduplicate and since more than two syllables can 

reduplicate, reduplication is characterized with reference to the 

prosodic word. When t.he verb stem is not. at least two syllables, 

the phonological naterial of the prefix supplies the prosodic 

material t.o result in the requisite prosodic word of 

reduplication. Thus only when the verb is too snaIl can the 

persCl'l prefix reduplicate with the verb.' Because reciuplicaticm of 

prefixed verbs applies to a disyllabic foot as the smallest 

reduplicating form, and since crucially a monosyllabic, bimoraic 

verb does not reduplicate without the prefix, reduplication 

provides additicmal evidence that the min.inal word foot of 
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Axininca is a disyllabic cansti tuent • 

3.1.2 Vowel-initial stems 

Figures (3) and (4) showed exarrples of reduplication of 

consonant-ini tial rmnosyllabic and polysyllabic st.ems. However, 

Axininca also has monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems beginning 

wi th a vowel. In particular, a verb st.em can begin with a vowel 

sequence consisting of any legitimate tautosyllabic combination, 

i.e. can begin with a rhyr.-e (see section 2.1.2.1). When a stem 

begins with a rhyme, if the stem is polysyllabic the initial 

rhyme sil'l"ply does not copy in reduplication; if the stem is 

monosyllabic, the prefix reduplicates alOll9 with the verb. This 

section explains the behavior of vowel- initial stems in 

reduplication through the independently rmtivated principles of 

Axininca syllabification, in particular by the stat.us of the 

initial vowel (s.equence) as a rhyme rather than a syllable. When 

a stem is polysyllabic, since t.he initial rh~ is not a 

syllable, it can neither be footed nor associated to the prosodic 

word by Maximization. The initial rhyme therefore does not. copy 

in reduplication. However, when the stem is mcnosyllabic, the 

prefix must append to the verb stem before reduplication to fill 

out the prosodic word reQUired by reduplication, thus supplying 

the initial rhyme of the st.em with an anset canscnant; the prefix 

and entire verb stem then reduplicate. 

Figure (12) shows ex~les of stare beginning with a vowel. 
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Forms in (12a,b) have at least two syllables following the 

initial vowel; as shawn in (12.H) all the syllables of the stem 

reduplicate and the initial rhyme does not. In (12c-e) exIIq)les 

where just me syllable follows the initial rhyme are given, and 

as shown in (12.ii) both the prefix and the verb reduplicate. 

(12) Polysyllabic rhyme-initial stems in Axininca 1 
i. ii. 
verb stem reduplicated forms 

a. osampi [n-osampi=sampi-waiti] 
b. osaIJkina [n-os2UJkina=saJ)kina-wai ti] 
c. asi [n-asi=n-asi-waiti] 
d. aasi [n-aasi=n-aasi-waiti] 
e. apii [n-apii=n-apii-waiti] 

gloss 
ask 
write 
cover 
meet 
repeat 

The questions that vowel initial forms raise then are (i) 

why the initial rhyme fails to reduplicate if the stem is 

polysyllabic, and (ii) why the prefix reduplicates with the stem-

initial rhyme and the rest of the verb if the verb stem is 

monosyllabic. The analysis of reduplicatim as a process 

sensitive to the prosodic word should be able to explain the nm

reduplication of the initial rhyme in (12a,b) and the fact that 

the initial rhyme reduplicates with the prefix in (12c-e); in 

fact, the behavior of these stE!1'R9 calfirms the analysis of 

Axininca reduplication as a process sensitive to the prosodic 

word. 

In chapter 2 we saw data motivating an analysis of the 

syllable with a ryhne, and where a rhyme can be extraprosodic in 

word-initial positim (see section 2.1.2.1). Crucially the 

initial vowel sequence is not a syllable. As demonstrated in 
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chapter 2 the evidence fran the mini.m!l1 word data fran Axininca 

supports ilis conclusion. Extending this analysis of the 

extraprosodic initial rh!Jlll! fran the words of chapter 2 to the 

stems examined here, the verb stems in (12a,b) are polysyllabic 

since these forns have more than one syllable after the initial 

rhyme. Verb stans in (12c-e) are monosyllabic since these forms 

have just one syllable following the initial rhyme. Because the 

initial rhyme is not a syllable, the polysyllabic forms 

reduplicating without the initial rhyme and without the prefix 

behave exactly as expected in the account of reduplication given 

here: since the rh!Jlll! is not syllabified, it: cannot be footed, it 

is therefore not contained in the prosodic word constituent and 

does not reduplicate. 

Reduplication of a polysyllabic, rhyme-initial stem is given 

in figure (13). In (13b) we see that syllabification yields two 

syllables. The initial segment '[0]' satisfies the rhyme, but 

lacking an onset, it fails to syllabify. The disyllabic foot 

constructed on the two resulting syllables satisfies a prosodic 

word in (13c); note that all segments except those in the initial 

rhyme are daninated by the prosodic word. Reduplication in (l3d) 

copies the prosodic word; since the initial rh!Jlll! is not 

contained in the prosodic word, it does not copy:ll,12 

11 I assume that the initial rhyme does not erase by stray 
Erasure because it is extraprosodic, and thus is exenpt fran 
Prosodic Licensing. 



(13) Polysyllabic, rhyme-initial stem in Axininca 1 
a. verb stan 

mm m 
1 I I 
osart"pi 

b. syllabification 

c. prosodic word construction 
i. Template Satisfaction 

PW 

I 
ft 

I \ 

fTh~ 
o sampi 

d. Reduplication 

PW PW 
, t 

ft ft 
1\ /\ 

rcSxcSr ~6r 

71TI~ InH 

ii. Maximization 

MIA 

o sampi sampi -> [n-osampi=sampi-waitil 
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12 Like forms in section 3.1.1, the forms in (12) offer no 
evidence in support of reduplication as prefixaticm or 
suffixation. If reduplication is prefixaticn of a copy of the 
prosodic word to the base, the correct forms result (copied 
naterial would prefix directly to the base, thus resulting in the 
extraprosodic rhyme in leftmost posi tian) • Conversely, if 
reduplication in (12) is assured to be suffixation of the copy of 
the prosodic word to the prosodic word base the correct output 
also results. 
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The evidence fran reduplicated fornm in (12a,b) ccnfirnm the 

analysis of an initial vowel (sequence) as a rhJl'lll! and not a 

syllable, and supports the analysis of reduplication as a 

morphological operation sensitive to the prosodic word. 

Reduplication of rhyme-initial monosyllabic forms in (12c-e) also 

falls out fran the analysis. In these forms, the verb cannot 

reduplicate without the prefix because the stem-initial rhyme is 

not a syllable, Le. these verb stSIB. are monosyllabic. A 

derivation is given in (14)-(15). In (14b) syllabification of the 

stem results in just one syllable. In (14c) a foot cannot be 

built since two syllables are not available, and thus prosodic 

word satisfaction and reduplication fail. 

(14) Reduplication fails with a rronosyllabic rhyme-initial verb 
a. verb stem 

mm 
I I 
asi 

b. :~Illabification 
I I 
mm 
I I 
asi 

c. prosodic word satisfaction 
MIA 

d. reduplication 
MIA 

Just like the consonant-initial manosl'llabic verbs shewn in 

section 3.1.1, rhyme-initial monosyllabic verbs do not 

reduplicate because the prosodic word is not available. As shewn 
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in (lSb) I after prefixation two syllables can be constructed on 

the prefix plus verb domain (see section 2.1.2.2.2 an vowel 

deletion in prefixatian) I and the prosodic word is satisfied in 

(lSc). Reduplication in (lSd) copies the prosodic word: 

(15) Reduplication of verbs smaller than two syllables 
a. prefixation 

r6r 

'II m mm 
, I I 

no + asi 

b. prefix syllabification 

&:1 c(. , I 
mm 
I I 

nasi 

c. prosodic word satisfaction 
i. Tarplate Satisfaction 

PW 
I 
ft 
1\ 

~A 
nasi 

d. reduplication 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 

ft ft 
1\ 1\ 

~~rr~ 

ii. Maximization 

N/A 

nasi nasi -> [n-asi=n-asi-waiti] 
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The reduplication pattern of forms in (12) supports the 

analysis of pi·Osodic word reduplication proposed here. The 

analysis of these vowel-initial verbs has not set forth any 

unique formal apparatus to account for the behavior of these 

stems in Axininca reduplication; rather the fomal mechanisns 

assuned in the redupl ication of such foI'I'M are taken fran 

independently motivated analyses of the syllable tC!!l1plate and the 

mininal word foot of the language in chapter 2. 

3.1.3 Consonant-final stems 

The last type of verb stems to be examined in this section 

are consonant final forns. of particular interest are forms with 

just one syllable preceding the final consonant, ego /8!ik/ 

'cut'. The inpcrt of these forms is that a priori such stems 

would appear to satisfy just one syllable: the initial consonant 

and vowel comprise a well-fonmed syllable. Like other 

rmnosyllabic forms, these verb stems might be expected to 

reduplicate with the prefix: *[no-8!ika=no-8!ika-waiti] rather 

than without the prefix, [no-6bika=8!ika-waiti] (cf. forns in 

figure (4»; however, the latter output form is correct. 

This section a~ that the ~vior of these stems in 

reduplication results fran the syllabification algorithm already 

motivated in morphologically ~lex forms, in particular fran 

the process of stray consonant syllabification in Axininca (see 

section 2.1. 2 . 2) . I shaw that a stem like /8! ik/ resul ts in a 
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reduplicated form with the shape "evc[a]=evc[a], because a 

ear1SOJWlt on the right edge of a stem syllabifies (by Syllable 

Insertion and epenthesis). Since a stem like /lJ&ik/ is disyllabic 

after syllabification, the verb stem alane supplies the prosodic 

word required by reduplication and the verb reduplicates without 

the prefix. 

Figure (16) provides e~les of ccmsonant final sterns. As 

shown in (16.ii), 'eve' stems act like two.syllables in that the 

verb alone (i .e. without the prefix) followed by [a] 

reduplicates, (16a,b). In stems with an initial rhyme followed by 

a syllable and a final consonant in (16c-e), the rhyme does not 

reduplicate, rather only the final syllable and consonant 

reduplicate. In (16f) a stem with two syllables preceding the 

final consonant reduplicates the entire stem, including the final 

consonant: 

(16) Consonant final sterns in Axininca 1 reduplication 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 

f. 

i. ii. 
verb reduplicated fonns gloss 

t-hik 
kow 

oiri~ 
amin 
aalJ;ik 

tasoqk 

[no-n-6bika=lJ&ika-waiti] 
(no-q-kowa=kowa-waiti] 

(n-oiri~a=ri~-waiti] 
(n-amina=mdna-waiti] 
[n-aa~ika=~ika-waiti] 

(no-taso?ka=tasa?ka-waiti] 

cut 
search 

lower 
look 
step 

fan 

The question raised by forms in (16) is why the final 

consonant counts as a syllable; the answer to this question would 

in turn explain why the sterns in (l6a,b) ccnmt as polysyllabic 
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and so satisfy the prosodic word. 'the fad: that the stem-initial 

rhyme in (16c-e) does not reduplicate should fallout once the 

behavior of the final c:cmsanant as a syllable is explained: forms 

in (16c-e) are polysyllabic since two syllables follow the 

initial rhyme. We have seen in the previous sec:tien that a stem

initial rhyme in a polysyllabic verb does not reduplicate. The 

analysis should also explain why the final consonant in (16f), 

pI us an inserted ... [a] " reduplicates. 

Because of the syllabification algoritbn demonstrated in 

chapter 2, the explanation for the behavior of consonant final 

forms in (16) is already at hand. In section 2.1.2 we saw that in 

Axininca verbal suffixation a consonant on the right edge of the 

danain is mapped to a syll abl e and a mora is inserted to this 

syllable. Following on this analysis, a final consonant ccnmts as 

a syllable in forms in (16) because it is a syllable. 

Figure (17) briefly reviews the analysis of syllabification 

and epenthesis in Axininc:a through examination of the form 

/bhik/. In (17.i) the initial two segments of the stem supply an 

onset consonant and a mora and so automatically satisfy a 

syllable. In (17.ii) the final c:cmsonant of the stem is mapped to 

a syllable by rule (see figure (15), chapter 2); a mora is 

supplied to this syllable in (17.iii) and in (17.iv) the vowel 

[a] supplies the epenthetic mora with its phenetic realization. 



(17) Final ccmsonant syllabification in Axininca 
i. 

6 

(f 
bbik 

if. 

(~ 
~ik 

iii. iv. 
66 66 

(.m\m r1fi 
l!bik ~ika 
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The result of syllabificaUan demonstrated in (17) is that 

after syllabificaticm a 'eve' stem is disyllabic; as such, the 

verb stem alone satisfies the proscdic word, and thus the verb 

alone reduplicates. 

A derivation of reduplication of a 'evc' stem is given in 

(18). After syllabification in (18b) two syllables result; 

therefore in (18c) a well-fonmed proscdic word results. 

Reduplication copies the stem without the prefix and the correct 

fonn results, (lSd). 

(18) Syllabificatian of 'evc' stem! 

a. verb stem 

m 
I 

l!bik 

b. syllabification 
66 

rtf, 
~ika 



c. prosodic word ccnstructiem 
i. Te!Itl)late Satisfactiem 

d. reduplication 

IW IW 
I I 
ft ft 
I \ I \ 

~~ ~~ 

ii. Maximization 

N/A 

lob ika l.-Ia ika -) [no-n-lobika=l.-Iaika-waiti] 
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Note that mora epenthesis in (17. i v) nust precede 

suffixation: if the reduplicatiem stem is followed by a vowel 

initial suffix, [a] is still inserted em a stem final ccnsonant. 

This epenthetic [a] is itself followed by epenthetic [t]. So, for 

example, if the cemtinuative marker I-akl follows a reduplicated 

stem like Il.-Iaik/, the output form is [no-lobika=l.-Iaika-t-ak-i-ri] 

'I cut it and cut it (perfective)' rather than [*no-l.-Iaika=lobik-

~-i-ri].lS Interestingly then, the ver~l base is the absolute 

danain for building the prosodic word of reduplication, with 

l' The data fran double epenthesis are not available in 
Payne's 1981 data since reduplication is never elicited in a 
cemtext where a vowel-initial suffix follows the reduplicated 
form. Data displaying double epenthesis cane fran Payne and 
Spring 1989. 
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epenthesis applying to the syllable before suffixation. As shawn, 

double epenthesis occurs when a vowel-initial suffix follows an 

underlyingly canscmant final stan.14 

This analysis explains reduplication of the rh~initial 

forms in (16c-e). Since such stems are two syllables after the 

stray consonant naps to a syllable, they are polysyllabic and the 

initial rhyme does not reduplicate (as seen in other rhyme-

initial polysyllabic forms, figures (12)-(13». A derivation is 

given in (19)-{20). In (19b) syllabification yields two 

syllables, thus a prosodic word is satisfied in (19c): 

14 The view of epenthesis taken here contrasts with Ito's 
1986 characterization of epenthesis in that in the current 
account, all the segments of a domain are subject to the 
syllabification rules of the language when a morphological 
operation targets the base. In Ito's account, epenthesis can 
apply to an edge segment only when that segment is prefixed or 
suffixed, i.e. is removed fran the edge by sane affixational 
process, or in sane cases, cit the post-lexical level. In 
Axininca, epenthesis supplies the final syllable generated by the 
stray consonant with a mora before suffixaticn--as argued an the 
basis of forms with double epenthesis. The view that individual 
morphological operations specify when epenthesis occurs will be 
necessary in any account of epenthesis (as a syllabificatian
dri ven mechanism) which attsrpts to expl ain the fact that edge 
segments, for exarrple the c:cnsonants of the consonantal tier of 
'root and pattern systems', can syllabify in nan-affixatianal 
processes. Note that if edge s~ts not syllabifiable by the 
regular rules of the language are always extraprosodic, as 
assuned by Ito, then for exarrple the left and right consonants of 
the consonantal tier 'ktb' in 'root and pattern' systems 
(McCarthy 1979, 1981) would have to be extraprosodic, e.g. 
'(k)t{b) " and thus should not be able to syllabify to the 
prosodic tsrplate of such systl!!!ll8. 



(19) Rhyme-initial stems 
a. verb stan 

nmm 
II , 
oiril)k 

b. syllabification 

~ 6c ~ 

TI\~H 
oirir 

c. prosodic word satisfaction 
i. Tarplate Satisfaction 
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ii. Maximization 

In (20) reduplication copies the prosodic word; since the initial 

rhyme is not syllabified, it is not daninated by the prosodic 

word and thus does not copy. 

(20) Redupl ication 

lIN 
I 

ft 

rL~ 
1\ ~ II nmm m 
II I I 
oiril)ka 

lIN 
1 
ft 

/ \ 

i~H 
ril)ka -) [n-oiril)ka=ri1)ka-waiti] 
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Pinally, a form like Itasotf'l in (16f) reduplicates as 

[tasCB)ka=tasDl)kal since all the IIe9ftI!Ilts of the verb are 

syllabified and thus are ccntained in the prosodic word which 

reduplicates. 

The analysis of a stan final consonant as a segment which 

maps to a syllable accounts for realization of the reduplieants 

in (16). It accounts for the fact that a 'evc' stem is disyllabic 

and thus satisfies the prosodic word; . and it explains the fact 

that the initial rhyme of these consonant-final forms does not 

reduplicate, since two syllables are present in the stem after 

syllabification. Finally, because a stan-final consonant 

undergoes the rule of stray consonant mapping to a syllable 

suggests that reduplication in Axininca might best be viewed as a 

suffixational process, since epenthesis appears to apply only in 

the syllabification algorithm of verbal suffixation.1 ! 

3.1.4 S\mnary 

Axininca 1 reduplication is sensitive to the prosodic word 

consti tuent, a finding which substantiates the prosodic word as a 

terrplate of Prosodic Morphology. The Axininca case is actually 

15 This suggestion is due to David Payne. As noted in 
section 2.1.2.2, however, there are no cases to test whether 
vowel epenthesis could apply in prefixation since the only 
consonant final prefix is the 3 person singular masculine, an 
affix with several phonological realizations. We shall see in 
chapter 4 that [tl epenthesis actually applies in sme 
reduplication cases, thus supplying evidence fran consonant 
epenthesis--which is clearly restricted to verbal suffixation-
that reduplication is a suffixing phenanenon in Axininca. 
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predicted if the set of prosodic ccmstituents of phonology is the 

same as the set manipulated by morphology. Both the invariant and 

variable properties ofAxininca reduplication substantiate the 

prosodic word as the CCl\Stituent characterizing this 

morphological operation. The invariant property of the prosodic 

word in reduplication is, by Terrplate Satisfaction, a disyllabic 

foot. Thus two syllables nust reduplicate. The variable aspect of 

the output of reduplication, in particular the fact that more 

than two syllables can reduplicate is explained, since by 

Maximization a prosodic word can be bigger than two syllables. 

The observed variation in surface structures follows fran the 

variabi Ii ty of the fornal carponents of the prosodic word i bel f, 

or fran the variabi I i ty of the ccrrpanents contained in the 

prosodic word, i.e. syllables and rh:yrres. 

Data in support of the anal ysis gi ven here were taken fran 

verbs with variable segmental and prosodic shapes. Monosyllabic 

and polysyllabic verb stems ccmposed of transparently well-formed 

syllables (i.e. mininally ccmposed of an onset consonant and 

vowel) show that the prosodic word constituent is nanipulated by 

reduplication. Data fran two seemingly anaralous verb types, 

vowel-initial stems and consanant-finalstems, also support the 

analysis ofAxininca reduplication as a process sensitive to the 

prosodic word. The fact that the initial vowel (sequence) of a 

stem does not reduplicate (when the stem has two syllables or 

more) provides further support for the analysis of the initial 
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vowel sequence as a rh~ rather than a syllable. '!'he initial 

rhyme is not contained in the foot, since feet daninate 

syllables, therefore the rh~ is not contained in the prosodic 

word and does not reduplicate. 

IlI'pOrtantly, a monosyllabic, bimoraic verb stan cannot 

reduplicate alone, rather nust first undergo prefixation. Thus 

reduplication confirms the conclusion that the minimal word foot 

ofAxininca is disyllabic rather than bimoraic, as argued in 

chapter 2. To the extent that the different prosodic operations 

of a single language should be internally consistent, the fact 

that analyses of several aspects ofAxininca prosody converge on 

the same fornal apparatus (eg. a stan or word-initial vowel 

sequence as a rhyme rather than a syllable, and the disyllabic 

foot as the mininal word foot) is strcmg support for the analyses 

presented here. 

Finally, the prosodic word of morphology is not necessarily 

the same as that of the post-lexical phonology. Just as the feet 

of morphology and phonology of a single language can differ, 16 

the prosodic word too might differ at two levels of the gtaiiilBr. 

For eX2ll'l'ple, at the post-lexical level a word-initial rhyme might 

be associated to the prosodic word (see ~ote 31, chapter 2). 

The next section examines reduplication data fran a second 

16 For exarrple, while the minimal word foot is disyllabic, 
the stress foot is iarrbic, and the genitive naninal morphology 
refers to a bimoraic foot (see discussion in section 2.1.3 and 
4.1.3.1 respectively). 
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Axininca dialect, Axininca 2. While Axininca 2 is also 

characterized as prosodic word reduplication, two formal 

differences between Axininca 1 and Axininca 2 reduplication 

resul t in dranatic superficial differences in the surface 

structures of reduplication in these dialects. 

3.2 Axininca 2 reduplication 

The output forms of reduplication in Axininca 2 can be 

identical to those of Axininca 1, thus showing that reduplication 

nanipulates the prosodic word in this dialect. But reduplication 

in Axininca 2 can also differ fran that of Axininca 1. Since 

surface structures of reduplication resul t fran the cO'l'bination 

of several carponents, if one or rmre eUironent differs between 

Axininca 1 and 2, then the superficial differences should be 

explained. The nature of the differences between the two Axininca 

dialects, I argue, follows fran the precise formal elements 

characterizing reduplication in Axininca. 

Two properties of reduplication in Axininca 2 are distinct 

fran those ofAxininca 1. In section 3.2.1 I sha!ol that although 

Axininca 2 displays prosodic word reduplication, the ordering 

between person prefixation and reduplication in Axininca 2 is 

free as carpared to the rigid ordering in Axininca 1. The resul t 

of this free ordering is that a prefix can reduplicate even when 

the verb stem is CUiposed of two or rmre syllables. Section 3.2.2 

shows how the behavior of vowel initial and consonant final verb 
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stE!1'18 in Axininca 2 reduplication is predicted by the analysis in 

section 3.2.1. In section 3.2.3 I demcnstrate that Maxindzation 

of the prosodic word can precede or follow reduplication in 

Axininca 2. When Maximization follows reduplication, just two 

syllables reduplicate even when a verb is bigger than two 

syllables. 'l'hese two fornal differences, operating alone or in 

ccrnbination, account i) for the widely varying surface f01'l1\9 

wi thin Axininca 2, and ii) for the variation between the two 

dialects. 

3.2.1 Unordered reduplication and prefixation 

Axininca 2 reduplication is sensitive to a prosodic word. 

But in this dialect prefixation can either precede or follow 

reduplication. The result of this lack of ordering is surface 

f01'l1\9 where both a prefix and verb can reduplicate even if a verb 

alone constitutes a prosodic word. The result is variability of 

surface structures in Axininca 2, and a difference in the surface 

forrrs ofAxininca 1 and 2. 

Before addressing the anal ysis ofAxininca 2, there is a 

point to consider about the data fran this dialect. In Axininca 2 

the reduplication output is highly variable. Based on the 

variability of surface forms, we might conclude that the 

reduplication pattern of this speaker is essentially rand~-i.e. 

is characterized by no rule governed behavior. If this conclusion 

were adopted then the data we are about to examine would be 

superfluous, contributing no insight at all into the principles 
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of linguistic theory. 

In the initial attempts to gather these reduplication data, 

Barba~ (the Axininca 2 language consul tant) was hesi tant to 

reduplicate verbs, and refused to reduplicate any form that was 

not exactly two syllables. The hesitancy on the part of the 

speaker might--and in fact did--initially lend sane doubt as to 

the reliability of the Axininca 2 data. However, the conclusion 

that Axininca 2 reduplication data are randan was discarded once 

the patterns \mderlying the surface variability were isolated. As 

we shall see, the data fran reduplication in Axininca 2 differ 

fran those in Axininca 1 in highly restrictive ways. Therefore it 

is not randan; rather it presents an i.nportant contrast to 

Axininca 1 reduplication. 

Axininca 2 reduplication (Payne and Spring 1989) provides 

reduplication of approximately fifty verbs in four person and 

number contexts, each of which was elicited anywhere fran two to 

twenty times. Like the data fran Axininca 1, reduplication of 

verbs in the 1st person singular context only are examined in 

this chapter (again, see chapter 4 for discussion of \mprefixed 

foms). 

Axininca 2 reduplication data inflected with the 1st person 

singular are glossed in (21). The parentheses in (21) indicate 

that sane 1T'Orphemes occur in just Sate of the reduplication data. 

The continuati ve, I -wail, occurs in sane foms, as does the 

perfective marker I -ak/. An object may appear at the end of the 
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word: I-rol signifies a 3m person singular inanimatelfeminine 

object and I-ril signifies a 3m person singular 

animatelmasculine object.1? 

(21) Axininca 2 gloss for prefixed verbs 

n(o)-VERB x reduplication(-wai)-t-(-ak)-i(-ro/ri) 
1sg- VERB more and more-cont-epen-nan-future-(3 object) 
'I (continue(d» to VERB (him,lher/it) more and more' 

In addition to the general gloss in (21)- the non-future reflexive 

I-al occurs as the tense marker in place of the non-future I-il 

in a few forms. The reflexive is marked in the gloss to the right 

of the data in which it occurs (see for example (22e». 

The preliminary set ofAxininca 2 reduplication data given 

in (22) suggests that Axininca 2 reduplication is like that of 

Axininca 1. Two syllable stang in (22a-d) reduplicate both 

syllables, and three syllable stems in (22e-f) reduplicate all 

three syllables: 

(22) Axininca 2 reduplication of two and three syllable words 
verb 

a. kara 
b. piha 
c. paI)ki 
d. piyo 
e. kaawosi 
f. kiIJki t h a 

reduplicated forms 
[no-kama=kama-wai¢i] 
[no-piha=piha-¢iro] 
[no-pa9ki=~i-tiro] 
[no-piyo=piyo-piro] 
[no-kaawosi=kaawosi-waita] 
[no-ki~tba=k~itba-wai¢i] 

gloss 
padeHa 
clear mountain 
plant 
heap/gather together 
bathe (reflexive) 
tall 

Also like Axininca I, when a verb is monosyllabic the prefix 

nust reduplicate with the verb as shown in (23). 

11 Epenthetic [t] is realized as '[t]' before a non-future 
marker, I-iI, by a regular 'affrication' process (Payne 1981:121). 



(23) Reduplicatim of lIalosyllabic stEJ'18 
verb reclupl icated foms 

B. naa [no-naa=no-naa-wailliro] 
b. tbo [no-tbo--no-tbo-wailliri] 
c. na [no-na=no-na-waipiro] 

gloss 
chew 
kiss/suck 
carry 
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The foms in (22) and (23), in particular the evidence that 

two or 11klre syllables reduplicate and the fact that the prefix 

nust reduplicate to carplete the disyllabic foot, shows that 

Axininca 2 reduplication is sensitive to the prosodic word 

constituent. Note that when a stem is monosyllabic and bimoraic 

as in (23a), the prefix nust reduplicate. This datml shews that 

in Axininca 2, like Axininca 1, the smallest form of 

reduplication of a prefixed verb is two syllables. Like Axininca 

1 then, the minimal word foot is a disyllabic rather than a 

bi11klraic foot. Thus to this point we can asSllne that Axininca 2 

reduplication is fornalized like that ofAxininca 1 (recall the 

derivations in (6)-(10». 

Based on the evidence in (22) and (23), reduplicatim in 

Axininca 2 appears to be identical to that ofAxininca 1. 

However, the forms in (22) are attested in Axininca 2 but are not 

exhaustive. As shown in (24), verbs with two or more syllables 

can optionally reduplicate with the prefix, as shown by (24.ii). 

The pairs in (24) represent allamrphs" of reduplication of the 

same stem:18 

18 In this work I give mil' attested foms when presenting 
Axininca 2 data. Thus the prefix is expected to optionally 
reduplicate in all cases but prefix reduplicatim is only 
actually attested in the foms indicated. 



(24) Optional reduplication of the prefix in Axininca 2 

verb stem reduplicating forms 
i. ii. 

a. kama [no-kama=kama-wai~] paddle 
[no-kama=no-kama-wai~i] 

b. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-waita] bathe (reflexive) 
[no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi-waita] 

c. ki~itba [no-ki~tba=ki~itba-wai~i] tell 
[no-kiqkitba=no-kiqkitba-wai~i] 
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The data in (23) and (24) are representative of 

reduplication in Axininca 2: a prefix II'IlSt reduplicate with a 

monosyllabic stem, (23), while the prefix optionally reduplicates 

with larger stems, (24). 

In Axininca 1 we saw that reduplication applies to the verb 

stem before prefixation; thus when a verb stem satisfies a 

prosodic word the prefix will never reduplicate. The unique 

aspect ofAxininca 2 forms with respect to those of Axininca 1 is 

that the prefix can reduplicate even if the verb constitutes a 

well-formed prosodic word. Thus the ordering between prefixation 

and reduplication in the two dialects explains the output forms 

of reduplication: ordering of prefixation and reduplication is 

free in Axininca 2, as given in (25b): 

(25) Ordering of reduplication and prefixation in Axininca 

a. Axininca 1 
1st: stem 
2nd: prefix + stem 

b. Axininca 2 
stem or prefix + stem 

-> reduplicate 
-> reduplicate 

-> reduplicate 
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Reduplication of just the stern, where prefixation follows 

reduplication, is illustrated by forms in (22) (see figures (6), 

(7) fran Axininca 1 for derivatians of forms like those in (22». 

A derivation where prefixation precedes redupl icatian in Axininca 

2 is given in (26). In (26b) the stern syllabifies and in (26c) a 

1st singular person prefix attaches to the verb: syllabification 

results in four syllables. One foot satisfies the prosodic word, 

(26d.i), and the other foot is associated to the prosodic word by 

Maximization, (26d.ii). Reduplication in (26.e) copies the 

prosodic word; the output is a copy of both the prefix and the 

verb stem: 

(26) Prefixation before reduplication in Axininca 2 
a. verb stem 

mnmm 

\I t I 
ka:wosi 

b. syllabification 

6 6 ~ 

~M 
ka:wosi 

c. prefixaticn and syllabification 

6 6 6 ~ 

Ii ,,*fi 
no + ka:wosi 



d. prosodic word construction 
i. Terrplate satisfaction 

PW 

I 
ft ft: 
/\ /\ 

66 tStS 

IT Pvflfi 
no ka:wosi 

e. reduplication 

PW PW 
/ \ / \ 

ft ft ft ft 
/\ /\ /\ /\ 

66 d6 6 6 6tS 

ii. Maximization 

PM 
/ \ 

ft ft 
/\ /\ 

6 ~ IS 6 

Ii~Mi 
no ka:wosi 

IT ~iiIT ~ rvr.1i 
no ka:wosi no ka:wosi -> (no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi-waita] 
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In (26) the fact that the prefix nay reduplicate when a verb 

is two syllables or bigger is explained. While prefix 

redupl ication is optional in case the verb stem is i tsel f a 

prosodic word, the prefix obligatorily reduplicates if a verb 

stem is tmnosyllabic, because the verb alone cannot supply the 

prosodic word. Thus like Axininca 1, when a stem is snaller than 

a prosodic word, reduplication can only successfully apply after 

a person prefix has supplied the verbal base with enOlJrJh segnents 

to satisfy the prosodic word target. Axininca 2 reduplication has 

the same ccrrponents as Axininca 1, a similarity which should not 

exist ifAxininca 2 reduplicatian is not rule governed. 

In sum, Axininca 2 redupl ication resul ts fran the same 
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ccrrponents of reduplication as are seen in Axininca 2, but free 

ordering between prefixation and reduplication resul ts in both 

the dialect-internal variability in surface forms and a cross-

dialectal difference in surface forms. Since prefixation 

interacts with reciuplicatiCl'l, and the prosodic word is built fran 

several autonancus prosodic processes, the difference in the 

output of redupl ication in Axininca 1 and 2 is expected when a 

difference in the way the individual carpanents interact occurs 

in the two dialects. 

Variation between diachronic stages of a \fldiilier 

(represented by the two dialects ofAxininca) results when 

aspects of the fornalization which can in principle differ, do in 

fact di ffer .1 9 In other words, to the extent that 1 anguage 

variation can be predicted by the autonanous carpanents of an 

analysis, the difference between Axininca 1 and 2 reduplication 

supports the analysis of prosodic word reduplication argued for 

here. Prefixation is orde.rea- with respect to reduplication, and 

(at least sane) ordering of elements of vldiiilar is open to change 

(cf. Anderson 1989). 

it In Caquinte Ccmpa (SWift 1985), like Axininca 1, the 
prefix only reduplicates to fill in the ndnimal realization of 
the prosodic: word. Cmparison of Axininca 1, Axininca 2, and 
Caquinte then suggests that Axininca 2 is the innovative dialect, 
i.e. displays language change. Axininca 1 and Caquinte represent 
an older stage of the canpa language. 
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3.2.2 Vowel-initial and consonant-final stems 

The reduplication forms examined in Axininca 2 have so far 

been entirely consonant-initial verb stt!!ll\9. We have seen that to 

account for these forms, prefixation can precede or follow 

reduplication in Axininca 2. We have also seen in Axininca 1 that 

a stan-initial rhyme in a polysyllabic verb does not reduplicate. 

If the analysis ofAxininca 2 in section 3.2.1 is correct, 

predictions are nade about the expected form of reduplication 

fotmd in Axininca 2 vowel-initial stems: polysyllabic sterns 

beginning with a rhyme should reduplicate the initial rhyme 

anytime the prefix also reduplicates, while monosyllabic sterns 

should always reduplicate the prefix and entire verb, like 

Axininca 1. 

This section first shows that the behavior of rhyme-initial 

stens found in Axininca 2 is exactly as predicted. When 

prefixation follows reduplication, the syllables after the 

initial rhyme reduplicate but the rhyme itself does not. If 

prefixation precedes reduplication, the prefix reduplicates along 

with the rest of the verb--including the initial rhyme. 

The second point of this section is to shew that consonant 

final stems also behave as expected. The same stray consonant 

syllabification rule as is found in Axininca 1 is reflected in 

reduplication of a stan-final consonant in Axininca 2; but the 

output forms are rmre varied since prefixatian can precede 

reduplication. 
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3.2.2.1 Redupl ication of the ini Ual rhyme 

Figure (27) exemplifies reduplication ofAxininca 2 

monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems which begin with a rhl'J'Al!. The 

generalization about these forms is that the ini Ual rhlfM of a 

polysyllabic stem does not reduplicate unless the prefix also 

reduplicates. Specifically the forms in (27) show that the 

initial rhyme does not reduplicate if the stem is polysyllabic, 

ego (27a), or reduplicates only if the prefix also reduplicates, 

ego (27b,c). Monosyllabic forms show that both the initial rhyme 

of the stem and the prefix always reduplicate, (27f-h). 

(27) Rhyme-initial polysyllabic stems 

verb sten reduplicated forms gloss 

a. osCUJkina [n-osarykina=~ina-waiti] write 

b. oyaag [n-oyaaga=n-oyaaga-waitiro] insert 

c. iithOI)ki [n-iith~~i=n-iithoqki-waiti] climb 

d. osampi [n-osampi=sampi-waitiri] ask 
[n-osampi=n-osampi-waitiri] 

e. otal:hi1)k [n-ota~i~=tal:hi~a-wai~iro] push 
[n-otal:hi~a=n-ota iryka-waitiro] 

f. aasi [n-aasi=n-aasi-waiti] meet 

9· asi (n-asi=n-asi-waitiro] cover 

h. ami [n-ami=n-and-takari] danesticate 

Forms in (27f-h) are straightforwardly explained by the 

analysis ofAxininca 1 and 2 seen in previous sections: two 

syllables result only after prefixatian, thus in these cases 
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reduplication must follow prefixation. The behavior of 

polysyllabic stems beginning with a rhyme is also predicted by 

the fornalism set forth in section 3.2.1. When prefixation 

follows reduplication in Axininca 2, the initial rhyme is not 

syllabified, so it is not contained in the prosodic word, and 

consequently it does not reduplicate, e.g. (27a) (see figure (13) 

for a derivation). 

However, if prefixation precedes reduplication, the prefix 

and initial rhyme fonn a syllable and thus can be contained in 

the prosodic word; both the prefix and initial rhyme of the stem 

are then predicted to reduplicate. A derivation of a polysyllabic 

rhyme-initial stem, with prefixatian preceding reduplication, is 

given in (28)-(29). In (28a) a prefix appends to the verb (the 

verb is shown as already syllabified in (28a» and in (28b) 

syllabification of the prefix and initial rhyme results in a 

trisyllabic fonn. A prosodic word is constructed in (28c). 

(28) Prefixation preceding reduplicaticn of a rhyme-initial stem 
a. prefi xatian 

m tl1 ~I! , In, 
no + OSaJTPl 

b. syllabification 

----------



c. prosodic word satisfaction 
i. Tarplate Satisfaction ii. Maximization 

PW 
I 
ft 

/ /\ 
cSr6z: 6.: 

~~If 
nos8lTpi 
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Both the prefix and verb are copied in reduplication in (29) 

since both are contained in the prosodic word. 

(29) Reduplication of rhyme-initial stan in Axininca 2 

PW PW 
I I 

ft ft 
~ / /\ / /\ 
Or6r ~ 6rcSr ~ 

Ifl~ 7 Iflfl 17 
nosampi nosampi -> [n-osampi=n-osan-pi-wai~i] 

The forns in (27) reduplicate exactly as predicted by the 

carpanents of the analysis ofAxininca 2 reduplication given in 

section 3.2.1. Anytime reduplication applies to a stan before 

prefixation in Axininca 2, the initial rhyme of a polysyllabic 

stan will not reduplicate, as shewn in (lOa). But since 

prefixation can also precede reduplicaticn, (30b), anytime this 

ordering scheme is chosen, the prefix and stem--including the 

initial rhyme of the sten--reduplicate. 
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(30) Variable ordering of prefixation and reduplication 

order: 

a. reduplicate -> prefix 
b. prefix -> reduplicate 

polysyllabic rhyne-initial stan 

what reduplicates: 

verb stem (w/o stem-initial rhyme) 
prefix and verb stem (with stem
ini tial rh~) 

The reduplication of rhyme-initial stems in Axininca 2 

supports the analysis ofAxininca 2 as a case of prosodic word 

reduplication; ifAxininca 2 reduplication uere randan, the 

constrained variability seen in such forms could not be accounted 

for. 

3.2.2.2 Consonant-final stems 

In Axininca 1 we saw that the final consonant of a stem 

reduplicates along with an epenthetic vowel to the right; ego 

I~ikl -) [l.-bika=l-hika]. The behavior of the final consonant is 

explained by assuming that this segment syllabifies by rule in 

Axininca (a rule which regularly occurs in both Axininca 1 and 2, 

see section 2.1. 2.2); the syllable daninating this consonant is 

supplied with an epenthetic vowel by rule. Note the interesting 

prediction about such verb types given the analysis here. If 

prefixation follows reduplication, we will see the same 

reduplication pattern which is fcnmd in Axininca 1. If 

prefixation precedes reduplication, the prefix will reduplicate 

along with the stem--including the final consonant and epenthetic 

vowel. As shown below, this prediction is born out. 
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Figure (31) shows exarrples of consonant.-final st.errs in 

Axininca 2 where the verb reduplicat.es wi t.hout. t.he prefix 0 'rhese 

st.ems behave just like those in Axininca 1; prefixatien follows 

reduplication, the consonant at. the right. edge of the verb stem 

syllabifies and the stem alene supplies a prosodic word (see 

derivations fran Axininca 1, figures (17)-(18» 0 

(31) Consonant final stems in Axininca 2 
verb reduplicated fOJ:m!!l 

ao l:hik [no-loIaika=8aika-waill!i] 
b. paik [no-paika=paika-/:iro] 
c. kow [no-kcwa=kcwa-waiti] 
d. ~itok [no-~itoka=lI!hitoka-waill!iro] 

gloss 
cut 
nail it 
want 
hit, kill 

As shown in (32), the prefix can also reduplicate with the 

stem: 

(32) Prefixation before reduplication of consonant-final sterrs 
verb stem reduplicated fOJ:m!!l gloss 

kis [no-kisa=kisa-wai/:iro] 
[no-kisa=no-kisa-wai/:iri] 

be angry with him 
" her 

In (33) exan;>l es of consonant final stems wi th an initial 

rhyme are given. As shawn by (33a,b) only the final two syllables 

can reduplicate and the rhyme does not (Le. prefixation after 

reduplication) 0 However, in (33c) the initial rhyme can also 

reduplicate along with the prefix, i .eo when prefixation precedes 

reduplication . 



(33) Consonant final stems 
verb stem reduplicated forms 

a. amin 
b. aa~ik 
c. oiril)k 

[n-amina=ndna-wai~iro] 
[n-aa~ika=~ika-wai~iro] 
[n-oiri~=n-oiri~-waita] 

look for 
step 
lower 
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Stmrarizing, the final canscmant of a stem in Axininca 2 

syllabifies and so reduplicates--just as it does in Axininca 1. 

Unlike Axininca 1, prefixatian can precede reduplication even 

when a stem alone supplies a prosodic word; the net effect of the 

c~ents of reduplication in Axininca 2 is the particular 

variability found in the forms in (31)-(33). 

Reduplication ofAxininca 2 rhyme-initial polysyllabic stems 

and polysyllabic consonant final stems is sunnarized in (34). As 

shown, the verb alone reduplicates when prefixation follows 

reduplication, (34a); when prefixation precedes reduplication the 

prefix reduplicates, (34b). 

(34) Variable prefix reduplication in Axininca 2 polysyllabic 
stems 

i. 
rhyme-ini tial 

what reduplicates: 

ii. 
consonant-final 

a. redup then prefix: verb (w/o initial rhyme) verb 

b. prefix then redup: prefix+verb (wI initial prefix + verb 
rhyme) 

3.2.2.3 SUmary 

The generalizations about prefixed verbs undergoing 

reduplication in Axininca 2 seen to this point are these: (i) two 



syllables always reduplicate; (ii) 

obligatorily to fill in the two 
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prefixes reduplicate 

syllable requirement of 

reduplication~ (iii) prefixes reduplicate optionally if a verb 

stan is bigger than two syllables; (iv) a stem-initial rh!"'8 does 

not reduplicate when the stem alone is reduplicated; (v) the 

initial rhyme of polysyllabic verbs must reduplicate if 

prefixation precedes reduplication; and (vi) stem-final 

consonants always redupl icate. 

These six general izations are analyzed by specifyill9 that 

Axininca 2 reduplicates a prosodic word. Thus the reduplication 

reported in this section has provided support fran Axininca 2 for 

the analysis ofAxininca reduplication given in section 3.1. The 

invariant properties of reduplication, that is the minimal n\.lTber 

of syllables which reduplicates and the obligatory reduplication 

of the prefix when the verb is sneller than two syllables, show 

that reduplication targets a prosodic constituent minimally 

c~ed of a minimal word. Because more than two syllables can 

reduplicate, the prosodic word is the constituent which 

reduplication manipulates. 

The ccrrpanents nanipulated by reduplication in Axininca 2 

are the same as those found in Arininca 1. Thus even though a 

n\D'ber of surface forms of reduplicaticm in the two dialects are 

different, and in Axininca 2 highly variable surface forms 

result, all the output fomm of reduplication seen so far support 

the analysis ofAxininca reduplication as a process carposed of 
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the carpanents set forth in the previous sections. Crucially, the 

type of variation found is predicted by the analysis, since the 

difference between the surface forns ofAxininca 2 and those in 

Axininca 1 is accmmted for by ane difference in the analysis: 

free ordering of prefixatian and reduplicatian in Axininca 2, 

rigid ordering in Axininca 1. 

3.2.3 The 'disyllabic' reduplicant 

This sectian discusses the secand difference between 

reduplicatian in Axininca 1 and Axininca 2. In Axininca 2, when a 

base bigger than two syllables is input into reduplicatian in 

Axininca 2, a further aptian is that just two syllables of the 

verbal base (the 'verbal base' is the verb or the prefix + verb, 

depending upon whether a prefix has cancatenated with the verb 

when reduplicatian applies) can reduplicate. To account for this 

variatian between Axininca 1 and 2 reduplication, I propose that 

Axininca 2 reduplicatian can apply to the prosodic word before 

the prosodic word is naximized. The result is that reduplicatian 

can apply to a 'mininal word' (a prosodic word which is satisfied 

but not naximized). In cantrast, Axininca 1 reduplicatian anly 

nanipulates the prosodic word after Maximizatian. 

Data examined in Axininca 1 and Axininca 2 so far shaw that 

when a base is bigger than two syllables all the syllables of the 

base reduplicate. Sane exarrples fran previous figures are 

repeated in (3S) for convenience. 
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(35) Reduplication of all syllables of polysyllabic stems 
verb stan reduplicating forms gloss 

a. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-waita] bathe (reflex) 
b. kil)kitha [no-ki~itha=ki1)kitha-wai~i] tell 
c. osBr)kina [n-osar)kina=saIJkina-wai~i] write 
d. iithagki [n-iit'cgki=tbCgki-wai-~iro] climb 
e. ota~ il)k [n-ota¢h il)ka=tatb iJka-wai~i ro] push 
f. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi-waita] bathe (reflex) 
q. ki~itha [no-ki9kitha=no-ki9kitba-wai~i] tell 
h. oiri~ [n-oiri~=n-oiri9ka-waita] lower 

Although the eXBl'lilles in (35) are attested, they are not 

representati ve of all the foms in Axininca 2. Specifically, in 

Axininca 2 all the syllables of a stem bigger than two syllables 

need not reduplicate, as illustrated by (36), where just two 

syllables can reduplicate. Note that in these forms, the two 

syllables which copy are taken from the right edge of the verb: 

(36) Disyllabic reduplicants 

verb stem reduplicating forms 
a. tasO?k [no-tasoqka=soqka-waiti] 
b. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=wosi-waita] 

gloss 
fan 
bathe (reflex) 

As shown by (35) and (36), either all the syllables of a 

verbal base or just two can reduplicate. We already know that to 

explain cases in (35), the prosodic word is the target of 

reduplication. In previous cases, since the prosodic word 

daninates all the syllables and feet of the verbal base, all the 

syllables and feet of the verbal base redUplicate. However, fome 

in (36) are not handled as the prosodic word reduplication seen 

previously, since just two syllables reduplicate even if the 

verbal base is bigger than two syllables. 
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The disyllabic foot is the mininal word foot of Axininca and 

as shown above, in Axininca 2 redupl icatian is characterized with 

reference to either a mininal word foot or a prosodic word. After 

TE!'I'plate satisfaction of a prosodic word ccnstituent, the 

prosodic word daninates a single disyllabic foot. If Maximization 

of the prosodic word follows reduplicatian, a disyllabic unit 

reduplicates, while if Maximization precedes reciuplicatiCll, the 

longer foma reduplicate, as seen in previous sections. The 

effect of this analysis then is that while naintaining the view 

that reduplication is sensitive to a single constituent, narrely 

the prosodic word, either two syllables or all the syllables of 

the verbal base can reduplicate in Axininca 2. 

Figure (37) illustrates this analysis. In (37b) three 

syllables result fram syllabification and in (37c) a prosodic 

word is constructed on the two rightmost syllables. Reduplication 

in (37d) applies to the prosodic word. 

(37) Reduplication before Maximization 
a. verb stem 

mnm m 
\I I I 

ka:wosi 

h. syllabification 

6 66 

~~n 
ka:wosi 



c. prosodic word 
i. 'l'aTplate Satisfaction 

PW 
I 
ft 
1\ 

& & ($ 

~{M 
ka:wosi 

d. reduplication 

PW PW 
I I 
ft. ft. 
1\ 1\ 

6 66 IS 6 

ffilili 1if7 
ka:wosi wosi 
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In (38), the prefix and remaining syllable of the verb are 

foot.ed and associat.ed to the prosodic word:20 

(38) Maximization of the prosodic word 

PW 
I \ 

ft ft. 

PW 
I 

ft. 
1\ 1\ 1\ 

d 6 6& d6 

fi ~~IT ITn 
no ka:wosi wosi 

In this analysis, Maximization of the prosodic word need not 

20 Note that. while I represent prefixation after 
reduplication in t.his exan-ple, prefixation could actually precede 
reduplication; either analysis results in the same foms. 
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have applied when reduplicatian copies the prosodic word, thus 

resulting in a disyllabic reduplicant in Axininca 2. This 

analysis of the disyllabic reduplicant entails that Haxindzatian 

can be extrinsically ordered wi th respect to other rul es, here 

reduplication. In contrast, TInplate Satisfactian is a process 

whereby a prosodic canstituent results autaratically if the 

minimal (obligatory) c~ents of the tarplate are available. 

Thus rul es coul d never be ordered between the rul es satisfying 

the minimal carponents of a constituent.21 

As a final point of interest, note that while (36) shows 

the case where the minimal word foot which reduplicates is bui It 

on the right edge of the (prefix +) verb domain, in (39a) two 

syllables are reduplicated fran the left edge of the verb alone~ 

in this form, prosodic word construction precedes prefixation. In 

(39b,c), two syllables on the left edge of the prefix and verb 

damain reduplicate, Le. prefixation precedes prosodic word 

construction. 

21 Archangeli 1989b argues that in Yawelnani., phonological 
rules can intervene between the universal rules of 
syllabdfication and the language specific rules of 
syllabification. '!'be view here is that obligatory carponents of a 
template are satisfied automatically, while nan-obligatory 
carponents can be extrinsically ordered. The difference in the 
two views is that here, a language specific carponent of a 
tarplate, like the onset consonant of the syllable in Axininca, 
will always be supplied to the syllable before phonological rules 
can apply to the syllable--even though the onset cansanant itself 
is a language specific camponent of the syllable template. 



(39) Disyllabic reduplicants fram the left edge of the domain 
verb stem redupl icatinq forms g!gy, 

a. piyatba [no-piya::piyatba-waitaJd] disobey 

b. taam 
c. saik 

[no-taa=no-taama-wai~iro] 
[no-sai=no-saika-wai~i] 

put in a line 
be, sit 
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The fot1l\9 in (39) result fram the variabil ity of two 

carponents ofAxininca 2 reduplication: in each case, the 

prosodic word, carposed of its obligatory minimal word foot, is 

copied by redt."Plication. The prosodic word is built on the left 

edge of the verbal base; but in (39a) prefixation follows 

reduplication, and in (39b,c) prefixation precedes reduplication. 

Interestingly, we see exarrples of each case predicted by the 

interaction of the independent components of Axininca 2 

reduplication: Maximization of the prosodic word can follow 

reduplication, and in this case both ordering schemes of 

prefixation and reduplication are attested.2 2 

SUnm:i.ng up, a disyllabic red\Jplicant is a possible variant 

in Axininca 2 reduplication. Formalization of this disyllabic 

reduplicant follows when the prosodic word of reduplication is 

copied before Maximization of the prosodic word. In other words, 

the 'minimal word' is reduplicated when fomally a prosodic word 

is carposed only of its obligatory portion. The particular set of 

22 Because the minimal word foot is built fran the left or 
right edge of the verbal base, the prosodic word can be a left or 
right branching structure. In the former case, the minimal word 
foot is taken fran the right edge of the verbal base, while in 
the latter case the minimal word foot is taken fran the left edge 
of the verbal base. 
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disyllabic reduplieants in Axininca 2 are predicted by the unique 

cCl'lponents of the Axininca 2 analysis: the disyllabic reduplicant 

can be reduplicated m the edge of the verb alme, or m the edge 

of the prefix and verb, exactly as expected if prefixatian and 

redupl ication are variably ordered in Axininca 2. 

3.3 Summary of chapter 3 

Prosodic Morphology is a theory which .demonstrates that the 

prosodic constituents of phonology are used to characterize 

morphological operations. As was pointed out in chapter 2, 

however, an inequity between phonological theory and Prosodic 

Morphology results because Prosodic Morphology assurres that only 

the syllable and foot can characterize morphological operations. 

In contrast, the prosodic word, as well as the syllable and foot, 

is attested in phonology. The major point of this chapter has 

been to show that the absence of the prosodic word in JlDrpholoqy 

is illusory. Axininca reduplication instantiates the prosodic 

word as a constituent to which morphology can be sensitive. 

Data fran two dialects ofAxininca have been provided in 

support of the analysis ofAxini.nca reduplication as a process 

sensitive to a prosodic word. I!'ach dialed considered alme 

supports this analysis, and both the similarities and the 

differences between the surface forms of reduplication in the two 

dialects support this analysis. Within each dialect, variation in 

surface forns resul ts because the prosodic word has an obi igatory 
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carponent (a disyllabic fool) and optional cCllpCments (more than 

ane foot). 'l'hus surface forms can differ in whether the prosodic 

word redupl icated contains just ane or more than ane foot. 

A second dialect-internal alternatian follows fram the 

prosodic cCllpCments cantained in the prosodic word. We have seen 

that syllables are obligatorily catp)Sed of an anset cansanant 

and mora, but can also ccmtain a second mora and coda ~cmsanant. 

Thus the realizatian of the syllables contained in the prosodic 

word can result in surface variation. Moreover, the initial rhyme 

and final consonant of a stem display interesting--and 

ccmsistent--behavior in reduplication. The tmSyllabified nature 

of the initial rhyme is reflected in the output of reduplication, 

since the prosodic word built on a verb alone does not ccmtain 

this consti tuent; therefore the rhyme does not copy. 

Syllabification of a final ccmsonant is reflected in the prosodic 

word since the prosodic ,word contains this syllable and 

reduplication thus copies this syllable. 

Cross-dial ectal variation of surface forms resul ts when 

individual CUii'Ofients of the sane general analysis of prosodic 

word reduplication vary. Ckle way that the surface forms of the 

two dialects differ is in the ordering of prefixatian and 

reduplication in these two dialects. In Axininca 1 prefixatian 

and reciuplicaticm are rigidly ordered, resulting in surface forms 

where the prefix copies only if the verb is srraller than two 

syllables. In Axininca 2, prefixation and reciuplicaticm are 
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tmordered; the result of this free ordering is that in all cases 

the prefix can reduplicate, resulting in nore highly variable 

forms than are found in Axininca 1. 

A second difference between Axininca 1 and 2 surface forms 

is that MaximizatiCl'l of the prosodic word can follow 

reduplication in Axininca 2. 'this ordering results in forms where 

only two syllables reduplicate, even though the verbal base 

contains more than a single foot. 'l'he 'mininal word' reduplic:ant 

dem:n'lStrated in prior li terature (cf. McCarthy and Prince 1986) 

is si1l'ply the case where the prosodic word is satisfied but not 

maximized. Therefore Maximization is different fran Terrplate 

Satisfaction in that it can be extrinsically ordered. If Tarplate 

Satisfaction is a restriction on the form of representations 

(such that terrplates are constructed when the minimal c:alpanents 

are available) while MaximizatiCl'l is a c:cnditiCl'l CI'l the way that 

the rule of association applies, extrinsic ordering of the latter 

(a rule) is expected. This model predicts that constituents 

should interact in morphology in their minimal or maximal forms: 

the syllable (as big as possible) or the core syllable 

(cantaining obligatory cucpauents) can interact in morphology. 

Maxinal feet or minimal feet are predicted to occur in 

morphological operations, just as the minimal or maximal prosodic 

word is so nanipulatec1. 

In the next section, we will see that since Tarplate 

Satisfaction is a restrictien en the minimal form of tll'iplates, 
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phonological processes like 'epenthesis' or 'augmentation' (Le. 

insertion processes) can supply the obligatory elements of a 

tenplate. However, since Maximization governs the association of 

one level of representation to another, it follows that insertion 

rules are never used to maximize a tt!lll>late. 

Having established the actual shape of the reciuplicant as a 

prosodic word, the next chapter examines the fomalization of the 

reduplication process itself, and considers the fomal 

implications of the several differences between the way 

reduplication operates in Axininca 1 and 2. In addition, we will 

see that the fomalization ofAxininca, as contrasted with other 

cases of reduplication, leads to a more restrictive theory of 

reduplication than has been proposed in prior literature. 
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CBAP'l'ZR 4 

1fIMEILA'l'E Sl'l'Isncnat C. .. PlCSCDIC BISE 

Identifyill9 the CC'l\Stituent which cletermines the prosodic 

characterization of the reduplicant provides part of the 

formalization of a reduplication process. We have seen in the 

previous chapter that the reduplicant in Axininca is a prosodic 

word. Not yet addressed is the question· of .precisely what formal 

mechanisms generate the output of reduplication, including the 

redupl icant i tsel f • This chapter argues that Axininca 

reduplication is sinply a process of 'prosodic base' copy: the 

prosodic word is the base which copies, and both the segments and 

prosody copy. Crucially no affix is specified. This analysis 

makes two contributions. 

First, in demanstrating that copy of the base is 

characterized as copy of a prosodic word, we see that the 

prosodic word is a possible prosodic base in morphological 

operations. This finding is inportant because it demonstrates 

that the minimal word is not the only possible prosodic base of 

morphology, as claimed by Prosodic Morphology (see McCarthy and 

Prince 1986, 1990 and discussion in section 1.2). Rather, the 

prosodic word is a possible prosodic base. Taking the insights of 

the previous chapter, the prosodic word lilly be real !zed in its 

mininal form, Le. before undergoing Maximization, in which case 

the 'minilllli word' is the base. 
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Seccnd, Axininca demonstrates that sene formal isms a.ssuMd 

in prior theories ~ net. intrinsic to reduplieaticm: (i) an 

affix is not a necessary cucpsamt of redupUeaticm (cf. Marantz 

1982, Levin 1983, Broselaw and McCarthy 1984, etc) since ncne is 

specified in Axininca; (it) the base of morphology need not be a 

morphological ccnstituent (cf. steriade 1988) since in Axininca a 

prosodic ccnstituen.t is the base; and (iii) S9E need not be 

specified as segment copy (cf. Marantz 1982) since Axininca copy 

is formalized as copy of both the segments and proscx!y of the 

base. When contrasted with other cases of reciuplieatim, where an 

affix and a morphological base nust be specified, the Axininca 

data lead to a theory of reciuplieaticm in which cmly the 

phonological process of copy is obligatory in what are identified 

as 'reciuplicaticm' phel'lanena. 

The organizaUcm of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 

shows evidence fran unprefixed forms in Axininca that the base of 

reduplicaticm has a prosodic requirement: it rrust be a prosodic 

word. 'this finding is explained cmly if reduplicaticm is 

formalized with copy applying to the prosodic word as the base. I 

daralstrate the redundancy of the affix cnce the prosodic base is 

identified. Yidinr reduplicaticm is then presented as a seccnd 

case formalized as prosodic base copy with no affix specified. 

Section 4.2 formalizes Axininca reciuplicaticm and shaws ~ 

reduplication applies differently in Axininca 1 and 2 to result 

in the different surface forns seen in the previous chapter. 
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Section 4.3 shaws that length transfer fran the base to the 

reduplicant in Arininca motivates a fomalizaticn of copy of both 

the segments and prosody of the base. Secticn 4.4 damnstrates 

the crucial fomalisms' of Lardil reduplicaticn: an affix is 

necessarily specified., as is a morphological base. By carparing 

Axininca and Lardil, I CCIIlclude that an affix is neither 

obligatory nor i.Jrpossible, rather it is an optional c.a.ponent of 

'raciuplication', and likewise that a prosodic base is optionally 

specified in 'reduplicaticn'. 

4.1 The minimal requirement of the prosodic base 

In Axininca we have seen that the reduplicant is a prosodic 

word but we have not determined how exactly the reciuplicant is 

derived by the reduplication process. The previous chapter 

asstmed that Axininca redupl ication ccnsists of copy of the 

prosodic word, where the prosodic word is built on the 

morphological base. This forrralization is briefly reviewed in 

(1). In (1b) the prosodic word is satisfied and is copied in 

reduplication, (1c): 

(1) Axininca as prosodic base copy 
a. stem 

mm 
I I 

kana 



h. prosodic word base satisfied 

c. reduplication: copy prosodic word 

Atl Atl 
I I 

ft ft 
/\ /\ 

66 deS 

ITIT ITIT 
kara kara -> [no-kcma=kcma-] 
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Most previous theories asstne that reduplication is a 

necessarily affixational process (eg. Marantz 1982, Levin 1983, 

Broselow and McCarthy 1984, and McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990). 

In this accmmt a terrplate attaches to the base (cf. McCarthy and 

Prince 1986, 1988, 1990 and section 1.2 for discussion of the 

affix as a prosexiic constituent) ; in Axininca this constituent 

would be a prosodic word, as shown in (2b). The sf9D!!Dts of the 

base are copied in (2c) and associated with the affix in (2d) (in 

the affixational accOimt we 1IIJSt assune that the correct syllable 

structure and footing is generated by the copied segmmts, and 



that feet are then associated to the prascxlic word in (2d».1 

(2) Arlninca reciuplicaticm in affiDticmal acc:cnmt 
a. base (after syllabdficaticm) 

b. 

c. 

d. 

66 

fi~ 
kam 

suffix proscxlic word to base 

+ PW 
~6 

IT IT 
kam 

copy base 

+ PW 
66 

(tIT 
kara katll 

associate segments to affix 

+ PW 
I 
ft 
/\ 

6·6 66 

ITIT ITIT 
kam kana -> [kama=kana-] 
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1 I osuna for ease of exposi ticm that s~ts al CI'le copy 
in (2c) but this fornalizaticm of copy will be revised in section 
4.3 below. 
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In the affixatianal view of Axininca, when a verb ccntains 

segrh!nts which fill more than two syllables, ego /bawosi/, the 

appropriate prosodic structures (i.e. by syllabification, 

footing, and Maximizatian) are generated to fill the prosodic 

word affix. The question then is what evidence would choose 

between the analyses in (1) and (2). 

The first indication that prosodic bue copy in (1) is the 

correct formalization is that even if an affix is specified, the 

base itself must also be prosodically specified to explain when a 

prefix can or must reduplicate. As shown in (3a-b), when the verb 

alone is snaller than the minimal word foot ofAxininca, the base 

which is copied must be expanded to include the prefix. Note that 

we could not just assume that the inflected verb, i.e. the prefix 

pI us verb, is the base in all cases because such an ass~tion 

would predict that the prefix should reduplicate in all cases; 

however, as shown in (3c,d), in Arininca 1 the prefix cannot 

reduplicate if the verb alone is big enough to supply the 

prosodic word. Thus even if an affix is specified, identification 

of the base, i.e. as a verb in sare cases and as a prefix + verb 

in others, will be necessary. 
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(3) Prefix reduplication in JUdni.nca 1 and 2 
verb stem reduplicated foms gloss 

AxiniDca 1 aDd 2 

a. naa [no~=no4DBa-] chew 
b. na [no-na=no-na-] carry 

AxiniDca 1 

c. kara [no-kama=kama-] paddle 
* [no-kama=no-kama-] 

d. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-] bathe 
* [no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi-l 

Axininca 2 

e. kara [no-kama=koma-]~ paddle 
[no-kama=no-kama-] 

f. kaawosi [no-kaawosi=kaawosi-] bathe 
[no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi-] 

This section argues that in Axininca reduplication the 

prosodic base copies as in (1), with no affix specified. The fact 

that the recluplicant is realized as a prosodic word results fran 

(i) the fornalization of reduplication as copy of the base, and 

(ii) specifying the base as the prosodic word. The evidence 

showing the crucial fornalizatim ofAxininca reduplication as 
" 

base copy is the evidence of the base i tsel f. I shaw that when a 

prefix is not available in the morphological string and a verb is 

too srrall, a process of 'augmmtatian' supplies the verb with 

enough naterial to form a foot. This foot then copies. The 

augmented naterial surfaces in both the base and the reduplicant; 

if the prosodic word is taken to be an affix in Axininca, the 

realization of the augmented naterial in the base itself cannot 
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be explained. In contrast, formalization of reduplication as 

prosodic base copy actually predicts this phenCllll!ll'lon since 

prosodic constituents (whether servinq as an affix or a base) are 

constrained by Terrplate Satisfacticn to have e minimal obligatory 

form. 

4.1.1 Aucmmtation of subnininal verbs 

~s section argues for the formalization of Axininca 

reduplication as copy of the base by showing that the realizaticn 

of the base itself is a prosodic word in reduplication. In 

addi tion to informing reduplication theory, the augmentation data 

prove interesting to the theories concemed with footing 

typology. In previous sections we have seen that a disyllabic 

foot is the minimal real ization of the prosodic word in Axininca. 

~s section shows that when no prefix is in the morphological 

string and a verb contains a single mora or no mora (i.e. a 

'(c)v' or 'c' stem) a phonological process of augmentation 

suppl ies the stem with enough moras to resul t in a foot. 

Monosyllabic, bimoraic stems (Le. 'evv' stems) do not undergo 

augmentation. '!'he generalizaticn is that a~tatim supplies 

phonological material to bases which are net any kind of foot 

(i. e. are not. nm, cScS, or &.~.) to resul t in a foot. Al9III!!ntation 

supplies mIl' enough prosodic material to result in a bimoraic 

foot.--despite the fact that a disyllabic foot. is the minimal word 

foot of Axininca (cf. reduplication in chapter 3 and section 2.2 
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Oft the minirral word ofAxininca) . 

I argue below that to account for the augmentatian facts in 

light of the disyllabic miniml word foot ofAxininca, the 

disyllabic foot is itself derived fran a bi.ncraic foot by 

Maximization. When a 'rraxinal' foot, 6&, cannot be supplied by 

the input representation, the 'mininal' foot, mn, is supplied by 

Tenplate Satisfaction. Inportantly, these data support the 

assmption nade throughout this work that Maximizatian of 

tenplates can only result fran input representations. Crucially 

since a naxinal foot cannot be achieved by insertion, a 

disyllabic foot cannot be supplied by rule. The results of 

Tenplate Satisfaction and Maximization are i) the particular two 

feet (mn and 66) which are operative in Axininca, and ii) the 

nature of augmentation, where only a non-foot undergoes 

augmentation, and only a mininal foot results fran augmentation. 

In chapter 3 we saw cases of reduplication in Axininca where 

a person prefix supplies a verb with enough prosodic material to 

result in a prosodic word if the verb alane cannot. However, in 

Axininca, a prefix is not always available in the morphological 

string; in particular, the 'stative' form of a verb is indicated 

without a prefix. A gloss of the Axininca 1 mprefixed foms is 

given in (4): 

(4) Unprefixed foms in Axininca 1 

stan+reduplicant -wai -t -ak -i 
VERB+more and more-cantinuative-epen-perf-nonfuture 
• (He) has continued to VERB more and mre (stative)' 
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stati ve redupl icated forms in Axininca 1 and 2 are given in 

(5)-(13). As shown in (5)-(7) I the reduplic:ant is characterized 

as a prosodic word in Axininca 1 unprefixed reduplication: two or 

Imre syllables can reduplicate. 

(5) Axininca 1 unprefixed fOmB, two-three syllable verbs 
verb reduplicated forms gloss 

a. kara [kara=kara-waitaki] paddle 
b. kaawosi [kaawosi=kaawosi-waitaka] bathe (reflex) 

The initial rhyme of polysyllabic stems does not 

reduplicate, as expected (see chapter 3): 

(6) Axininca 1 unprefixed reduplication: 
two-three syllables 
verb reduplicated forms 

a. osarrpi [osarrpi=s2ll11?i -wai taki ] 
b. osaI)kina [osa!)kina=sal)kina-wai taki 1 

vowel ini tial stems, 

gloss 
ask 
write 

Finally, a final consonant, with a vowel inserted to the 

right, reduplicates (the inserted vowel appears in the base too): 

(7) Axininca reduplication: vowel/consonant-initial, canscmant
final stens 

verb 
a. oiril)k 
b. lobik 
c. aa~ik 

redupl icated forms 
[oiriqka=riqka-waitakil 
[~ika=lobika-waitakil 
[aa~ka=~ika-waitaki] 

gloss. 
lower 
cut 
step 

To this point unprefixed reduplication forms in Axininca 1 

are ~rable to their prefixed c:mmterparts. The same holds of 

Axininca 2, as (9)-(11) show. The gloss ofAxininca 2 unprefixed 

reduplication is given in (8): 
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(8) Axininca 2 prefixless reduplication gloss 

vmB=reduplicant -t (-an) -at -i -na 
stemFmOre and more-epen-(abla)-perf~future-1sg stative 
'I have continued to VERB more and more (stati ve) , 

Unprefixed two and three syllable stems in Axininca 2 

reduplicate all the syllables of the stem (9a-d) or just the last 

two, (9a), or just the first two (9b,d). These forms result fran 

the fomalization ofAxininca 2 reduplication given in the 

previous chapter: the prosodic word is the constituent which 

reduplication nanipulates but in Axininca 2, the prosodic word 

may not be maximized lD'ltil after reduplication: 

(9) Axininca 2 unprefixed two and three syllable stems 
sten reduplication forms gloss 

a. kaawosi [kaawosi=kaawosi -takina] bathe 
[kaawosi=wosi-takina] 

b. ki~itha [ki~itha=ki~itha-takina] tell 
[ki~i=ki~itba-takina] 

c. piyaa [piyaa=piyaa-takina] pour 
d. piyatha [piya=piyatha-takina] disobey 

Consonant final stemg in Axininca reduplicate as expected, with 

the final consonant supplying a syllable: 

(10) Axininca 2 lD'lprefixed CCJnSa'Wlt final stems 

stem 
a. ~ik 
b. tasoqk 

c. paik 
d. aa¢bik 

reduplication forms 
[~ika=~ika-takina] 
[ tasCX)ka=tas~-takina] 
[tasoqka=soqka-takina] 
[paika=paika-takina] 
[aa~ika=~ika-takina] 

qloss 
cut 
fan 

nail 
step 

Rhyme-initial forms reduplicate like their prefixed 



counterparts, i.e. without the rhJme as shawn in (11).2 

(11) Axininca 2 unprefixed V initial stems. 

~ 
a. aatpik 
b. osaJ)kina 

c. osarrpi 

redupl ication fol'l'l\S 
[aatp ika=toh ika-takina] 
[os~ina=~na-takina] 
[~na=kina-takina] 
[osampi=sampi-takina] 

gloss 
step 
write 

ask 
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The interesting data are forms where the verb is snaIl er 

than two syllables, as shown in (12) and (13). Axininca 1 and 2 

fort1S are shawn in (12); when the stem is at least bimoraic, as 

in (12a), the stem alone copies; but in (12b), consisting of 

mcnamraic stens, both the base and the reduplicant are augmented 

with a sequence, [tal (underlined):' 

2 Toward the end of the elicitation period, ,Nfcanor Currio 
Barba~ (the Axininca 2 consultant) began generally 
reduplicating the entire stens, Le. with a prefix (if such was 
available in the morphological form) I instead of alternating two 
syllable reduplication and prefix reduplication--as had been his 
practice in previous elicitation periods. At this time Barbarin 
began reduplicating the initial VCMel of vowel-initial sterng, as 
shown in (i): 

(i) 
stem 

a. osampi 
b. oirit}k 
c. inpoi 

reduplicated form 
[osampi=osampi -takina] 
[oiri~=oiriqka-takina] 
[inpoi=inpoi-tanakina] 

ask 
lower 
follow behind 

In the acccn.mt of reduplicaticn offered here, these forms 
represent ananalous fol'l'l\S in the data. 

s Payne 1981 assunes that in all the cases where a vowel
final, vowel - initial stem is reduplicated, a word boundary 
intervenes between the redupUcant and the base, ego [api"apii
waitaki] 'repeat'. His USllTpticn is based an the claim that 
stress starts over in these forms, final vowel shortening occurs, 
and in sane cases a vowel sequence which is not a well-fotmed 
syllable in the language would result by the juxtaposition of the 



(12) Axininca subninin'al fOmB 
.!t!m reduplicated form 

a. naa [naa=naa-wi taki] 
aasi [aasi=aasi -wi taki] 
apii [api=api-waitaki] 
ii [ii=ii-takina] 
oti [oti=oti-takina] 

b. na [nata=na,t!- waitaki] 
tbo [thota=thota-waitaki] 
i [ita=ita-takina] 

chew 
meet 
repeat 
be named 
put in 
carry 
kiss, suck 
precede 
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In addition to the attested mcnomoraic and bimoraic stems in 

(12), data fran stems consisting of just one consonant (13) are 

available fran Axininca 2. An [aa] sequence is augmented to both 

the reduplicant and the base in (13).4 

(13) Axininca 2 unprefixed Sul::rnininal stems 
stem reduplication forms 
~ f~=~aa-takina] 
~ [~aa=~aa-takina] 
p [P,ia=P,ia-takina]1 

*[~ta=~ta-takina] 

gloss 
see 
enter 
give 

The point of (12)-(13) is to show that in reduplication, the 

base as well as the reduplicant is augmented. To explain this 

fact, a prosodic base must be specified in Axininca 

reduplication; this base is copied in reduplication. Figure (14) 

final vowel of the left half and the initial vowel of the right 
half, ego [aasi=aasi-waitakil 'meet' (D. Payne, pc). 

4 orbe stems posited in (12b) and (13) are apparent fran the 
realization of the infinitive forms of these stems; thus in (12b) 
a stan like lnal is realized as [na-t-aanpbi] 'to carry', IiI is 
realized as [i-taanpbi] 'to precede' (see section 2.1 for 
arguments that the [t] is inserted by rule). stems in (13) are 
realized as I'M -> I~-aanpbil 'to see', I!I -> [~anthi] 'to 
enter' and so on. 
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provides a derivation of reduplication of an augmented base as 

prosodic base copy. In (14b) syllabificatian of the base supplies 

just one trmlcm:lraic syllable and thus reduplication cannot apply 

since no prosodic word is available, (14c). Hawever, after 

augmentation, (14d), the prosodic word base is satisfied, (14e), 

and redupl ication applies in (14f). The result is reduplicatian 

forms with augmented natedal in both the base and the 

reduplicant (augmentation is fo~lized in section 4.1.2). 

(14) Axininca reduplication as copy of the prosodic base 
a. verbal base 

m 
r 

na 

b. syllabification 
6 

f7 
na 

c. prosodic word, reduplicate 
N/A 

d. augment base 

& 

~ m 
('i I 
na ta 

e. syllabify, prosodic word satisfied 
FW 
I 
ft 

/\ 
6 6 

\iii 
na ta 



f. reduplicat.e: copy prosodic word base 

PW PW 
I I 
ft ft 

/\ /\ 
666 6 

ITITfTfT 
na ta na ta -> [nata=nata-waitakina] 
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Terrplat.e satisfaction is a condition on the mininal 

realization of a prosodic constituent.'lbus, every prosodic 

const.ituent has a mininal realization. In Axininca, the 

realization of the base of reduplication with a minimal prosodic 

characterization shows (i) that this base is a prosodic 

consti tuent, and (ii) that the prosodic word is the base 

specified (since a foot is its minimal realization). Because the 

base is augmented before copy duplicates the base, both the base 

and the reduplicant surface as a prosodic word. (In fact the 

realization of the reduplicant as an identical copy of the base 

is explained, since reduplication is si.nply copy of the base.) 

Therefore, 'reduplication' in Axininca is base copy, with no 

affix specified. 

If the affixal forrralization ofAxininca is assuned, then 

when a prosodic word te.rrplate is affixed to the verbal base we 

would expect the reduplicant to surface with augmented naterial. 

But augmentation of the base itself cannot be explained in this 

accmmt. As shown in (lSa), after a prosodic word is affixed to 

the base {suffixed in (lS» and copy applies, since the copied 
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segments saUsfiy just one syllable, augmentatien supplies the 

copy with augmented material, (lSb), and the copy and augmented 

segmmts then associate to the prosodic word affiul tenplate, 

(1Sc). Since the fornalizatian adds an affix to the bue, the 

prosodic realization of the affix is carpletely independent of 

the base. Thus the base does not surface with a1qnl!!!lted naterial, 

and an 1.D'l9LaiitiBtical output form raul ts. 

(15) Augmentation of the prosodic word affixal template 
a. affix prosodic word and copy bue, syllabify 

h. 

c. 

+ lW 

6 6 

IT IT 
na na 

augment to fill in lW, syllabify 

+ PW 

6 6 6 

f7 {fIT 
na na ta 

associate to lW affix 

na 

lW 
I 

ft 
/\ 

6 6 

IT IT 
na ta -> *[na=nata-wadtakina] 

SUTming up, to aCCO\D'lt for the fact that both the base and 
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the redupl icant surface wi th augmented naterial when an 

(unprefixed) stan is too snaIl to meet the prosodic requirements 

of reduplication, the prosodic word rrust be specified as the base 

of reduplication. The fact that a prosodic base is realized with 

a mininal prosodic form is expected since it is a prosodic 

constituent and prosodic constituents are governed by Tenplate 

Satisfaction to have a minimal obI igatory form. No affix is 

specified in this case. Thus while previous theories of 

reduplication have focussed on the evidence of the reduplic:ant 

for the particular fomalisns set forth, Axininca shows that 

examination of the behavior of the base itself is necessary to 

correctly identify the truly crucial formalisms of a given case 

of reduplication. 

Before showing the fomalization ofAxininca reduplication 

accounting for the differences between the two dialects, 

augmentation is fomalized in 4.1.2 and discussed in 4.1.3, since 

this phenomenon plays a crucial role in the aCCDmlt of 

reduplication. 

4.1.2 Satisfaction of the foot 

To explain the dichotany between the mininal word foot as a 

disyllabic constituent, and the augmented foot as a bitmraic foot 

in Axininca, this sedicn argues for a notion of the disyllabic 

foot as a constituent resul ting fran Maximizaticn of the bimoraic 

foot. I argue that a foot is by Terrplate Satisfaction a bimoraic 
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foot, mn. Under Maximization the bimoraic foot is realized as 

disyllabic in Axininca; thus the minimal word foot ofAxininca is 

a 'naxinal foot', 66. However, since insertion processes can only 

supply the ndnimal realization of constituents, and since 

Maximization can only apply if further naterial fran the input 

representation is available, only the bimoraic foot can be 

supplied by rule. Thus the augmentation facts are explained. 

The augmented reduplication forms in (12) and (13), as 

contrasted with the mininal foot of reduplication in previous 

figures, raise a nurber of questions. First, a monosyllabic 

verbal base with fewer than two moras undergoes augmentation in 

Axininca reduplication, ego lnal -> [nata=nata] 'carry 

(stative)', while a monosyllabic, bimoriac stem does not, ego 

lnaal -> [naa=naa]1 *[naata=naata] 'chew (stative)'. The paradox 

is that a disyllabic foot is reduplicated whenever enough 

segmental naterial is available fran the underlying 

representation, ego [no-naa=no-naa] '1st-carry', but the absolute 

mininal realization of the prosodic word is a bimoraic foot. 

Second, the form of the augmented naterial varies: a [tal 

sequence appears with monanoraic stens in Axininca, (12b). While 

data are not available fran Axininca 1, an [aa] sequence is 

augrrented to a 'c' stem in Axininca 2, (13). By ccmparing the 

forms which undergo augmentation with those that do not, we see 

that stars which supply no kind of foot undergo augmentation. 
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When the stem consists of a cansonant and thus has no JIl)r&S, 

figure (13), two JIl)ras are supplied. If the stem consists of one 

JIl)ra, figure (12b), a single JIl)ra [a] is supplied; in the latter 

case an epenthetic consonant of the language, [t], is inserted 

between the JIl)ra of the stem and the augmented JIl)ra. Generalizing 

across the two superficial realizations of augmentation shows 

that a stem snaller than the snallest foot, nm, is augmented with 

enough JIl)ras to result in the srrallest foot. (see section 1.2 for 

discussion of possible feet). The questions then are i) why only 

a nonfoot gets augmented; ii) why only the mininal foot is 

supplied by augmentation, and iii) why the augmented naterial can 

be realized as [tal or [aa]. In fact, these problemg are solved 

by extending the fo~lizatian of the syllable and prosodic word 

seen in earlier sections to the foot constituent. 

In chapter 2 a consonant at the edge of a domain which 

cannot automatically syllabify (since no onset is available) was 

shown to nap by rule (Le by language specific provisio) to a 

syllable; the inserted syllable then receives its obligatory 

constituent, a JIl)ra by Te!rlplate Satisfaction (see figure (IS) I 

section 2.1.2.2.1). Likewise a syllable is inserted on an 

otherwise unsyllabifiable JIl)ra (figure (18), section 2.1.2.2.1). 

An onset consonant is mapped by rule to this inserted syllable, 

to provide the obligatory onset ccnsanant. The two iJrportant 

points are that (i) when a segmental representation fails to 

supply enough material to satisfy a prosodic constituent, the 
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prosodic constituent can be inserted by rule; and (ii) only the 

minimal prosodic carpanents of the inserted cansti tuent are 

filled-in. 

Crucially then, insertion rules do not supply maximal 

components to prosodic constituents. The principle of 

Maximization is repeated in (16) fran chapter 1 for convenience. 

(16) Maximization: Units are associated to superordinate 
structures to result in constituents of maximal size. 
Universal and language-specific well-formed1'less constraints 
are obeyed. 

This formalization of Maximization accounts for the fact that 

only the elements of an input representation can be used to 

maximize superordinate constituents, since (16) is a constraint 

on association between the elements of distinct levels. The 

maximal syllable results only if enough segments are available, 

the prosodic word is maximized only if enough feet are available 

in the input representation. Because (16) is formalized to govern 

association I the autmatic resul t is that rules like insertion 

will never apply to naximize a tenplate. 

If we assume that a foot is a prosodic constituent with a 

minimal realization of two nDr&S, i.e. that 'foot' -> [nm], and 

that a foot can be suppl ied by insertion when required by a rul e 

but unavailable fran the input representation, Poet Insertion in 

(17) results. Foot Insertion is used in Axininca to supply a foot 
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when the input representation cannot: s 

(17) Foot Insertion: nap mora to foot 

The foot suppl ied by (17) 1'IIlSt satisfy prosodic criteria to 

be well-formed; in particular, the mininal carpanents of the foot 

nust be satisfied. If a foot is defined in its minina.l form as a 

bimoraic sequence, then by Ten;llate satisfaction, precisely these 

moras wi 11 be inserted by rul e. Just as a mora or onset consonant 

is supplied to an ill-formed syllable by "epenthesis', moras are 

inserted on ill-formed feet by augmentation. Augmentation is 

formalized in (18). 

(18) Augmentation: Satisfy foot--insert moras to result in nm. 

Rules (17)-(18) supply the prosodic constituent required by 

redupl ication when a (prefix +) verb cannot. After a foot is 

supplied by (17), a prosodic word is satisfied. Since a foot 

constituent satisfies the prosodic word, and crucially since the 

prosodi c word cannot "1 oak past' the foot constituent to see that 

5 Note that the mora napping to the foot in (17) can itself 
be daninated by a rhyme, as in /i/ "precede', (i), or a syllable, 
as in lna/ "carry', (ii): 

(i) (ii) 
ft ft . . 

I: I: ~ 6,; 
J I r 1 
m m m m 
I I I I 
i -> i na -> na 
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this foot is a minimal foot, mn, rather than the minimal word 

foot of Axininca, i.e. 6&, the prosodic word is satisfied. 

Derivations are given in (19)-(21). When a monamraic stan 

is input into reduplication (and no prefix is available in the 

morphological string) it syllabifies in (19b) but cannot 

reduplicate, (190), since no foot and thus no prosodic word is 

satisfied. Foot insertion then supplies a foot by (17), as shown 

in (19d) , which is then augmented in (1ge). In (19f) , 

syllabification of the augmented mora results in a syllable, 

which is i tsel f suppl ied with the obligatory onset consonant, 

realized as [t] (see discussion below); the inserted mora in 

(19f) is realized as [a] (see section 2.1 for evidence that 

inserted vowels in Axininca are realized as [a]):' 

(19) Augmented reduplicated foms--monamraic stan 
a. stem 

m 
I 

na 

h. syllabify 

6 

~ 
na 

c. foot, prosodic word, reduplicate 
N/A 

, Axininca reduplication IIIJSt be a suffixing phenanenon, 
to explain the fact that [t] epenthesis is available in the 
syllabification algorithm. See section 2.1.2.2.1. 



d. Foot Insertion 

ft 
I 
~ 

IT 
na 

e. Augmentation 

ft 
I 
6 

IT 
m 

na 

f. syllabify, fill in melody of mora 

ft 
/\ 

6 6 

rr 
,'1 

m :m 
I .. , . 

na ta 
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Once a foot satisfies the prosodic word, (20a) , 

reduplication applies, (20b): 

(20) Reduplication 
a. prosodic word 

PW 
I 
ft 
/\ 

6 6 

Ii~ 
na ta 
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b. reduplicate 

PN PN 
I I 
ft ft 
/\ /\ 

~~ ~~ 
na ta na ta -> [nata=nata-] 

Figure (21) derives reduplication of a non-moraic stan. In 

(21b) a consonantal stan is 11Bpped to a syllable; a foot and 

prosodic word cannot be satisfied and reduplication fails. In 

(2ld) the syllable is 11Bpped to a foot by rule (17); augmentation 

supplies enough moras to fill out the minimal foot, rnn, (21e). 

Both moras are syllabified in (21f), resulting in a bimoraic 

rronosyUabic foot (see discussion below), a prosodic word is 

satisfied in (219), and reduplication applies in (21h). 

(21) Augmented reduplicated foma--non-moraic stem 
a. stan 

b. syllabify: 11BP consonant to syllable 

6 
I 
it 

c. build foot, prosodic word, reduplicate 
N/A 

d. Foot Insertion 

ft 
I 
6 
I 
fl 
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e. Au;mentation 

ft 
r 
6 

( mm 

fl 

f. syllabify 

ft , 
6 

~\, 
\I 

fla 

g. prosodic word 

PW 
1 
ft , 
6 

~\m 
\I 

na: 

h. reduplicate 

PW PW 
I I 
ft ft , I 
6 IS 

(fm \I Wm \I 
fla: fla: 

Figure (21b) asstmeS that the syllable inserted by rule does 

not autanatically receive a ft¥)ra. This point is crucial, and born 

out by the Axininca data: if in (21b) a ft¥)ra were supplied to the 
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inserted syllable at this stage of the derivation, the stem litl 

in (2lb) would be identical to that of lnal in (19b). In this 

case, we could not explain why litl is not realized as *[mata] in 

reduplication. The fact that a mora is not autanatically supplied 

to an inserted syllable has already been seen in Arininca: recall 

fran section 2.1 that a form like IlJaikl syllabifies as a 

disyllabic sequence (chapter 2); however, the syllable daninating 

[k] cannot receive a mora 1.mtil after the initial segment of the 

suffix has been determined: if a vowel initial suffix like [i] 

'non-future' follows [tGik], the future marker supplies the mora 

to the [k] : (no-tG iki] " I cut'. In other words, the inserted 

syllable does not automatically receive a mora else we would 

expect the form *[no-tGikati].7 

The reraining problem with (19) as carpared with (21) is 

that in (19) syllabification of the mora(s) inserted by 

augmentation results in a second syllable; in (21) both moras 

associate to a single syllable. If the ccntention that an 

tmSyllabified unit (an onset consonant or a mora) in a derived 

environment in Axininca generates a syllable is correct (as 

proposed in section 2.1) the difference between (19) and (21) is 

7 An alternative which will not be explored here is that if 
the segment in (21a) fails to syllabify at all in (21b), i.e. 
tmder an account of this segnent as an extraprosodic unit (since 
it is on an edge), then after Poet Insertion and augmentation, 
syllabification would again proceed as in (21e). This alternative 
will not be pursued since it entails a special account of stems 
like lfJ:J.ik/: since the final [k] is not extraprosodic, it 
syllabifies as (l:bika], even though at an edge of the darain. 
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expected. Specifically, section 2.1 argues that an unsyllabified 

mora in a derived envircmrnent in Axininca verbal suffixation is 

syllabified into its own syllable, with an OftSet consonant 

supplied by rule. A definition of a derived environment is 

provided in (22): 

(22) Derived environment (Kiparsky 1983:154) 

A representation ~ is derived w.r.t. rule R in cycle j iff ~ 
meets the structural analysis of R by virtue of a 
canbination of morphemes introduced in cycle j or the 
application of a phenological rule in cycle j. 

Mora insertion (in (1ge» derives the representation in 

(23.ii) fran that in (23.i); thus by the phenological process of 

augmentation a derived enviranment in (23.ii) is created, which 

then meets the structural description of Syllable Insertion in 

(23.iii) (see section 2.1.2.2.1, figure (18); epenthesis supplies 

this inserted syllable with its obligatory onset): 

(23) Derived environment created by Augmentation 
i. ii. iii. 

6 cS 0 

~ m ~ 
.. 
I· m ;m 

I .. . . 
cv ta cv cv 

In contrast to (1ge), the two moras augmented in (21e) do 

not create a derived enviEa_Ient:; the representation in (24.ii) 

is created fran that in (24.i) by augmentation; as shown, since a 

stem has no moras before augnentaticn, (24.i), the envirame:nt 
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for Syllable Insertion is not derived, since an unsyllabified 

mora is not adjacent to a syllabified one by the process of 

augmentation. Rather, both moras nap to the syllable present in 

the representation, and both moras associate to the syllable by 

the autClllltic syllabificatim rules of the language, thus 

creating a well-formed bimoraic syllable, {24.iii).I,' 

(24) Augmentation, 
i. ii. 

resulting in derived environment 
iii. 

cS 
6 
I 

6 
Jmn ('~ 

c c c 

SlImBrizing, in Arininca, Foot Insertion and augmentation 

supply a bimoraic foot to a stem which is mono-moraic (and so not 

well-formed); the augrR!!llted mora creates a derived envircnnent in 

which Syllable Insertion can apply, and thus is realized as the 

syllable [ta]. A stem carposed of consonant receives two moras by 

augmentation; the environment for Syllable Insertion is not 

created by augmentation, and thus both moras are syllabified into 

a single syllable by the general syllabification algorithm of the 

I In section 2.1. 2 I fomalize Syllable Insertion with 
reference to the rh}'l'lle; the rh}'l'lle is not shawn here since it is 
irrelevant to the discussion at hand. 

, Yip (1988) argues that representations created by rule 
cannot violate the Obligatory Centaur Principle (OCP): note that 
in (24) if each inserted mora were provided with a segment [a], 
an OCP violation would be created; thus the insertion of a single 
[a], which associates to both inserted moras, creates a geminate, 
which is then lIalosyllabic by the independent syllabification 
algorithm of the language. 
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language. 

'IVa aspects of the a~tatian data are interesting to 

linguistic theory. First, to aCCD1.mt for a difference between the 

surface realizatian of a nCll'lOraic stem and a l'IIDIlCIIIOraic ene, it 

cannot be the case that a syllable inserted by rule receives a 

mora autaratically, as assuned by sare researchers (eg. Ito 

1986). The realizatian of stems like I~I as [~a] after 

undergoing augmentation shows that the syllable inserted an the 

stem consonant is not autaratically supplied with a mora. 

Second, to explain the fact that augment:atian supplies anly 

a bimoraic sequence to an inserted foot, even though the mininal 

word foot ofAxininca is a disyllabic foot, I have proposed that 

a foot is by Tenplate Satisfactian, 'mn'. A naxinal foot, i.e. 

[mn, nax] is disyllabic, 00, since naximizing the mininal foot, 

mn, creates a foot cantaining two syllables. Because Tenplate 

Satisfaction can suppl y only the mininal realization of a foot, 

and crucially since anly naterial present in the input 

representation can naximize constituents, anly the mininal 

realizatian of the foot, mn, can be supplied by rule. 

4.1.3 Discussion and Predictions 

A question remaining after discussion in the previous 

section is whether a footing algorithn based on a quantity 

sensitive iamb would better handle the Axininca facts. This 

section briefly discusses the arguments against this alternative 
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characterizaticn of the Axininca minimal word foot. I show that 

there is no enpi ri cal evidence at all for the iamb as the 

morphological foot of the language. I then consider a theoretical 

argt:ment based on the iambic stress foot of the language, but I 

imnediately reject it an C!!IIJ]irical grounds. Finally, the 

predictions of the theory, where by Terrplate Satisfaction only a 

bimoraic foot can ever be supplied by rule, is preliminarily 

instantiated by Japanese 'Renyookei' reduplication. I shOfl that 

in this language, a prosodic word base is copied. Interestingly, 

a bimoraic foot is supplied by rule to satisfy the prosodic word 

when a stem is not minimally cOTpOsed of a foot. 

4.1.3.1 The autonany of the stress foot 

Iambic feet can be realized as disyllabic or monosyllabic 

(see section 1.2); therefore, we might assure that the Axininca 

minimal word of reduplication is an iarrbic foot, thus explaining 

the fact that both a disyllabic foot and a monosyllabic one can 

instantiate the minimal realization of the prosodic word in 

Axininca reciuplication.10 The problem is that in Axininca there 

are no data at all to support this assmption. As noted in 

chapter 2, there is no evidence to indicate that the iamb 

characterizes the minimal word foot of the language. Words are 

overwhelmingly disyllabic or bigger, stems of the cannonical 

iambic foot are rare (fourteen foms have so far been 

10 See Black 1989 for an analysis along this line. 
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encountered), and a vowel shortening rule has the effect that a 

word carposed of a canonical imrb is shortened to hecane a light

light syllable sequence (see discussion in section 2.2). 

Hayes 1985 and McCarthy and Prince 1986 argue that a 

'balanced' foot (in metrical theory, a 'trochee') is the foot 

assl.lned 1m1 ess evidence to the contrary (i. e. for quantity 

sensitivity) can be found. Hayes points to psychological factors 

for this default to the quantity insensitive, balanced foot. If 

this assurpUcn is correct, since no evidence can be fotmd for 

characterizing the morphological foot as an iarrb in Axininca, the 

bal anced foot nust be assuned as the morpho I ogical foot of this 

language; the data shaw that this balanced foot is disyllabic. l1 

I conclude that positing the imrb as the morphological foot 

ofAxininca is not testabl e in the language. Rather the data 

actually attest the disyllabic foot--whatever the moraic 

carposition of the two sYllables--as the mininal word foot of the 

reduplication morphology. 

While no errpi ri cal evidence for the iamb is available, a 

11 Note that even if the ianiJ were assaned as the mininal 
word foot ofAxininca the same use of ~late Satisfaction and 
Maximization would be required to account for the disyllabic/ 
bimoraic di chat any • To account for the fact that in reduplication 
a disyllabic mininal word foot (either ~~ or &t~.) is selected 
fran the input representation (Le. the (prefix +) verb), 
Maximization would still have to supply the disyllabic imrb 
(whether canonical or not) over the lIalosyllabic imrb. Moreover, 
because augmentation supplies only the minimal foot, mn, this 
alternative analysis would still have to assume that by Template 
Satisfaction only the mininal form of the foot, mn, could be 
supplied by rule. 
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theoretical argument for the quantity sensitive foot as the 

morphological foot of Arininca might be proposed: if the stress 

foot of a language is necessarily the morphological foot of the 

language, then because the stress foot of Axininca is an i2!ll'lb the 

morphological foot would have to be an ianb. This premise, 

however, is inmediately rul ed out: the geni ti ve marker of 

Axininca is sensitive to a stem consisting of a bimoraic foot; 

the genitive CaJ'l.not be characterized with J;'eference to an iamb. 

These data prove false any assurption that the stress foot of a 

language necessarily indicates the morphological foot of that 

language. 

Genitive forms are given in (25); as shown, to indicate the 

genitive (of a normally nonpossessed noun) a person prefix (in 

(25), the 1st per.son) and a genitive suffix attach to the stem. 

Interestingly, in (25) the allamcrphy of the genitive marker is 

dependent upon the moraic structure of the stem: stems with two 

moras receive [-ni~, (25a-c), whdle those with three or more 

moras r~ceive [-til, (25d-f); for example, the fonm lithol in 

(25c) receives I-nil, while lairil in (25e) receives Iti/. 

Bimoraic stems can be disyllabic (25a) I or m:mosyllabic, (2Sb) or 

(2Sc), and trimoraic or bigger fonms can be disyllabic as in 

(25d,e) or trisyllabic or bigger, {25fj (data are fram Axininca 1 

but are consistent wi th Axininca 2). 
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(25) Normally nanpossessed nouns in the genitive 
possessed 

a. lJ'imi no-/J' imi -ni rrr.I/water hole 
sima no-sima-ni rrr.I/fish 
napi no-napi-ni rrr.I/roek 
lJ'inki no-/J' inki-ni rrr.I/ee1 

b. mii no-mii-ni rrr.I/otter 
soo no-soo-ni rrr.I/ s1 oth 

c. itbo n-itllo-ni rrr.I/ swallow 

d. ¢himii no-IJI imii -ti rrr.I/ant 
s2lJ1'Paa no-sCll'l'l,)aa-ti my/balsa 
sawoo no-sawoo-ti my/cane 

e. naini no-maini-ti my/bear 
airi n-airi-ti my/bee 

f. l:okori no-l:okori-ti my/armadillo 
thoqkir.i no-til oqki ri-ti my/htmningbird 
manaawawo no-rrsnaawawo-ti rrr.I/turt1e 
l::biriwi to no-6iliriwito-ti rrr.I/kingfisher 

The :i nterest of forms in (25) is that in carparison to the 

m:i.nirral word and reduplication facts of the language, the 

genitive distinguishes a bimoraic foot fram stems bigger than a 

bimoraic foot. Crucially the footing characterizing the two 

allarorphs is not due to an iambic typology: by carparing (25a-c) 

with (25d) we see that a bimoraic stem is set off fram an iambic 

stern. The former receives lnil: the latter receives /ti/. The 

geni ti ve data show that the stress foot in Axininca cannot 

characterize the morphological foot in all cases; thus any 

theoretical argument for a particular morphological foot based an 

the characterization of the stress foot of the language is 

clearly false. 

4.1.3.2 Pre I imina" support for the model 

The prediction of the theory proposed here is that in 

.. - -. _._--------
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morphological operations which 1ftJSt contain a foot, the foot 

supplied by rule will be the bimoraic foot. Evidence fran 

Japanese 'Renyookei' reduplication provides preliminary support 

for this conclusion. 

Poser 1990 presents a case of 'Renyookei' reduplication fran 

Japanese which bears out the prediction that a prosodic word base 

of tmrphology has a bitmraic sequence inserted by rule, i.e. to 

fi 11 in the minimal word foot. Renyookei reduplication indicates 

an action performed simultaneously with the action of the main 

verb of the sentence. As shown in (26a) and (26b) respectively, 

the reduplicating fonn is monosyllabic or polysyllabic: 

(26) Renyookei reduplication 
stem redupl icated fonn 

a. mi mii=mii 
s sii=sii 

b. nak naki=naki 
tabe tabe=tabe 
yorokob yorokobi=yorokobi 

see 
do 

cry 
eat 
rejoice 

The interesting point of the Japanese case in (26) to the 

current discussion is that like Axininca, a variable n\.ltb!r of 

syllables reduplicates, and like Axininca the bitmraic foot is 

the minimal realization of both the redup li cant and the base; 

lmlike Axininca reduplication, a disyllabic minimal word is not 

demonstrably the minimal preferred realization of the base. 

Interestingly, Japanese words are not generally constrained to 

contain a foot; rather words are often c~ed of a monamraic 
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syllable, ego [hi] 'fire', [to] 'door', and so on; nonetheless as 

shawn in (26), a minimal weight requirement is irrposed an the 

base (which copies to produce the reduplicant): it is birmraic. 

Pornalizing Japanese reciuplicatian as copy of the prosodic 

word base explains (i) the minimal prosodic weight of both the 

base and the reduplicant as a foot, and (ii) the variable nurber 

of syllables which can reduplicate. The minimal realization of 

the foot inserted by rule in (268) is explained by assuming that 

the foot satisfying the prosodic word by Template Satisfaction is 

'TTm' .1 2 

4.1.4 SUrtmary 

The realization of the base in Axininca reduplication is 

consequential to the analysis assigned to this case of 

reduplication. Reduplication is copy of the prosodic word base. 

This finding is irrportant to the theory of Prosodic Morphology. 

Axininca reduplication data demonstrate that a prosodic word 

can he the base of morphology. Thus contrary to the claim of 

Prosodic Morphology, the minimal word is not the only prosodic 

12 Poser 1990 argues that the bimoraic foot is the general 
realization of the foot in Japanese morphology; thus the defaul t 
realization corresponds to the realization of the (only) foot of 
the morphology of this language. To test the predictian that a 
bimoraic foot is always supplied by rule, the ideal case would be 
where the minimal word of the language is clearly disyllabic, no 
iambic foot is found in either the stress or morphol c:qy of the 
language, and in morphological operations sensitive to the word 
or foot, a bitmraic foot is supplied by rule when a foot is not 
available fran the input representation. 
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base of ncrphology (see sectian 1.2). Axininca shows that the 

prosodic word in its naxinal form can be the base of 

reduplication. 'l'he min:i.nal word attested elsewhere (and also as 

ane realization of the Axininca 2 reduplication base) is a 

possible variation an the prosodic word. 'Prosodic 

Circunscription', identified here sinply as the 'prosodic base' 

in ncrphology, I'I'IlSt be restated as in (27): 

(27) The prosodic base in ncrphology: Morphological operations 
may be fornalized to apply to a constituent denoted by 
prosodic criteria. The prosodic word can be selected as the 
base of ncrphological operations. 

Having established that the prosodic word can be a base, 

that the minimal word can be a base (i .e. if Maximization of the 

prosodic word has not appl ied at the point that the ncrphological 

rule applies, see section 3.2.3), a question which renains for 

future research is whether a syllable, a heavy syllable, a core 

syllable, and so an can serve as the base of ncrphology. If the 

constituents manipulated as bases of ncrphology are identical to 

those manipulated as affixes, we expect exactly this result. 

The next section fornalizes Axininca reduplication as copy 

of the prosodic word base, and then briefly considers and rejects 

the alternative analysis, where an affix is specified alang with 

the required prosodic base in Axininca reduplication. 

4.2 Fornalization of Axininca reduplication 

Fonnalization ofAxininca reduplication I'I'IlSt accmmt for i) 
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the fact that reduplication can be of one or more feet in both 

dialects, with augmentation applying anly when a (prefix +) verb 

is too small, and ii) the differences between the two dialects: 

as demonstrated in chapter 3, the superficial differences between 

Axininca 1 and 2 are extensive, but result fran two 

generalizations about the ordering of the canponents interacting 

in reduplication. In brief, these differences are that i) 

reduplication in Axininca 1 only applies· to.a verb, except that a 

prefix reduplicates with the verb when the verb is too small; ii) 

in cont.:rast, redupl ication in Axininca 2 optionally applies to a 

prefix + verb even if the verb alone supplies a prosodic word; 

and iii) the mininal word foot can reduplicate in lieu of the 

entire prosodic word in Axininca 2. 

This section argues that reduplication is formalized as a 

process of copy of a prosodic word base. If Template Satisfaction 

gives priority to the elements of an input representation before 

applying any phonological insertion rules (Le. Foot Insertion 

and augmentation), Foot Insertion occurs only when the input 
.' 

representation cannot supply the mininal constituent satisfying 

the prosodic word. Since this principl e is taken to be a 

universal ot language, ordering of Foot Insertion and 

augmentation with input representations (the (prefix +) verb) to 

satisfy templates need not be extrinsically imposed in the formal 

mJdel. 

To account for the superficial differences between Axininca 
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1 and Axininc:a 2 reduplication, two fornal differences between 

the dialects are proposed. Because a prefix cannot reduplicate if 

the verb is big enough in Axininca I, I propose that 

reduplicatian applies to the verb before prefixation; reanalysis 

of the morphological brackets occurs if the verb is too small to 

supply a prosodic word. Because Axininca 2 is not so calStrained, 

rather the prefix can optionally reduplicate even if the stem 

alane is a prosodic word, the ordering of prefixatian and 

reduplication in Axininca 2 is free. 

Second, because Axininca 2 can redupl icate just one foot or 

all the feet of the (prefix +) verb, Maximization of the prosodic 

word in this dial ect nust be unordered with respect to the copy 

process specified by reduplication. 

The organization of this section is as follows: section 

4.2.1 gives the fornal ca"I'pOllents ofAxininca reduplication 

which account for the simdlar properties of reduplication in the 

two dialects. In 4.2.2 reduplication in Axininca 2 is shown to 

follow directly fran the fornalizati an , under the 'Lexical 

Phonology' model of phonology and morphology set forth by 

Kiparsky 1982, 1983, 1985, and Halle and Mohanan 1985. In section 

4.2.3 Axininca 1 is analyzed and discussed. 

4.2.1 Fornalisms 

This section fornalizes Axininca reduplication as a 

morphological operation carposed of the phonological carponents 

-.-. __ .---
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~ and prosodic base = prosodic word. '!'be use of insertion 

processes to satisfy prosodic constituents is proposed to apply 

in principle only after the input representation is allowed to 

satisfy constituents; thus redundant phenological insertion rules 

to satisfy tarplates need not be extrinsically ordered in the 

fomalism. 

The previous sections of this dissertation have desmnstrated 

that reduplication in Axininca is a process which copies the 

prosodic word base. The fomalism which results in this 

observation is given in (28): 

(28) Axininca reduplication--preliminary version 

morphology: verb 
phonology: [copy, prosodic base=prosodic word] 
meaning: '_ more and more' 

I assume that the interpretation of ~ and of the prosodic 

base in (28) takes place in the phonological carponent of the 

lexicon (see discussion in 4.2.2). The prosodic constituents of 

Axininca which result by Template Satisfaction are given in (29). 

A syllable results fran a cmsanant and a rhyme, and a rhyme 

results fran a mora (see section 2.1). A foot results if two 

moras are available. The prosodic word is satisfied by a foot. 

(29) Axininca prosodic constituents--Template Satisfaction 
a. syllable -> mset cmsanant, rhyme 
b. rhyme -> mora 
c. foot -> [mn] 
d. prosodic word -> foot 
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By Maximization the constituents in (29a)-(29d) can be 

expanded. As given in (30) the rhyme can contain a second mora, 

while a coda is disallowed.1J '1'he foot operative in the 

morphology of Axininca (i.e. as the mininal word foot) is 

disyllabic. The language particular foot ofAxininca then is 66, 

while the 'mtiversal' (minimal) foot is nm. Final1y, the prosodic 

word can contain more than one foot (in (30) the units resulting 

fran T~late Satisfaction are given in parentheses) .14 

(30) Axininca prosodic constituents-~ximdzation 
a. rh~ -> (mora) mn, *coda 
b. foot -> ([mm]) 66 
c. Prosodic Word -> (foot), foot* 

Taking (28)-(30) together, in Axininca reduplication ~ 

applies to a verbal base; the base is also specified as a 

prosodic word. A prosodic word results when a foot is available. 

In Axir.inca the largest foot, &5, is seiected as the mininal word 

foot; the syl1ables satisfyinq this foot result when two 'cv' 

segmental sequences are available. 

In Axininca, the input representation (a verb or prefix + 

verb) wil1 always satisfy the foot, and thus the prosodic word, 

13 But a nasal Segnelt which is geminate with a fol1owing 
segment can be syllabified as a coda; see sectien 2.1. 

14 On the basis of the mdnimal word foot of the language in 
general (see sectien 2.2) and the reduplicatien facts, I assune 
that the foot in (30b) is the lexical foot. To account for the 
fact that the genitive morphology in sectien 4.1.3.1 refers to a 
bimoraic foot rather than a disyllabic ene, I assune that the 
genitive stipulates this foot in the operation itself. 
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if the right string of segments is available. Augmentation 

applies only when the input representation cannot supply the 

proper material. To account for the disjunction of satisfaction 

of the tarplate with elements of the input representation first, 

and with insertion processes (Syllable Insertion, mora and 

(onset) consonant epenthesis, and Foot Insertion and 

augrrentation) only if the input. representation is deficient., I 

assume that the priorit.y clause in (31) is a mriversal principle 

governing the 'ordering' of application of redundant insertion 

processes: 

(31) Elements of the input representation satisfy terrplates 
before insertion rules apply to satisfy tenplates. 

Since 'satisfy' in (31) refers to Template Satisfact.ion, 

insertion rules will anly supply the minimal realization of a 

prosodic constituent (figure (29». Since input representations 

always take priority over inserticm rules in satisfying the 

tel"l"plate, no ordering between Terrplate Sat.isfaction by the non

redundant elements of input representations and by the redundant 

insertion processes needs explicaticm. Thus the insertion rules 

required to satisfy prosodic ccmstituents need only be stated in 

a gJ::&iiiar; autaratic ordering will result fran (31). 

The fomalization ofAxininca reduplication is given in 

(32); 'insertion' refers to Foot Insertion and Augmentation, 

formalized in the preceding section. 



(32) Axininca reduplicaticn--final versicn 
morphology: verb 
phonology: [copy, base = prosodic word (insertion)] 
meaning: '_ more and more' 
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By stipulating insertion in the phonological camponent of 

Axininca reduplication in (32), reduplicaticn does not 8i11llly 

fail when a prosodic word is not available. Rather as specified 

in the process, insertion processes supply the minimal portion of 

the prosodic word, Le. a foot, and the foot itself will be well

formed by further insertion rules. 

Wi tb this sunmary of the carman properties ofAxininca 1 and 

2 reduplication carplete, we now turn to explaining the 

differences between these two dialects. 

4.2.2 Axininca 2 reduplication: lmordered morphology 

This section explores the formalization ofAxininca 

reduplication in the previous sub-section within the theory of 

Lexical Phonology and Morphology provided by Kiparsky 1982, 1983, 

as modified by Halle and Mohanan 1985. I propose that to acccnmt 

for the free appliction of reduplication to the prefix + verb or 

just the verb, and the application of insertion rules only after 

the prefix and verb have attempted to satisfy the prosodic word 

of reduplication, the stratum containing reduplication in 

Axininca 2 JI'IlSt be a non-cyclic lexical stratum. 

The theory of Lexical Phonology and Morphology (Kiparsky 

1982, 1983, 1985, Halle and Mohanan 1985, Mobanan 1986) holds 

-- -.-----
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that the morphology and phonology of a language are arranged into 

levels. The primary tenets of the theory are sumarized in (33): 

(33) The basic insight of level-ordered morphology is that the 
derivational and inflectional processes of a language can be 
organized in a series of levels. Each level is associated 
with a set of phonological rules for which it derives the 
damin of application. The ordering of levels moreover 
defines the possible ordering of morphological processes in 
word-formation. (Kiparsky 1983:131) 

The model proposed by Kiparsky is sChenatized in (34): as 

shown, the series of levels, I, 2 ••• n, is each composed of a set 

of morphological rules ('ml', 'm2', etc. ) and a set of 

phonological rules ('pI', 'p2', etc.). 

(34) Level ordered lexical processes 

morphology 
level 1 ml m2 m3 ••• 
level 2 m4 m5 m6 ... 

level n 

-> 
-> 

phonology 
pI, p2 .. . 
p3, p4 .. . 

Kiparsky further assumes that lexical levels are 'cyclic': 

after the appl ication of a morphologial operation to a stem, the 

canplex morphological unit passes to the phonology, undergoes the 

phonology, then passes back to the morphology of the same level, 

returns to the phonology, and so on, until the final 

morphological operation of that level applies. At this point the 

canplex morphological unit passes back to the phonology then 

exits to the next level, and repeats this 'cyclic' rule 

~.-.~-~ ------------
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application. 

In this view of norphology, where the norphological 

processes within a single level are not ordered, the fact that 

Axininca 2 reduplication can apply to a verb or a prefix and verb 

(eg. [no-kaawosi=kaawosi] or [no-kaawosi=no-kaawosi], see chapter 

3) is predicted. As schematized in (35), norphological processes 

in the same stratan cannot be extrinsically ordered (as given in 

(33». If reduplication precedes prefixation to the verb, the 

verb alone reduplicates, (35a). If prefixation to the verb 

precedes reduplication, both the verb and the prefix reduplicate, 

(35b): 

(35) Axininca 2 
a. [prefix + [verb + reduplication]] -> 
b. [[prefix + verb] + reduplication] -> 

verb reduplicates 
prefix + verb 
reduplicates 

In Axininca 2, the prosodic word can be a mininal word, i.e. 

~ in reduplication can apply before Maximization of the 

prosodic word. If we assume that Maximization is a parameter 

constraining association, and thus is sUbject to ordering 

differences in language, the fact that Maximization is unordered 

wi th respect to copy is to be expected. in Axininca 2. 

To this point we have seen the norphological CQipooents of 

the stratun containing reduplication: it contains person 

prefixation and reduplication norphology. The phonological 

canponents of this level are i) phonological copy specified by 

'reduplication' and ii) prosodic processes. Insertion processes 
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supplying terrplates by rule are in the phonology. -rhe stratun 

containing Axininca 2 reduplication is given in (36): 

(36) Axininca 2 reduplication stratun 

mlrphology 
level n: prefixation, reduplication 

phonology 
1) copy 
2) prosody: PW, 
foot, IS 
3) insertion 
rules: 
(Syllable 
Insertion, 
epenthesis, 
Foot Insertion, 
augmentation) 

A verb which is selected to reduplicate passes to the 

phonology; copy interprets reduplication anytime the verb 

satisfies the prosodic base specified in this mlrphological 

operation. After undergoing copy, the morphological string passes 

back to the mlrphology, picks up the prefix, and so on. If 

prefixation applies to the verb first, this string goes to the 

phonological side, prosodic processes apply, and then it returns 

to the mlrphology. Reduplication applies, passes to the phonology 

for interpretation, and so on. 

Note the problem of this cyclic view of the strab.m 

containing reduplication: in Axininca, whenever a [prefix + verb] 

cannot supply the minimal realization of a prosodic word, 

insertion of a foot occurs. 'l'he model in (36) cannot predict 

this. By (31), phonological insertion processes are stipulated to 

occur only when the prefix and verb cannot satisfy the prosodic 
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word of the reduplication tmrphology. 'ftle problem of ass1Ding 

that lexical levels are always cyclic is that anytime i) 

reduplication applies to the verb before prefixation,15 and ii) 

the verb is snaller than a mini.nal foot, insertion rules (P'oot 

Insertion and augmentation) are predicted to apply to the verb. 

Thus forms like * [no-nata=nata] rather than the correct [no

na=no-na-] should occur. Assuning the priority clause in (31) 

resol ves nothing, since at the time that Foot Insertion and 

augmentation apply in the phonology, the input representation 

CaImot supply the correct string, i.e. the prosodic word. 

Following proposals by Halle and Mohanan 1985 that lexical 

strata are not necessarily cyclic, this problem is solved. If we 

assune that inAxininca the stratun containing prefixation and 

reduplication is a non-cyclic lexical level, the correct forms 

resul t. In this theory, a lexical level can be non-cyclic, in 

which case all the morphologial processes of a stratun apply, and 

once canplete, the morphological string passes to the phonology 

(see Halle and Mohanan 1985). Under this view, the string [prefix 

+ verb + reduplication] enters the phonological side of (36), in 

a block. If the bracketing of the string is as given in (35b), 

the prefix and verb reduplicate; if the string is ordered as 

given in (35a) I whenever the verb is big enough, the verb alane 

reduplicates. However if the verb is too small, the priority 

15 Sinct! the morphological operations within a single 
lexical strata are lmordered by (33), this morphological 
configuration is predicted by the model. 
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clause in (31) forces reinterpretatien of the bracketing so that 

both the prefix and verb are scanned. A prosodic word is 

satisfied if the proper structures are available. Failing this, 

Foot Inserticm supplies the minimal realizaticm of the prosodic 

word, and augmentation fills in the minimal realization of this 

foot. '!'he result is that insertion processes apply only if the 

input representation (the prefix + verb) cannot supply the 

prosodic word. 

The fornal elements of Axininca 2 reduplication are 

sumarized in (37): 

(37) Axininca 2 reduplication 
a. reduplication is fornalized as in (32) 
b. stratun containing the prefix and reduplicaticm is non

cyclic 
c. Copy applies to verb or prefix + verb; application of 

morphological processes not constrained by ordering 
d. prosodic structures result fran (29) and (30); principle 

(31) is obeyed 
e. copy can apply to the prosodic word directly after this 

constituent results by Template Satisfaction (i.e. 
before Maximization) or after Maximization 

Slmning up, if we assune that copy, Foot Insertion and 

augmentatian are phenological rules, and that reduplicaticm and 

prefixatian are in a nan-cyclic lexical stratun, the Axininca 2 

data result. A verb alane reduplicates anytime reduplicaticm 

applies to the verb before prefixaticm and the verb is a prosodic 

word. Anytime prefixatian is applied to the verb before 

reduplication, or if the verb alane is too small to supply a 

prosodic word, the phonological copy specified in reduplication 
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duplicates the prefix and the verb. Pinally, because ~ can 

directly follow satisfactiCll of the prosodic word, or can follow 

Maximization of the prosodic word in Axininca 2, just two 

syllables or the 1IBxinal prosodic word can copy. 

4.2.3 Axininca 1 reduplication: ordered morpholoqv 

This section argues that Axininca is fomalized by the same 

reduplication process as Axininca 2. However, the morphological 

concatenation of prefixation and reduplication ofAxininca 1 is 

strictly ordered in this dialect. While in Axininca 1 the 

reduplication stratum is noncyclic, in this case reduplication 

applies to the verb before prefixation; morphological reanalysis 

resul ts when the prosodic requirement of the base cannot be met 

by the verb alone. The second difference between the dialects 

results because the disyllabic reduplicant is not an option of 

Axininca 1 reduplication (if a stem is disyllabic or bigger); 

thus prosodic word Maximization obligatorily precedes copy. 

In contrast to copy in Axininca 2 as a process applying to 

the prefix + verb or just the verb (in either order), in Axininca 

1 reduplication can apply to the prefix + verb only if the verb 

alone does not supply a prosodic word. Thus assaning the 

formalization ofAxininca 2 in (37) would result in incorrect 

forms for Axininca 1 whenever copy applies to the prefix + verb 

but the verb alone is a prosodic word (i.e. (35b». 

'!'he observation about Axininca 1 is that copy of the 
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prosodic word nust apply first to the verb, and then if a 

prosodic word does not result fran the verb, to the prefix + 

verb. If morphological bracketing in Axi.ninca 1 is stipulated as 

[prefix + [verb + reduplication]], the correct results obtain. On 

this view, whenever the verb can supply the prosodic word 

required by reduplication, the verb alme reduplicates. However 

when the verb is too small, the bracketing is restructured to 

meet the requirements of the prosodic base; in particular, the 

prefix is interpreted as part of the verb: [prefix + verb + 

reduplication]. In this case the prefix copies with the verb. 

By (31), if the prosodic word base of reduplication cannot result 

fran the input representation, 

augmentation) supplies the mininal 

word, and copy then applies. 

insertion (Foot Insertion and 

realization of the prosodic 

If the extrinsic ordering of prefixation and reduplication 

in Axininca 1 is correct, the claim that 'the ordering of levels 

moreover defines the possible ordering of morphological processes 

in word-fornation' in (33) cannot be correct: rather as proposed 

by Anderson 1989, 'disjunction among morphological rules ... nay 

under certain cmditians be stipulated m a language particular 

basis ... • (Anderson 1989:42). 'the difference between Axininca 1 

and Axininca 2 is that ordering between the morphological 

processes of prefixation and reduplication is stipulated in the 

former, and not stipulated in the latter. 



The formal elements ofAxininca 1 are given in (38): 

(38) Axininca 1 fornal ized 
a. reduplication is formalized as in (32) 
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b. the stratun containing the prefix and reduplication is 
non-cyclic 

c. Copy: reduplication applies to verb before prefixation 
applies to verb 

d. prosodic structures result fran (29) and (30); principle 
(31) is obeyed 

(e. Maximization of the prosodic word precedes copy) 

Having established the fomalization ofAxininca as copy of 

a prosodic word base with no affix specified, the final 

subsection quickly rejects an analysis ofAxininca specifying 

both a prosodic word base and a prosodic word affix. Data fran 

Yidin1 , a case which is analyzed as base (=foot) copy with no 

affix speci fied is then provided. 

4.2.4 The redtmdant affi x in Axininca 

If we wished to naintain the camon assmption that 

reduplication is an intrinsically affixational process we might 

suppose that both a prosodic word affix and a prosodic word base 

are used in the fornalization ofAxininca (the only viable affix 

for Axininca reduplication would be a prosodic word, necessary to 

explain the fact that one or more feet reduplicate). Thus 

reduplication would be fornalized as in (39): 

(39) Alternative analysis ofAxininca reduplication 
morphology: verb 
phonology: [copy, affix = prosodic word, base = prosodic 
word, (insertion)] 
meaning: '_ more and more' 
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As shown in the preceding sections, in any analysis of 

Axininca redupl ication the base ITUSt be identified as a prosodic 

constituent--in order to capture facts about the base itself. 

Thus even if an affix is specified, the prosodic base too ITUSt 

continue to be specified as a prosodic word. Alternatively, all 

the correct forms also result if only reduplication is simply 

copy of the base. Thus two possibilities exist: (i) the prosodic 

word could be specified as the base of reduplication, or (ii) the 

prosodic word could be specified as an affix and also as a base 

of reduplication. 

Assun:i.ng that analyses of reduplication (and morphological 

processes in general) are best fomulated with redundancy 

eliminatee, then a principled choice between the two analyses 

results. Axininca cannot be fornulated as a process which 

speci Hes a.."'l affix because specification of the prosodic word 

base is crucial and the form of the reduplicant follows fran that 

of the base, i.e. the affix is entirely redundant. An affix would 

be specified only to appease a theory internal cannitment to the 

characterization of reduplication processes as intrinsically 

affixatianal. Once analyses are tailored to the dictates of a 

particular theory, the crucial elements of the process cease to 

be distinguished. On the basis of the red1mdancy of the affix, I 

conclude that an affix is not specified in Axininca 

reduplication . 

Interestingly, Axininca is not the only case in which the 
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prosodic base is necessary, and the form of the reduplieant is 

sinp1ya copy of the base (see also Japanese in section 4.1.3). 

In Yidinr, an Aboriginal Australian language, identification of 

the prosodic base as a disyllabic foot is crucial to explain base 

transfer effects (for proposals expressly designed to deal with 

what Clements terms 'base transfer' see Levin 1983, Clemmts 

1985, McCarthy and Prince 1987, and steriade 1988; see also 

section 5.1.1 ) . However, like Axininca, once the base is 

identified, an 'affix' would be redundant. 

Data fran Yidinr are given in (40). As shawn, two syllables 

reduplicate. 

(40) Yidinr reduplication data (Dixon 1977a) 
base reduplicated form gloss 

a. gindalba qindal=gindalba lizard 
b. nulari mula=nulari initiated man 
c. dimuru dimu=dimuru house 
d. kalampara kala=kalampara march fly 

The itrpOrtant point of Yidinr is that the prosodic posi tians of 

segments in the stem determine the realization of the segments in 

the reduplicant, as shawn when the base and redu:plicant of (40a) 

and (40b) are contrasted. In (4Oa) the stem /gindalba/ has a 

segment [1) which is a coda in the base and which surfaces as a 

coda in the redupli cant, as shown in (41a). However, in (41b) the 

[r) of the stem /rrulari/ does not surface in the reduplicant, 

*[rrular=mulari), even though [r) is a well-formed coda consonant 

in tlris language, and codas are allowed in the second syllable of 
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the reduplicant (as shawn by [gindal=gindalba]).16 

( 41) Prosody of the redupl icant and base in Yidint 
i. ii. 
stem rechml icated forne 

a. /qinda1 ba/ [qindal=qindalba] 

6 d d 6 6 d & 6 

rrtffifl fili\ ~Af)~ 
gindalba qindal =qindalba 

h. /rrulari/ [nula=mulari] 

666 d 6' 666' 

r,~n fi~ r,~IT 
mula!:i mula=nula!:i 

The problem is to account for the non-reduplication of [r] in 

(41b) and the reduplication of [I] in (41a). The difference 

between the prosodic position of these segments in the base 

provides the solution to this problem. The [1] of (41a) is a coda 

in both the base and reduplicant, while the [r] is in the onset 

of the third syllable of the base in (4Th), and does not appear 

in the reduplicant at all. In short, prosodic structure of the 

base transfers to the reduplicant in Yidinr • 

To account for base transfer in Yidinr, McCarthy and Prince 

1986, 1990 analyze Yidinr as a case where an initial disyllabic 

foot is the prosodic base of Yidint reduplication, and a 

16 In Yidinr a nasal-stop sequence is realized as a catplex 
onset, infornally represented by the branching structures in 
(41a) . 

-- _. -- -- ---------- --- --_._----- ._- -----
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disyllabic affix is prefixed to this base (McCarthy and Prince 

1986:36). This account explains the realization of the 

reduplicant since McCarthy and Prince assume that only the 

elements of the prosodic base (Le. the initial disyllabic foot) 

copy; therefore the [r] of /rrulari/, which is in the third 

syllable of the prosodic base, does not. 

Note, however, that in this account, the affix i tsel f is 

redundant since both the base and the redupl icant are a 

disyllabic foot: once the crucial prosodic base is specified the 

fom of the reduplicant follows. If we assume that like Axininca, 

Yidin' is formalized as copy of the prosodic base (Where the base 

is a disyllabic foot in Yidinr ), the correct surface forms 

result. 

4.2.5 SUmmary and discussion 

The formalization of reduplication in Axininca 1 and 2 is 

the same (figure (32» but superficial differences between the 

two dialects result from two ordering differences in the 

gl&iiiars. First, Maximization of the prosodic word can precede or 

follow copy in Axininca 2, while in Axininca 1 Maximization of 

the prosodic word always precedes copy. Thus Maximization is a 

parameter; choosing this parameter in sare cases and not in 

others resul ts in the kind of language variation observed between 

Axininca 1 and 2. The large n\l'l'ber of cases of the 'minimal word' 

reported as a tt!!l"l'plate of morphology in McCarthy and Prince 1986 

- - ----------
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attests that Maximization of the prosodic:: word can be ordered 

with respect to the operation of other rules, specifically can be 

ordered after suc::h rules. Axininc::a shows that Maximization of the 

prosodic:: word can precede suc::h rules.17 

The other di fferenc::e between Axininc::a 1 and 2 surface forms 

of reduplication results fran the ordering of the morphologic::al 

proc::esses in the two dial ec::ts: in Axininca 1, redupli c::ation 

applies to a verb before prefixation. In Axininc::a 2, application 

of prefixation and reduplication to the verb is freely ordered. 

This result is c::onsequential to our understanding of how 

morphology interacts with phonology. In particular, the 

assumption of Lexical Phonology, that the morphologic::al proc::esses 

of a single stratum are not extrinsically ordered, is false. 18 

To ac::c::ount for augmentation of the base in reduplication, 

the prosodic base was shown to be subject to Te!T';llate 

17 'J'hP. only potential problem which rerains in the 
formalization ofAxininc::a 1 and 2 is the different ways that 
Maximization of the foot and Maximization of the prosodic:: word 
occur. The issue is this: if both the prefix and verb reduplicate 
to provide the maximal foot, 6&, and c::rucially the verb alone 
does not redupl icate when a mininal foot is satisfied by the verb 
(eg. *[no-naa=naa-J), the question is why the prefix does not 
reduplicate with the verb to produc::e the maximal prosodic:: word. 
This resul t would inc::orrectly predict tha~ in Axininc::a the prefix 
and verb should always reduplic::ate. This question rerrains as a 
problem for future research. 

18 Odden and Odden 1985 c::laim that Kihehe can reduplic::ate 
with any number of prefixes or suffixes, while in Mangarayi 
(Merlan 1982), to produce the two syllable reduplic::ant, c::opy of 
the stem proceeds first, c::opy of the stem + suffixes is second, 
and c::opy of the stem, suffixes and prefixes proceeds third (see 
discussion of these languages in c::hapter 5). These two cases then 
provide other cases of lmordered and ordered morphology. 
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Satisfaction, since this constituent is a prosodic unit. A 

fomalism where an affix is specified alang with the prosodic 

base was examined and rejected, since the affix itself is 

superfluous. Axininca is not the only case of prosodic base copy: 

evidence fran Japanese and Yidinr supports this formalization. 

The resul t then is that the affix is not an intrinsic mechanism 

of redupl ication i tsel f. Thus the Axininca data contribute to the 

theory of reduplication by showing that reduplication can be 

fomalized sinply as copy of a base. The question which rarains 

is precisely hew copy is fomalized. 

The next section considers the formalization of copy itself. 

I shew that because Axininca exhibits base transfer, copy II'IlSt be 

viewed as a process which dupl icates the segments and the prosody 

of the base in Axininca reduplication. 

4.3 Copy of the prosodic base 

We have seen that reduplication in Axininca is fomalized as 

copy of a prosodic word. At this point one question still 

rerra:ins: what level(s) of representation exactly is/are copied? 

In this section I shew that base transfer of vowel length in 

Axininca supports a fornalization of copy where both the prosody 

and segments of the base duplicate. A fornalizaticm where copy of 

segments alone is asstm!!d cannot handl e the facts. 

Examination of foms with lang and short vowels in the base 

of reduplication in (42) reveals that lang vowels of the base 
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reduplicate as long, (42a-c) , and short vowels in the base 

reduplicate as short, (42d-f). (Data are taken fran Axininca 1 

but are representative ofAxininca 2 as well.) 

(42) Transfer of the base to the reduplicant 
verb stem reduplicated forms 

a. naa 
b. tllaal)ki 
c. kaawosi 
d na 
e. kana 
f. kil)tlla 

(no-naa=no-naa-waiti] 
(no-n-thaaqki=thaaqki-waiti] 
(no4?-kaawosi=kaawosi-wai6a] 
[no-na=no-na-waiti] 
[no~-kana=kama-waiti] 
[no-l)-ki,tlla=kil)tha-waitil 

chew 
hurry 
bathe 
carry 
paddle 
tell 

We have seen in the preceding section that reduplication in 

Axininca is formalized as copy of the prosodic base. If we assune 

that the entire prosodic base copies, Le. segments and prosodic 

structure of the prosodic base copy, the correct forms are 

accounted for: since moraic structure is copied, vowel length 

transfers to the reduplicant. This forrralization of copy is given 

in (43): 

(43) Copy: duplicate the entire base. 

Since the prosodic base is a prosodic word, the 'entire 

base' inc! udes the prosodic structures and segments of the 

prosodic word, so both segments and structure copy. A derivation 

is shown in (44): in (44a) the left coh~m provides a verb with a 

short vowel and the right colum displays a verb with a lang 

vowel. When the base is copied in (44b), the prosodic structure 

of the base, including the length of the vowel, copies and the 
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correct surface forms result.l t 

( 44) Axininca redupl ication in the model 
a. prosodic word base 

PW PW 
I I 

ft ft 
/\ / \ 

66 6 6 

(tIT rv ,(7 
kana tha:rjti 

b. copy base--prosody and segments 

PW PW FW PW 
I I I I I I I 

ft ft ft ft 
/\ /\ / \0 / \ 

6d 6cf 6 ~ 6 

lt~ flIT r&, ~ r-7'~ kana kana tba:1Jki tha:l)ki 

-> [kcma=kcrra-] [th~=thaaryki-] 

VOIoJel length transfer in Axininca is expected if copy is 

19 Figure (44) shows that moraic structure nust copy along 
with the segment.s of the base t.o result. in quant.ity (Le. v~l 
length) transfer. Figure (43) assunes that the entire base, 
including all the prosody of the prosodic word base, copies. 
However, if we assure that just. moraic structure and segments of 
the base copy, the correct results will also obtain in Axininca. 
The proposal that the underlying IIDruc and segmental levels of 
represent.ation of the base copy in reciuplicatim has in fact been 
set forth by McCarthy and Prince 1987. Chapter 5 shews that the 
type of lexical-copy model assuned by McCarthy and Prince cannot 
handle cases where i) an affix is not specified in reduplication, 
and ii) base t.ransfer does not occur, and so is ruled out. '!'he 
medel which allows the entire prosodic base to copy does not 
encount.er t.his problem. Thus ant.icipating later cmclusicns, I 
fornalize copy as in (43), and argue for this assmption in 
chapt.er 5. 

------------- --
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formalized as duplication of both the prosody and segments of the 

base. In contrast, a problem emerges if just the segments are 

copied in Axininca: vowel 1 ength cannot transfer since m:)raic 

structure is not copied, incorrectly predicting that lcmg vowels 

of the base r~upiicate as short vowels. As shown in (45), if 

just the segments specified in prosodic base redupl icaticm are 

copied, (45b) , then vowel length cannot transfer: vowels which 

are 1 eng in the stem wi 11 surface as short in the redupl icant, 

shown in (45c.ii): 

(45) Segment copy in Axininca redupI icaticm 
i. ii. 

a. prosodic word base 

PW PH 

f I 
ft ft 
/\ / \ 

6 6 6 6 

fi~ ffi\ IT 
kara tha:l)ki 

b. copy segments of prosodic word base 

PW PH 
I I 

ft ft 
/\ I \ 
r5d 0 6 

~~ :\ ~ nrn m 
IV\ I 

katB kana tha:rpti thal)ki 
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c. syllabify, foot, build prosodic word on copied segments 
Ai Ai PW lW 
I , I I 

ft ft ft ft 
j\ /\ 
o~ c!cS 

/ \ / \ 
cS 6 6 6 

~ lifi ~\ fi mIT 
kara kara tba:!Jki tban)d 

-> [kara=kara-] * [tbaaqki=tbaqkf-] 

SUmmarizing, to explain the base transfer effects found in 

Axininca reduplication, copy itself nust be fornalized so that 

the prosodic structure and segments of the prosodic word base 

copy. A view where segments alone copy cannot explain base 

transfer in Axininca. 

In the final section of this chapter, the fornal properties 

of Lardi I redupl ication are examined. In contrast wi th the 

Axininca, Japanese and Yidinr cases, I show that in Lardi I the 

properties of the base and the reduplicant motivate i) an affix 

and ii) a morphological base in the reduplication operation. I 

discuss an alternative view where copy alone is asstmed to result 

in reduplication, and phonological rules apply to alter the 

output (steriade 1988). The latter view is rejected on the 

grounds that it is not a testabl e theory. 

4.4 Reduplication as copy 

The previous section has established that an affix is not an 

intrinsic fornal cmpment of reduplication morphology. This 

finding, however, does not rule out the notion that an affix .£!!! 
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be specified in sane cases of reduplicatian (as clearly 

dem:mstrated in the works of Marantz 1982, and McCarthy and 

Prince 1986, 1990). Moreover the prosodic base has been ruled in 

as a potential canstruct of reduplicatian, bJt like the affix, it 

is not a necessary carpanent of reduplication (see section 1. 2 

for discussion). 

In this section I shOlol that cases like Lardil, in which the 

reduplicant is not identical to the base, are best handled by 

positing a tenplate which acts as an affix, i.e. which is 

independent of the base. Fran CCJ1I)8rison of the reduplication 

types seen in this section, I ccmclude that the affix is a 

possible, but non-obligatory construct utilized in reduplication 

morpho I oqy. '!'he second point of interest in Lardi I is that the 

realization of the base of reduplication indicates that it is not 

constrained by prosodic criteria, rather it can consist of a stan 

with any prosodic shape. Therefore the prosodic base is not 

obligatory in all reduplication. Thus like the affix, the 

prosodic base is specified in sane cases and not in others. To 

carplete the discussion, an al temative analysis of Lardil is 

provided in which the base is copied and phenological rules 

operate to change the output of redupl ication. I shaw that this 

analysis accidentally results in the invariant shape of the 

reciuplicant, thus captures no generalizations about the nature of 

reduplication, and therefore is rejected. 
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4.4.1 The optional affix and prosodic base in reduplication 

The previous cases seen in this section are fornal bed as 

'affixless' reduplication, Le. where a prosodic base copies, but 

other cases cannot be fomalized as base copy wi th no affix 

specified. We now consider evidence fran Lardil showing that the 

affix is motivated in sane cases of reduplication. Moreover, the 

realization of the base itself dermnstrates that in this case a 

prosodic base is not the base of reduplication. 

Lardil data are given in (46). The reduplicant in each case 

is a bitmrai c foot, but unl ike the Axininca case, the form of the 

reduplicant is not identical to the base. The nuri:ler of segments 

in the reduplicant can be different than the ntri:ler of segments 

in the base, (46a), and the prosodic structure of the two can 

also be distinct, eq. (46d,e). 

(46) Lardil reduplication data 
i. ii. 
base reciupl icate form 

a. pare1 pare1=pareli 
b. kele kele:kele 
c. keli ke1i=ke1i 
d. ne 
e. 1a 

nee=ne 
1aa=la 

gloss 
gather 
cut 
jl.IIp 
strike 
spear 

Another striking aspect about Lardil reduplication, as 

carpared with cases like Axininca and YidinJ, is the absence of 

base transfer in Lardil. As shown in (47) the [1] of pareli is in 

the onset of the third syllable of the base in (47 .i), but 

surfaces as a coda in the reduplicant in (47.ii): 
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(47) Non-transfer in Lardil 
i. ii. 
stem reduplicated form 

lparelil [parel=pareli] 

tft!6 66 6t56 

ITITIr (7ffi IT IT IT 
pareli pare!=pare!i -> [parel=pareli]/*[pare=pareli] 

The facts about Lardil cannot be aCCO\mted for by assuning 

that the redupl icant in Lardil is a result of sitrply copying the 

base. However, the data in (46) straightforwardly follow if· a 

bimoraic foot is posited as the affix in this case. First, the 

realization of the reduplicant in all cases as a unique 

constituent (a bimoraic foot) is explained. The affix is 

specified as a bimoraic foot. As a result of this affix, the fact 

that the reduplicant is not necessarily isanorphic with the base 

is predicted: if the base has more segments than can fit into the 

bimoraic affix, not all the segments of the base will be realized 

in the affix, eg. (46a). Since the affix has a prosodic shape 

(which must be realized by Terplate Satisfaction) the reduplicant 

and base will not necessarily have the same prosodic shape. 

Because of the requirements of the affix, the non-transfer of the 

prosodic positions fran the base to the reciuplicant is explained. 

Derivations of two Lardil forms under this analysis of 

reduplication are given in (4B). In (4Bb) the affix 'mn'is 

prefixed to the bases, lparelil and Ine/, and in (4Bc) a copy of 

the segments of the base aligns with the affix. In (4Bd) 
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association of segments to the affix results in two syllables in 

(48.i) (even though a bimoraic foot is specified as the affix, 

all the segments of the melodic tier associate left to right to 

generate the biggest possible bimoraic tE!lrplate, in this case a 

disyllabic foot, with the final syllable closed, by 

Maximization). In (48ii) both moras cannot be filled by the 

copied segments; thus a spread rule in (48e) supplies the second 

requisite mora of the affix with segmental material:2o 

(48) Lardil reduplication in the affixational model 
i. ii. 

a. base 
666 6 

fmli IT 
pareli ne 

h. prefix bimoraic foot to base 

666 

nm + fllili 
pareli 

c. copy segments of base 

666 iJ 

mm + ~~Ii mn+(7 
pareli pareli ne ne 

20 In (48a) the base is given as syllabified, but this 
aspect of the representation is not crucial. Also, segment copy 
is assuned in (48c) for ease of exposition but this point too is 
tangential to the major point; see chapter 5 for discussion of 
copy as a property of the base. 
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d. associate segments to affix 

66 666 6 6 

~ffi + (H~IT fim + IT 
pareli pareli ne ne 

e. spread 
6 6 

N/A 

Rn+ (; \I , 
ne ne 

f. stray Erase segments not associated to the affix 

66 666 

rr ffi + 11(;(, N/A 

parel pareli 

-> [parel=pareli] -> [nee=ne] 

Because of the specified affix in Lardil, base transfer does 

not resul t. The prosodic affix inposes its own prosodic 

requi rements on the copy (see McCarthy and Prince 1987 and 

chapter 5 for discussion of this point). The characteristics of 

the reduplicant in Lardil are predicted by the analysis since the 

affix (in particular the prosodic structure of the affix and the 

realization of segments in the affix) is carpletely independent 

of the base. Carparing the Lardi I data with the Axininca and 

Yidin' cases shows that an affix is not intrinsic to 

reduplication but truSt be specified in sane cases. 

In addition to motivating the affix, the Lardil data also 

illustrate that a morphological base can be the base of 
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reduplication. In (46) the base of reduplication can be 

monanoraic, (46d,e) or disyllabic or bigger, (46a-c). Wilkinson 

1989 argues convincingly that Lardil has a minimal word 

requirement of a bimoraic foot. The point of interest to the 

present discussion is that even though Lardi I has a minimal word 

requirement, the base of reduplication itself can be smaller than 

the minimal word. In contrast to the Axininca case then, in 

Lardil we see that the base need not conform to any (minimal) 

prosodic requirements. Thus the morphological base is attested by 

the actual prosodic realization of the base i tsel f , that is 

without a minimal prosodic cattKlSition.21 

Before closing this section, I briefly show the problems 

enccnmtered by a model which assunes that reduplication is 

formalized as copy of the base, with phonological rules 

manipulating the output to result in the surface fonn of the 

reduplicant when the reduplicant is not an identical copy of the 

base. 

21 Inkelas 1989 proposes that lexical phonological rules 
cannot operate on morphological CCI'lStituents, however leaves open 
the question of whether morphological rules in the lexicon can 
operate on purely morphological entities (clearly morphological 
operations nust be able to operate en constituents with prosodic 
specifications, as shewn by Axininca reudplication). In the model 
proposed here I a criterion is g.i. ven for determining whether a 
constituent in the lexicon is a morphological or a prosodic 
constituent, i.e. the prosodic realization of the constituent 
itself. 
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4.4.2 The problem of 'rule-based' reduplication 

One theory of reciuplicaticm. has entirely rejected the noticm. 

that an affix can be specified in a reduplication process. 

Steriade 1988 argues that all eases of reduplicaticm. are 

formalized as copy of the segments and prosody of the base. While 

Steriade 1988 ass\J'neS that a Jmrpholo;ical base is input to the 

reduplication process, if we extend her theory to allow prosodic 

bases 'as the input to reduplicatien, the Axininca and Yidinr 

cases are accomted for. In this tmdel, to aCCO\D'lt for cases 

where the reduplicant is not identical to the base at surface 

level, Steriade proposes that phenological rules like 

'tnmcation' and parameterized settings en sub-syllabic structure 

(codas, onsets, and so on) can interact with the output of 

reduplication. I shml below that these rules accidentally result 

in the shape of the reduplicant in cases like Lardil, and thus 

capture no generalizations about the nature of reduplication. 

In Steriade's model, hereafter referred to as the 'rule

based model' of reduplication, to handle Lardil reciuplicaticm. in 

which the reciuplicant is not necessarily an identical copy of the 

base, several rules, a tr\D'lcatien rule, a coda rule and a vowel 

insertion rule, are required. The two forms fran (48) in Lardil 

are derived under the rule-based tmdel in (49). In (49b) the 

enti re base is copied to result in lpareli=pareli/, and Ine-ne/, 

following Steriade 1988. To derive the correct surface fODIB, 

three processes nust apply to the reduplicant in (49b). Pirst, to 

------------------ --
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account for the realization of the [1] in the coda of the 

reciuplicant in (49.i), a 'coda' rule I'IIlSt specify that the second 

syllable of the reciuplicant is closed, as in (49c). Next, to 

delete the final [i] of (49.i) a truncation rule in (49d) IIIlSt 

then be specified to ranove all but the initial birIoraic foot (in 

(49d) all the segments associated to the same syllables as those 

containing the first two moras IIIlSt renain intact). To account 

for fonms like Inel in (49.ii), where the reduplicant is actually 

bigger than the base,22 an insertion rule I'IIlSt apply in (4ge) to 

provide the reduplicant with an extra mora «49.ii) can tmdergo 

neither (49c) nor (49d»:23 

(49) Lardil reduplication in rule-based reduplication 
i. ii. 

a. stem 

666 

IT~fi 
pareli ne 

b. copy segments and prosody 

66& 666 

{Mfi ~IiIT 
pareli pareli ne ne 

22 See Peng 1990 for discussion of the problem of steriade's 
mxiel in cases where the reduplicant is bigger than the base. 

2S In fact in (49) we IIIlSt assune that it is the reduplicant 
which is undergoing these three rules. Because the reduplicant is 
an identical copy of the base, it is inpossible to say which is 
the redup li cant and which is the base; thus we could as well 
assure that it is the base undergoing the three rules. 

.- .. _-_._---
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c. coda rule: nake second syllable of reduplicant closed 

&6& 6cScS 

lirm lifirf 
MIA 

pareli pareli 

d. truncate all but initial two moras of reduplicant 

6~ g&& 

~ffi nn/i RIA 

pare 1 pareli 

e. insert mora 
6 6 

N/A ~n 
ne ne 

-> [parel=pareli] -> [nee--ne] 

To explain the various surface fo~ of reduplication in 

Lardil three independent rules have been erployed; the net effect 

of these rules is to produce a bimoraic foot--in fact the largest 

possible bimoraic foot.--as t.he reduplicant (but. see not.e 23). 

However, nothing in the fornalizatian itself predicts this 

effect, rat.her this result is an accident.. Therefore while 

nunerous rules have been posited to explain the data, no 

generalizat.ions about: the surface forms have resulted fran the 

formalizations assuned. As a consequence of the formali!11n9 of the 

model then, no insight: int.o the nat.ure of reduplication has 

resulted. 

Further, since any rule or any set of rules could interact 
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to change the shape of a reduplicant, under the tenets of this 

non-affixatianal model, we predict a wide range of variability in 

reduplication--not ccnstrained to capture the generalizations on 

the output of redupl ication characterized as a prosodic 

constituent. As a result of the fornsl apparatus required to 

account for cases of 'partial reduplication' in this model then, 

the theory which results is not testabl e wi thin a cross

linguistic comparison of reduplication. 

In contrast to steriade' s model, a theory which assunes that 

a bimoraic tenplate is prefixed to the base in Lardil, and that 

copied segments then associate to this affix is expressly 

designed to capture the generalization that what surfaces as the 

reduplicant is a prosodically characterized constituent: the 

reduplicant is a bimoraic foot. A view of reduplication which 

allows affixes to be specified in reduplication predicts a small 

nUTlber of ways in which the reduplicant can be different than the 

base. In case the reduplicant is not sirrply a copy of the base 

(i.e. 'affixless' reduplication), the reduplicant itself should 

surface as one of a small nUTlber of tenplates (i.e. syllable, 

foot, or prosodic word). The theory which all ClIWS affixes is a 

nuch more highly constrained model than the rule-based model. I 

conclude that an affix is an optional c.a'ponent of reduplication. 

4.4.3 SUmary: the predictions of the model 

This chapter has shown that Axininca reduplication is 

formalized as copy of the segments and prosody of the prosodic 
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word base. '!'his analysis was set forth to explain several facts 

about the reduplicant and the base in Axininca. First, vowel 

length transfers fran the base to the reduplicant. Thus copy in 

Axininca can only be formalized as copy of the prosody and 

segments of the base. Second, to account for the minimal 

requirements em. the base itself, demanst!:ated by the process of 

augmentation in mprefixed fOrIM, the constituent which is copied 

must be a prosodic constituent. Since a constituent ccrrposed of 

one or more feet copies, the prosodic base is a prosodic word. 

Third, to exclude redundant formalisms in the analysis, an affix 

is not specified in Axininca. This type of reduplication as 

prosodic base copy was further datalStrated by Yidi~ . 

In contrast to the kind of reduplication illustrated by 

Axininca and YidinJ , however, we saw that the reduplication of 

Lardil is crucially formalized with an affix and without a 

prosodic base. To accomt for the isanorphy of the reduplicant in 

the paradigm, the differences between the reduplicant and base in 

sane exarrples, and the fact that the reduplicant is realized 

without base transfer effects, an overt affix is specified. This 

affix has particular prosodic requirements which influence the 

realization of the reduplicant. 

Contrastinq the cases seen here, whereas Axininca and Yidi~ 

are exarrples of reduplication which are formalized as copy of a 

prosodic base, Le. which are '-affix', and '+prosodic base', the 

Lardil data motivate reduplication which is formalized as 
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'+affix' and '-prosodic base' (i .e. with a morphological base). 

The one cailnon fomalism shared by these different cases of 

reduplication is copy itself, in particular that a base is 

copied. 

If the fomalisms assuned in the different exanples of 

reduplication examined here are correctly identified as the 

crucial fomalisms of each case, then a prediction is nade about 

the potential types of reduplication processes fcn.md in language. 

Reduplication types displaying the four logically possible 

combinations resulting from +copy with +/-affix and/or +/-

prosodic base are expected: 

(SO) Four possible types of reduplication 

1 2 3 4 
copy + + + + 
affix + + 
prosodic base - + - + 

The next chapter examines the four types of redupl ication 

which are predicted if the affix and prosodic base are optional, 

but copy is obligatory in reduplication. Particular attention is 

given to delimiting the errpirical properties expected to converge 

on the base and reduplicant in each of these four cases. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MSI!:-JEP&ILIBNT CDPr IN A PARRM!:mIC 11iiElJd r:I REllJPLICA'l'Imf 

Theories characterizing the phonological form of 

reduplication generally agree on ane thing: in reduplication, 

something copies. l Cross-linguistic variation in reduplication 

has been handled by building several specific fOmBlisrn9, in 

addition to .emY., into the theory of reduplication itself. Sane 

models assune that an affix is a necessary c~t (eg. Marantz 

1982, Levin 1983, Broselow and MCCarthy 1984, Clements 1985, and 

MCCarthy and Prince 1986, 1987, 1990) while others completely 

reject the affix in reduplication (eg. Steriade 1988). Either a 

prosodic or morphological base is specified (Broselow and 

MCCarthy 1984, and McCarthy and Prince 1986) and the process of 

copy itself is variously formalized. 

This chapter argues that 'reduplication' is the 

morphological operation which utilizes the process of .emY. to 

determine the phonological form of the structural change 

resulting fran the operation. In other words ~ is the only 

obligatory fornal carponent of reduplication, and thus accmmts 

for the invariant phonological properties of this morphological 

type. By comparing the formalizations of eX8q)les in the previous 

chapter, fOmBl constructs required in sane cases are shown to be 

1 Reference to redupl ication as a process involving' spread' 
rather than 'copy' is found sporadically in the literature (eg. 
Steriade 1982). 
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ur1I'OOtivated in others. In (l.i) an affix nay or nay nat be 

mltivated, and the base in reduplicatim is non-mrique since it 

can be characterized as a prosodic or morphological constituent, 

as shown by carparing (1. ii ,iii). In all cases ~ is sel acted 

as the obligatory carpanent of the morphological process, (l.iv). 

(1) Cmponents of reduplication 

a. Axininca 
h. Yidiny 

i. ii. 
affix prosodic 

base 

+ 
+ 

c. Lardil + 

iii. iv. 
morpho 1 oqical ~ 

base 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Because an affix and/or a prosodic base can be specified 

along with copy, cross-linguistic variation in reduplication 

arises. However, precisely because the process of copy is 

included in the fornalism of such cases, the morphological 

operation is a 'reduplication' operation. Specifically, four 

types of reduplication result fram the possible combinations of 

~ with +/-affix and +/-prosodic base. These four types are 

given in (2): 1) 'total morphological' reduplication, where no 

affix and no prosodic base are specified; 2) 'prosodic base' 

reduplication, where a prosodic base is specified and no affix is 

selected; 3) 'affixal' reduplication, where no prosodic base is 

specified; and 4) reduplication where bath a prosodic base and an 

------------ --



affix are specified:2 

(2) Predicted types of reduplicaticm 

1) total morphological 
2) prosodic base 
3) affixal 
4) affix and prosodic base 

copy 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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affix prosodic base 

+ 
+ 
+ + 

The model set forth here is a 'parametric' theory of 

reduplication in which the obligatory and optional carpanents of 

what is termed 'reduplication' are explicitly distinguished. The 

prinary goal is to present in detail the predictions of a theory 

of reduplication in which ~ is the single obligatory formal 

process of 'reduplication' morphology.' I provide criteria for 

choosing between analyses when many analyses are a priori 

possible. To explain the base transfer effects which nay or nay 

not occur in reduplication in different languages a new 

formalization of ~ is set forth. 

To account for base transfer effects in Axininca 

reduplication, copy has been formalized as a process where all 

the prosody and segments of the base copy (see section 4.3). Thus 

2 As argued in chapter 4, the prosodic base is a possible 
base of morphological operations like reduplication. McCarthy and 
Prince 1988:13 note that 'morphological processes are usually 
operations on a purely morphological entity'; in other words the 
morphological base is the default base of a morphological 
operation. On this view, the morphological base is not selected 
when +prosodic base is. Thus -prosodic base is fomally 
equivalent to +morphological base--the case where a base is not 
overtly specified in the process. 

, Special thanks to Diana Archangeli for discussion of the 
essential phonological properties of reduplication (and other 
morphological types) discussed in this chapter. 

--------- --
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far no evidence for a fo~lization of copy where only the 

segments of the base copy has been forthcaning. A priori, two 

possible canclusians result: i) copy always entails duplicatian 

of the prosody and segments of the base, or ii) different levels 

of representation can copy: just segments or segments and prosody 

of the base. In this chapter I argue for a 'base-dependent' 

theory of copy, where either the segments alane copy or all the 

prosody and segnents of the base copy. Choice of what copies in a 

particular case results fran selection of the base as a prosodic 

or morphological constituent in that case. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 

5.1 I discuss the two subtypes of affixless reduplication 

predicted by the model, i.e. with and without a prosodic base 

(figures (2.1) and (2.2» . The properties of the base which 

distinguish these two types of reduplication are given, and a 

base-dependent tooelel of copy is set forth as a cri terion for 

distinguishing these two types. In section 5.2 affixal 

reduplication is discussed, (figures (2.3) and (2.4» and the 

E!I'I'I>irical properties expected in each of the two predicted types 

are presented. Section 5.3 sumarizes the conclusions of this 

dissertation for the theories of Prosodic Morphology and 

reduplication, and discusses the inport of this view of 

reduplication for the question of how phanology is manipulated by 

morphology. 

----------- --
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5.1 Affixless reduplication 

This section. considers the two cases of affixless 

reduplication in figure (2), col\lmS 1 and 2. The properties of 

the base i tsel f are crucial to choose between these two subtypes 

of reduplication. Since Terrplate satisfaction. requires a prosodic 

base to confoDn to (mininal) prosodic constraints, prosodic base 

reduplication in figure (2.2) will be identifiable by the 

prosodic requirements displayed by the base. In contrast, total 

morphological reduplication in figure (2.1) does not prosodically 

characterize a base. Consequently the base is not a prosodic 

cansti tuent and is not governed by Telrplate satisfaction to 

confoDn to any necessary prosodic structure. Therefore a base 

with any prosodic characterization is a well-fotmed base. After 

discussing the properties of the base in these two types of 

affixless reduplication, I explore the theory of copy resulting 

fran the cases examined. 

5.1.1 Base transfer in the reduplicant as a prgperty of the base 

In this section I shew the predictions of a theory where i) 

the fomalization of ~ in a morphological operation identifies 

the operation as a 'reduplication' process, and ii) an affix is 

not also selected in the operation.. '1'0 account for the absence of 

base transfer in sane cases and the presence of base transfer in 

others, ~ is formalized as a process which is dependent upon 

the base selected in the operation.. When a prosodic base is 
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specified the segments and prosody of that base copy. When no 

prosodic base is selected, segments alane copy. 

This theory of copy leads to testable predictions on the 

output of reduplicatian in the two types of affixless 

reduplication. First, when a prosodic base is specified the base 

necessarily conforms to prosodic constraints and the reduplicant 

displays base transfer effects. Thus the reduplicant will be an 

identical copy of the s~ts and prosody of the base. Second, 

when a prosodic base is not selected, only the segments copy. 

Therefore, while the base is not specified for prosodic 

requirements, the reduplicant does not display base transfer 

effects. Thus the reduplicant will be an identical copy of the 

segments of the base. 

In Axininca we saw that since no affix is specified, no 

affix irrposes its own prosodic requirarents an the copy resulting 

fran reduplication; thus the reduplicant in Axininca energes as 

an identical copy of the base. Taking the Axininca case as 

typical, affixless reduplication will be evident anytime the 

reduplicant is a copy of the base. 

In Axininca the prosodic base copies,. resul ting in a 

reduplicant which is sitrply a copy of the prosodic base. Since 

the base is a prosodic word, it follows that the reduplicant is a 

prosodic word (see chapters 3 and 4). Recall that the tmtiwtian 

for fomalizing Axininca as prosodic base copy is that the base 

itself is augmented when it is too small to supply a foot. 
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Generalizing fran the Axininca case, any time a base in 

reduplication necessarily conforms to a specific set of prosodic 

specifications, the base nust be a prosodic unit, i.e. nust be 

fomalized '+prosodic base'. What properties the base has is 

determined by which particular prosodic constituent is selected 

as the base. 

St.mrarizing, prosodic base reduplication in figure (2.2) 

(exerrplified by Axininca) occurs when i) the base has prosodic 

requirements, and ii) the reduplicant is simply a copy of the 

base." 

Lardil shows that the base of reduplication need not be a 

prosodic constituent (see section 4.4). The prediction arising 

fran carparison of the formalization of Lardil with those of 

Axininca is that reduplication formalized as -affix (like 

Axininca) and -prosodic base (like Lardil) should occur. In other 

words a type of reduplication whose sole formalism is ~ is 

predicted. Note that this formal type, shown in (2.1), 

corresponds to what is colloquially te~ 'total' reduplication, 

in which a morphological constituent copies in its entirety.5 

As a case of what might a priori be taken to be 'total' 

"YidinY and Japanese in chapter 4 are also cases of 
prosodic base reduplication in figure (2.2), i.e. reduplication 
where the prosodic base is crucial but an affix would be 
red\.mdant, and thus is not specified. 

5 Cases of 'total morphological' reduplication have been 
cited in the works of Morav!sik 1978, Marantz 1982, Levin 1983, 
McCarthy and Prince 1990, and steriade 1988. 
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reduplication, Harris and 0 'Grady 1976 report 'root' 

reduplication in Urrpila to denote the progressive; these 

researchers note that the progressive is a complex kind of 

reduplication in which the shape of the reduplicant is determined 

in part by the conjugation to which the verb belongs and in part 

by the consonants of the base. Sane cases are dtl!l'lalStrabl y whol e 

root reduplication while others are 'partial' reduplications (Le 

where only part of the root is reduplicated): 

... the progressive morpheme in tJrrpila is essentially 
reduplicative in nature. Full reduplication of the root does 
in fact occur with sane verbs -- for exarrple, kaalu+n;a: 
kaalulkalu+nga+ 'drive crazy' (with insertion of the narker 
of the L conjugation and shortening of the long vowel) ... 

(Harris and O'Grady 1976:173) 

Exarrples of root reduplication in Otpila are given in (3):6 

(3) Urrpila reduplication 
i. iL 
root progressive 

a. pmmu-nga puunu-l-punu-I-nga smooth in 
b. kaalu-nga kaalu-l-kalu-nga drive crazy 
c. paatji paatji-l-patji not have any 
d. kmmgi kuungi -l-kungi hide onesel f 
e. naati naati-l-nati (not glossed) 
f. wiinti-nga wiinti-l-winti-nga wet 

The entire root copies in Orpila and no restrictions on the 

6 Besides the forms in (3) , Harris and 0' Grady cite ane 
other exmrple of (productive) full root reduplication: 

(i) witJaa-nga -> witJ;s-l-witJaa-nga kill 

In contrast to the forms in (3.ii) in which the vowel length of 
the stem rerreins in the left half of the reduplicated form, in 
(i) the I ength shows up on the right hal f . 

-------- -------------- --
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form of the reciuplicant are inposed by an autenanous tenplate. 

Thus, like Axininca, specificaticm of an affix would be entirely 

redundant in tJrrpila. If an affix and prosodic base are cmstructs 

mmipulated by morphology 'at large', then each (alene or in 

carbination) is predicted to potentially co-occur with the ~ 

process, resulting in variability in 'reduplication' morphology. 

Since neither the prosodic base nor the affix is an intrinsic 

cCJ'l';)onent of reduplication, the prediction is that in sane cases 

neither an affix nor a prosodic base will be specified; 'total 

morpho I ogical ' reduplication is the subtype of reduplication 

resulting fram this case. 

The similarity ofAxininca and Urrpila is that the 

reduplicant is sirrply a copy of the base. LiKe Axininca, Orri>ila 

is a case where no affix is specified. However, an inportant 

di fference between these two cases is also apparent. Though the 

root verbs have long vowels in (3.i), vowel length appears in the 

left half of the reduplicated form in (3.ii) but does not occur 

in the right hal f. In other words, vowel I ength appears not to 

transfer to the reciuplicant. 7 Thus while in Axininca the 

reduplicant is an identical copy of the segrrents and prosody of 

the base, in UrII>i1a the reduplicant is an identical copy of the 

7 Harris and O'Grady note that lang vowels are phanetically 
long in stressed positions (where stress is predictably CI1 the 
initial vowel of the word) while in other positians phonetic 
length is less distinctive; for exarrple, the vowel in second 
position is realized as 'hal£-lcmg' (see Harris and O'Grady 
1976:166 for discussion). 
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segments of the base. 

The cCl1plrison of Axininca and lqila underscores the 

interesting problem of haw to handle the absence of base transfer 

in cases where a base copies and no affix is specified. If the 

process of copy entails that the prosody of the base copies, then 

we must explain the fact that aspects of the base (like vowel 

quanti ty) do not surface in just sane cases (ego. Urrpil a). Note 

that if we assume that copy is fornalized to duplicate only the 

segments of the base in Urrpila, and crucially not to copy the 

prosodic structure of the base, then the absence of length 

transfer in Umpila is easily explained: since no prosody copies, 

the reduplicant is an identical copy of the segments of the base. 

The problem of base transfer in just sane cases is 

pervasi ve, as shown by considering at two more exarrpl es. Aoki 

1963 provides data fram Nez Perce, where to indicate the 

diminutive, the entire root is copied. Forns are given in (4); as 

shown two syllables (4a-d) or three syllables reduplicate (4e), 

and vowel length does not transfer to the reduplicant, (4d):8 

(4) Nez Perce 
I' 

a. ~,ex 
b. la,luy 
c. cHyex 
d. t':mul , 
e. 'Soyarrac 

~eyex=~'~ex 
laxluy=la,luy 
c!lyex=cilyex 
tenul=t-':mul 
,oymnac=;ac!yanac 

chub/snaIl chub 
horse fly/elk fly 
house fly/deer fly 
hail/sleet 
mischievous child/snaIl 
mischievous child 

8 Though forns in (4) are cited as cases of 'productive' 
reduplication, Aoki notes that most of the full root 
reduplication forms are frozen in the language; in these cases 
vowel length varies in the reduplicant; see Aoki 1963:43 for 
discussion. 

- -- ------------------- --
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If, like Ompila, only the segments copy in Nez Perce, and no 

affix is specified, then the redupUcant emerges as an identical 

copy of the segments of the base. In contrast, in Kihehe (Odden 

and Odden 1985) input forms of two, three, and four syllables 

reduplicate as two, three, or four syllables respectively; 

however, like Axininca, vowel I ength transfers fran the base to 

the reduplicant, as shown in (5). 

(5) Kihehe reduplication 
i. ii. 
stem reduplicated form 

a. ku-haata ku-haata=haata to ferment/start 
fermenting 

b. ku-keela a-keel ye=keel ye to be happy/sort of 
happy 

c. mi-doodo mi-doodo=doodo little/fairly little 
d. ku-ceenga ku-ceenga=ceenga to build/to build a 

bit 
e. ku-ceengala ku-ceengela=ceengela to build for/build 

for a bit 
f. ku-gohaoola ku-gohaoola=gohamola to cough a bit 

Like the other forms examined in this section, the 

reduplicant in Kihehe is a copy of the base; like Axininca, the 

reciuplicant is an identical copy of the base. The problem of 

'affixless' reduplication then is that in sane cases vowel length 

transfers and in other cases it does not. If ~ entails that 

both the prosody and segr'nl!l'1ts of the base copy, then cases where 

base transfer does not occur are problematic (eg. Utpila and Nez 

Perce). If copy is formalized as either segment copy or prosody 

and segment copy (depending upon the particular case) the 

critical problem is how to predict when each formalization of 

- -- -----.----
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copy is selected in a particular case. If selection is arbitrary, 

then there is no way to predict in any given case when base 

transfer will occur and when it will not. '!'he lack of predictions 

engendered by this vit!W of copy nakethe proposal essentially 

untestable, and therefore uninteresting. 

A second issue not yet elaborated is that while each of the 

cases discussed above, Axininca, Urrpila, Nez Perce, and Kihehe, 

are clearly cases of affixless reduplication, what is not 

established is whether the latter three are fOITIBlized with or 

without a prosodic base, i.e. as in figure (2.1) or figure (2.2). 

Since a variable nunber of syllables, two, three, four ... 

reduplicates, each of these three cases is consistent with a 

characterization of reduplication as copy of a prosodic word base 

or as copy of a morphological base. However, the crucial evidence 

showing whether the base has a mininal prosodic requirement, i.e. 

is a prosodic constituent or a morphological one is not 

available: no input forms srraller than two syllables are 

available in the latter three cases.' 

Slmrarizing, two problsrs of affixless reduplication are 

that i) in sane cases base transfer occurs and in others it does 

not, and ii) sane cases are not distinguishable as +prosodic base 

, Like the prosodic word base, a Imrpheme may contain a 
variable nunber of syllables, but unlike a prosodic (word) base, 
a morpheme is not constrained by prosodic requl.n!mI!nts since it 
is not a prosodic constituent. Therefore, if a morphological base 
is selected in a given operation, then it could be instantiated 
by a stem of any size. 
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or -prosodic base since the crucial forms are not available to 

choose between the analyses. However, the set of properties 

exhibi ted by the cases seen above lead to an hypothesis about the 

relationship between the base and the formalization of copy, 

which in turn provides a solution to these problems. 

Base transfer in the reduplic:ant in Axininca is explained by 

formalization of copy as duplication of the segments and prosody 

of the base; at the same time, to explain the shape of the base 

itself the base of reduplication must be specified as a prosodic 

mri t. In contrast, base transfer does not occur in Un9?ila and the 

base is allegedly a l1¥lrphological constituent, Le. is 'root' 

reduplication. If these cases are indicative of the facts, the 

two problems of affixless reduplication summarized above are 

solved: the selection of the base in the formalism of 

reduplication determines what precise levels of representation 

copy in any given case. Specifically, if a prosodic base is 

selected the entire base (including both prosody and segments) 

copies, as shown in (6a). If a prosodic base is not selected, 

copy duplicates the segments of the base alone, and crucially 

prosodic cansti tuents of the l1¥lrphological base do not copy, as 

shown in (6b). The resul t is base transfer in (6a) and no base 

transfer in (6b): 

(6) Copy 
a. +prosodic base -> copy segments and prosody (base transfer) 
b. -prosodic base -> copy segments (no base transfer) 

--------- --
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In t.his model of copy, when the prosodic base is selected as 

in (6a), the process of copy proceeds 't.op down'. As i 11 ustrated 

in (7), assuning t.hat the prosodic word (Le. the prosodic word 

resulting after Maximizat.ion, or the 'mininal word' resulting 

before Maximization, see section 3.2.3), and possibly a foot or 

syllable are the prosodic t.arplat.es available as bases, all the 

st.ructures contained in t.he prosodic base specified by the 

reduplication operation copy: 

(7) Copy of a prosodic base 

base 
pro~odic word -> 

foot -> 

syllable -> 

what copies 
prosodic word and subordinat.e feet, 
syllables, moras and segment.s 
foot and subordinat.e syllables, moras, 
segment.s 
syllable and subordinat.e moras and 
segment.s 

When a prosodic base is not specified in reduplication, 

(6b), t.he constituent which is input to reduplication is not a 

prosodic tmi t. In t.his case only the segment.s of t.he base, where 

the base is denoted solely by morphological criteria, copy. The 

only question arising fran this fornalization of copy is why the 

specific entailments in (6) hold. '!'here is, in fact, a reason to 

suppose t.hat the relationships in (6) derive fran more basic 

principles . 

Ina¢ne i) t.hat a prosodic base is not specified in a 

reduplicat.ion operation, and ii) that. prosody does copy along 

with the segments in this case. The question would be, what 
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level(s) of prosody should copy? The syllabic level? The foot 

level? The prosodic word level? If no precise upper limit is set 

on the prosodic level to be copied it is irrpossible to tell by 

the formalization of the reduplication process itself What 

particular level (s) of prosody are to be copied. lO 

In contrast, when a prosodic base is specified in a 

reduplication operation, an exact upper limit is inposed on the 

level of prosody to be copied. An upper limit is imposed by the 

reduplication operation i tsel f: the prosodic base specified, 

l.ncluding subordinate prosodic structure and melody, is the upper 

lirrdt specified to copy. 

Surnning up the model of copy in (6), the base-dependent view 

of copy is motivated in principle if a prosodic constituent can 

only be accessed by copy if it is actually specified in the 

morphological operation. If no prosodic constituent is specified 

in the reduplication operation, the indeterminacy of the prosodic 

level to be copied results in a copy algorithm where no prosodic 

levels at all are copied.11 

10 If an affix is selected in a reduplication operation, t..he 
prosody of the affix will determine the prosodic shape of the 
reduplicant (see section 5.2.2). However, if as proposed here the 
affix is not an intrinsic construct of reduplication, then in any 
case where an affix is not selected, indeterminacy in the level 
of prosody to be copied wi 11 resul t unl ess the sel action of a 
prosodic base specifically limits the prosodic level(s) to be 
copied. 

11 Carrying this line of reasoning further, it nay be that 
in a reduplication process, syllabification, footing, and 
prosodic word satisfaction are triggered by the overt 
specification of a particular prosodic base. Thus when a prosodic 
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5.1.2 The predictions of affixless reduplication 

In the two kinds of affixless reduplication seen above the 

absence of the affix in the fonmalization of reduplication is 

ert'pirically motivated by carparison of the reduplicant and the 

base in mly particular exarrple of the paradigm: the reduplicant 

is a copy of the base. Crucially, since no affix is specified, 

all the segments of the base surface as the reduplicant after 

copy. 

The two subtypes of affixless reduplication, Le. with or 

without a prosodic base, are distinguishable by the properties of 

the base: a prosodic base by nature has certain prosodic 

requirements. By Template Satisfaction a prosodic base must have 

a minimal realization: by Maximization a prosodic base is as 

large as possible. When no base is explicitly specified, a 

constituent identified solely by morphological criteria is the 

base of reduplication.12 Thus 'total' morphological reduplication 

base is specified, prosodic processes apply to provide the base 
specified. When no prosodic base is selected in a rule, the 
representation of the morphological base is cCllposed only of non
redtmdant information: in this case the lack of specification of 
any prosodic base results in no trigger for the application of 
prosodic processes. This idea is essentially parallel to the 
proposal of Archmgeli 1984b and Archangeli and Pul1;!yblank 1986 
that particular (redundant) features are inserted into 
(segmental) representations when such features are nanipulated by 
a rul e referring to them. 

12 The 'minimal word' requirem!llt proposed by Prosodic 
Morphology is not a requirerren.t ilrposed on morphological 
consti tuents per se, rather it is a condition on the base of sane 
levels of representation. It is utilized to characterize the base 
of morphological operations, and it is used to characterize the 
realization of stems or words at particular levels of 
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in (2.1) will be distinguishable fran prosodic base reduplication 

in (2.2), in particular when the base copied is the prosodic 

word.U 

Besides the properties of the base which distinguish the two 

types of affixless reduplication in (2), base-dependent copy 

trakes predictions about the form of the reduplicant in figures 

(2.1) and (2.2). Since copy of a prosodic base entails copy of 

the segments and prosody of that base,' the reduplicant in (2.2) 

is predicted to display base transfer effects and thus is an 

identical copy of the base. Since copy of a base which is not 

prosodically constrained entails copy of the segments of the base 

alone, the reduplicant in (2.1) will be an identical copy of the 

segments of the base, but it will not display base transfer. 

By these criteria, since the reduplicant in Kihehe (figure 

representation. Whether it constrains the roots, stems or words 
of all 1 anguages is an open question, and the level at which the 
minimal word is inposed on morphological or phonological 
structures is open to debate. Set! Ito 1989, Wilkinson 1989, Cole 
1990, and Everett 1990 for some alternative proposals. 

13 Throughout this discussim I contrast the case of total 
tmrphological reduplication with prosodic word reduplication i) 
to dem:lnstrate the difference between reduplication with each 
type of base, and ii) to differentiate prosodic word and total 
tmrphological reduplication; these two cases are enpirically 
quite similar since in each all the segments of the base are 
realized in the reciuplicant, and the general shape of the base 
and reduplicant in each can be nulti-syllabic. Though not 
discussed here, the nature of a 'minirral word' base (or a foot or 
syllabic base, if such exist) will be equally indicated by the 
prosodic requirements of the base in such a case. For exarrple, if 
a minimal word is the base of the operation, it will be minimally 
canposed of a foot, and in this case maximally carposed of a 
foot. 
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(5» is simply a copy of the base, this case is formalized as 

-affix. Since i) a variable nunber of syllables reduplicates, and 

ii) base transfer occurs in the reduplicant, Kihehe nust be 

specified as prosodic base copy, where the base is a prosodic 

word. Thus Kihehe exenplifies the type of reduplication in (2.2). 

The prediction is that the base itself will be proscribed to be a 

certain minimal shape, i.e. will be minimally carposed of the 

minimal word foot of the language. 

The Urrpila and Nez Perce cases in (3) and (4) respectively 

could only be analyzed as total morphological reduplication in 

(2.1). Since the reduplicant is an identical copy of the segments 

of the base, no affix is specified; since base transfer does not 

occur, the base cannot be a prosodic constituent. The prediction 

is that the base itself will not be circumscribed by prosodic 

constraints, rather any well-fo~ morphological constituent of 

the appropriate type could serve as a base of reduplication in 

these two cases. 

The next section considers an alternative to the base

dependent model of copy proposed here, where copy entails 

duplication of the segments and proaady of the base. 

5.1.3 An alternative model of copy 

This section considers the alternative to the base-dependent 

model of copy proposed in the previous section, where copy is 

formalized as copy of the prosody and segments of the base in all 

~ - -._- ._-----------
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cases. I argue that because rul es truSt be stipulated to account 

for the absence of base transfer in just sane cases, the 

alternative theory is not testable since it cannot be ruled out 

an any empirical grounds. 'l'herefore it is rejected. 

Sane theories of reduplication asswne that copy necessarily 

duplicates prosodic structure alang with the segments of the 

base. One theory assumes that all the prosody of the base copies 

(Steriade 1988). A second theory proposes that copy entails 

duplication of the lexical elements of a representation, that is 

the non-redundant segments and prosodic structure (eg. moraic 

structure) of the base (McCarthy and Prince 1987). The 

fundamental motivation of both accounts is that a notion of copy 

which duplicates segments alone is ruled out because such a view 

cannot explain cases where base transfer occurs. 

McCarthy and Prince 1987 point out that whenever a prosodic 

constituent is the affix of reduplication, transfer of prosodic 

structure of the base will not occur since the affix itself bas 

prosodic requirements which I!IlSt be met (by Template 

Satisfaction). However, in the acccnmt of reduplication here, 

where an affix is not an intrinsic element of reduplication, 

whenever an affix is not actually selected in reduplication, the 

problem of explaining the absence of base transfer--as in Nez 

Perce and Urrpila--will result. This problem holds for any view of 

copy where prosody necessarily copies. Therefore the view of copy 

proposed by Steriade and that proposed by McCarthy and Prince 
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will hereafter be collapsed in this discussion. 

If copy is necessarily fomalized with prosody copying, then 

anytime the reduplicant displays base transfer at the surface 

1 evel (eg. Kihehe, and Axininca, and YidinJ and Japanese in 

chapter 4), copy has appl ied and no rul es have changed the 

surface form of the reduplicant. However, when the prosodic 

structure of the reduplicant is not identical to that of the 

base, phenological rules must change the shape of the 

reciuplicant. So, for exarrple, to explain cases where vowel length 

0= the base does not transfer, a vowel shortening rule must 

shorten the vowel in the output of reduplication. Note that in 

any particular case it is arbitrary whether base transfer will or 

will not result. If it does, we asS1.lne no rule(s) have applied, 

and if it does not, then sane rule(s) must have applied. 'this 

Vi~1 predicts that it is not just vowel shortening which could 

occur to change the shape of the reduplicant: we would expect any 

possible phonclogical rule to target the output of reduplication 

to result in a distinct phonological shape in the reduplic:ant (or 

base) in surface level. 

The result of this 'rule-based' model is that it does not 

make any pa=ticular predictions about the shape of the 

reduplicant in any given case. In this model of copy both types 

of affixless reduplication, (2.1) and (2.2), ndght display base 

transfer effects, depending upon whether independent rule(s) are 

assuned to operate in the particular case. This lack of 

-- -------
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predictions is surmarized in (8). The reduplicant in both kinds 

of affixless reduplication, i.e. where a prosodic base is 

specified, (8a), and not specified, (8b), will arbitrarily 

display base transfer after reduplication. 

(8) Predictions on the reduplic:ant in the rule-based mXlel 

a. +prosodic base 
h. -prosodic base 

base transfer in reduplic::ant? 
naybe 
naybe 

The rolle-based nalel of copy nakes no predictions about base 

t ra.'1S fer ,or the lack thereof. (Support for this mXlel, however, 

would be forthcaning were we to find that the rules required to 

handle a case of reduplication in a language are independently 

rmtivated elsewhere in the language.) Because of the lack of 

pre~ictions resulting from this alternative model, I conclude 

that it cannnt be rul ed out, and therefore has nothing to 

recCJ11Tlend it. In contrast, the base-dependent model of copy seen 

in the previous section is extremely testable and thus 

constitutes a good theory of copy. 

5.1. 4 Properties of the base and reduplicant in attested cases 

This section surmarizes two reduplication cases fotmd in the 

li terature, and shows why in each cue there is insufficient data 

to test the predictions of the theory of reduplication set forth 

here. A language must display three properties to test the model: 

the language mJSt have i) contrastive vowel length; ii) input 
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foms to reduplication smaller than the minimal prosodic 

requirement specified by the base of reduplication; and iii) 

affixless reduplication, Le. where the reduplic::ant is fomalized 

as a copy of the base. I show that in the two cases examined, 

Mangarayi and Kihehe, Mangarayi fails by (i) and Kihehe fails by 

(ii) . 

Merlan 1982 reports a productive case of reduplication which 

targets verbs in Mangarayi; as Mer! an notes, 

a~ inflecting ve~b form must ndnimally consist of two 
syllables after the pronaninal prefix(es) (Le. must have at 
least a bisyllabic stemrplus-suffix) in order for 
reduplication to operate... (Merlan 1982:213) 

Preliminary data are given in (9), where the verb alone copies. 

(9) Mangarayi data 
(prefix) +verb reduplicated form qloss 

ja-~-9aya 

din? 
ngani 

ja-~-9aya=daya he is biting/keeps an 
biting 

dira?=dira tie up/tie up thoroughly 
pf-nc;ani=nqani-yu-M language/he kept talking 

All the verbs in (9) are disyllabic; the interesting data of 

Ma."'lgarayi is the behavior of verb stems smaller than two 

syllables, shown in (10). While a two syllable verb reduplicates 

as is, (lOa), when the verb is snaller than two syllables and 

followed by an overt suffix, the verb and suffix reduplicate, 

(lOb); when the verb and suffix together are monosyllabic as in 
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(lOc), the prefix reduplicates with the verb and suffix: 

(10) Mangarayi reduplication of several types of input foJ:1ft! 

reduplicated form 
a. ,-ngani ?=ngani -yu-fri. 

gulu?=gulu-yu-ni 
b. !-ga.-ni?=ga.-ni? 

na-ri ?=rra-ri? . . 
c. ja-I'-ga-n=jaif-ga.-n 

past CCIl'ltinuous 
he kept an talking 
he kept on calling out 
he kept on taking it 
/ga-/ "take' 
they kept on saying 
/ma-/ "say' 
he keeps on taking/ carrying it 
/ga.-/. "take' 

Mangarayi is similar to Axininca 1 in that the morphological 

structure of the reduplicating constituent is a verb stem alone 

if the verb supplies a minimal base, i.e. two syllables. But if 

the verb cannot supply two syllables, affixes concatenate to the 

verb before reduplication to supply the requisite minimal 

prosodic constituent. In the parametric theory presented here, 

t-1angara.yi is a case of prosodic base copy: the reduplicant is a 

copy of all the segments of the base. Because the base is 

I?xpanded to include more morphological naterial only in case the 

verb alone is too snall, the base itself trUSt be specified as a 

prosodic constituent, i.e. as a dil!lyllabic foot Dr perhaps as a 

rninirral word. 14 

If Mangarayi is a case of prosodic base copy, the base-

14 Merlan does not report cases where an inflected verb is 
m:mosyllabic after prefixation and suffixation. Under the theory 
proposed here, it is expected that either a phonological process 
would supply the base with enough phonological material to result 
in a foot, which would then surface in both the reduplicant and 
the base, or the verb simply could not undergo reduplication. 
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dependent view of copy predicts that the reduplicant should 

display base transfer. Unfortunately, Merhm reports mly nm-

geminate vowels in Mangarayi, so the crucial data are not 

available. 

A second case which proves interesting to the predictions of 

the parametric theory of reduplication is Kihehe, examined in the 

previous section; data are repeated in (11) fran (5) for 

convenience. 

(11) Kihehe reduplication 
i. ii. 
stE!TI reduplicated form 

a. ku-haata Jru-haata=haata 

h. ku-keela a-keel ye=keel ye 

c. mi-doodo mi -doodo=doodo 
d. ku-ceenga Jru-ceenga.=ceenga 

e. ku-ceengala Jru-ceengela=ceeIlgela 

f. ku-gohamla Jru-gohamla=gohamola 

to ferment/start 
fermenting 
to be happy/sort of 
happy 
little/fairly little 
to build/to build a 
bit 
to build for/build 
for a bit 
to cough a bit 

Odden and Odden 1985 report that Kihehe redupl ication copies 

a stem and following extensions, in particular 'any nunber of 

optional affixes such as the passive, causative, and reciprocal, 

as well as .. the final vowel' (Odden and Odden:19B5:S00, note 

4). The point of interest of these data is that a variable nunber 

of syllables reduplicates and the reduplicant and base are 

identical, thus indicating a case of affixless reduplication. 

Since base transfer occurs, Kihehe could only be analyzed as 

prosodic base copy, in particular prosodic word copy since two or 
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more syllables reduplicate. This analysis predicts that the base 

itself will have a mininal prosodic requirement, Le. of a 

minirral word foot. Unfortunately, Odden and Odden cite no cases 

in which a verb snaller than two syllables, with neither prefixes 

nor suffixes to fill in the minirral two syllable reduplicant, are 

input into reduplication. 'thus, like Mangarayi, Kihehe provides 

sane but not all of the crucial properties to test the tmdel. 

The truly interesting point of Kihehe reduplication is in 

Odden and Odden's claim that the reduplicant can optionally 

surface with a short vowel, "correlated occasionally with a 

semantic difference' (Odden and Odden:1985:500, note 5). These 

researchers give a single exarrple of this variation: [ku

loonga=loonga] 'to nag' versus [ku-Ionga=loanga] 'to talk 

softly'. If the theory proposed here is correct, then Kihehe nust 

be mrbiguously analyzed by speakers as prosodic word copy, (2.2), 

and total roorphologic:al reduplication, (2.1). The different 

analyses may indicate distinct roorphological operaticns, since a 

sernantic change is observed in at least sane cases. 

The parametric theory of reduplication taken together with 

the base-dependent fomalization of copy nakes very precise 

predicticns about the difference between possible reduplicatian 

forms in Kihehe when vowel I en;th does and does not transfer. 

Whenever vowel length of the base shews up in the reciuplicant, 

the base is predicted to be a prosodic constituent, the prosodic 

word, and thus minimall y ccrrposed of the mininal word foot of the 
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language. Therefore, any input form underqoinq this type of 

reduplication 101h:ich is smaller than a min:inlll word could not 

reduplicate as is; rather the base would necessarily undergo an 

augmentation process (to becane big enou;h) or could sirrply not 

reduplicate. In contrast, in any form where the reduplicant does 

not display base transfer, a stem smaller than the mini:rral word 

foot of the language should reduplicate as is--since in this 

case, the base is a morpho I oqical constituent. 

In sum, the Mangarayi and Kihehe data provide pranising test 

cases for the theory of reduplication proposed in the preceding 

section. Due to space considerations, other cases will not be 

considered here. Essentially, cases of reduplication reported so 

far to my Jmowledge do not provide the details to test the 

predictions of the medel of reduplication set forth here. 

Reduplication cases in Acehnese (Durie 1985), Woleaian (Sohn 

1985), Yapese (Jensen 1977), cambodian (Nacaskul 1978), and Pacoh 

(Watson 1966) each have interesting properties, like ccntrasti ve 

vowel length and a min:iJra1 realization on the base. Moreover, 

each displays affixless reduplication. 'thus, these are sane 

pranising cases for future research, should the reduplication 

data fran a sufficient set of stem types hecane available in 

these languages. 

5.1.5 SUnnary 

This section discussed the two subtypes of affixless 

reduplication predicted when an affix is not co-specified with 
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copy in a morphological operaticn. In showing these two types of 

reduplication I discussed two goals for the theory of 

reduplication set forth here, and in fact for any theory of 

reduplication: (i) to explain the base transfer which mayor may 

not occur in reduplication, and (ii) to provide criteria for 

dete~ning the correct analysis of a particular case of 

reduplication when nany analyses are, a priori, possible. 

I showed that the evidence for a distinction between a 

prosodically specified base and cne which is not prosodically 

characterized is apparent in the behavior of the base of 

reduplication itself. The properties of the base provide criteria 

for selecting between two kinds of affixless reduplication so far 

ambiguously identified in the literature, 'namely 'total' morpheme 

reduplication and 'prosodic word' reduplication.U The former is 

fomalized as +copy, the latter as +copy, +prosodic base 

(=prosodic word). A second formalization which distinguishes the 

two types of affixless redupl ication, and which also predicts 

when the reduplicant will and will not display base transfer, is 

the model of copy as a base-dependent function. 

The l!!!ITpirical properties of the two types of affixless 

reduplication are Stltll'Brized in (12); in total morphological 

1S If a foot or syllable is a possible base, if the prosodic 
conditions to satisfy the requirements of the foot or syllable 
are not avai lable fran a given input form, we would expect to see 
inserted material supplied to the base; if reduplicaticn is 
specified as copy of the prosodic base with no affix specified, 
the inserted material will surface in both the reduplicant and 
the base. 
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reduplication in (12.1) the reduplicant and base will share the 

same segments, (1221), since no affix is specified, but no 

prosodic requirement will hold en the base, (12b), because a 

prosodic base is not specified. Since the reduplicant is simply a 

copy of the base, the reciuplicant will have no prosodic 

requirements, (12c). Finally, the reduplicant will not display 

base transfer, (12d), since copy duplicates just the segments of 

the base. In prosodic base copy in (12.2), the reduplicant and 

base wi 11 contain the same segments and the base wi 11 be 

constrained by prosodic requirements, (12b). Since the 

reduplicant is a copy of the base, the reduplicant will also 

display prosodic requirements, (12c). Lastly, base transfer will 

occur in the reduplicant, (12d), since copy in this case entails 

duplication of the segments and prosody of the base. 

(12) Contrast of reduplication types ('1M = total morphological 
reduplication, PB = prosodic base reduplication) 

'1M PB 
1 2 

a. reduplicant and base contain the same + + 
segments 

b. prosodic requirement on the base + 
c. prosodic requirement on the reduplicant + 
d. base transfer in the reduplicant + 

The next section shows the other subtypes of reduplication 

predicted by the parametric theory of reduplication. 

5.2 Affixal reduplication 

If copy is the only obligatory process of reduplication and 

affixes are opti~' then two subtypes of '&ffinl' 
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reduplication are predicted: (i) a prosodic base is not also 

specified, and (ii) a prosodic base is specified, as shown in 

(13.3) and (13.4) (repeated fram (2.3) and (2.4) for 

convenience) . 

(13) Predicted redupl ication types 

1) total rmrphological 
2) prosodic base 
3) affixal 
4) affix and prosodic base 

copy 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

affix prosodic base 

+ 
+ 
+ + 

The cases of affixational reduplication illustrated in (13) 

represent the type of reduplication rmrphology which has been the 

rallying point for affixational views of reduplication in the 

past decade. On the basis of data displaying the ert;)irical 

properties resulting fran the fomalisrrs specified in (13.3) and 

(13.4), several researchers have concl uded that an affix is an 

intrinsic mechanism of reduplication (see for exarl"ple Marantz 

1982, Levin 1983, Broselcw and McCarthy 1984, McCarthy aDd Prince 

1986) . This section discusses the properties of affixal 

reduplication in (13), showing that just as the errpirical 

properties of the base and reciuplicant in affixless reduplication 

result fram the specific formal campanents in (13.1) and (13.2), 

a precise set of errpirical properties resul ts fran the set of 

carponents specified in affixal reduplication in (13.3) and 

(13.4). First the case where a prosodic base is not specified is 
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discussed, and then the case where a prosodic base is specified 

is presented. 

5.2.1 Reduplication without a prosodic base 

In contrast to affixless reduplication, in which the 

realization of the reduplicant is generally identical to the 

base, sane reduplication paradi~ ciemanstrate a narked 

distinction between the reduplicant and the base. This section 

argues that four properties of reduplication which is fomalized 

as +affix, -prosodic base emerge in the errpirical realization of 

the reduplicant, and in the realization of the base. 

First, since an affix is a constituent with independent 

prosodic requirements, the reduplicant in all the exarrples of the 

paradigm of a reduplication case specified with an affix will be 

prosodically identical. Second, since the affix is characterized 

as a prosodic terrplate (see section 1.2) the reciuplicant will be 

realized as sane unique prosodic constituent. Third, because the 

prosodic terrplate characterizing the reciuplicant is independent 

of the base, the prosodic requirernl!l'lts of the reduplicant nay be 

distinct fran any which might occur on the base. (Thus 

reduplication in this case is not sinply copy of a base.) Pourth, 

since the base need not be specified as a prosodic ccnstituent in 

reduplication, when it is not 80 specified, the base itself will 

have no prosodic requirements. 

Lardil reduplication ueI1'plifies affixal reduplication (see 
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section 4.4). These data are briefly reviewed below. As shawn in 

(14), the stE!ltE which serve as input to reduplicatim can contain 

one or more moras and one, two, or three syllables, as shawn in 

(14a), (14b), (14c) respectively; the red\1plicant (underlined) is 

not simply a copy of the base: 

(14) Lardil reduplication data 
i. ii. 
base redtmlicate form gloss 

a. ne I!!!!.=ne strike 
la laa=la spear 

b. kele kele=kele cut 
keli keli=keli jutp 

c. pareli parel=pareli qather 

The points of interest in Lardil are these: i) the 

reduplicants in (14.ii) share a camet. prosodic characteristic: 

each is bimoraic (whether monosyllabic or disyllabic); ii) the 

reduplicant does not necessarily contain all the segments of the 

base (for exarrple, in (14c) the reduplicant contains fewer 

segments than the base); iii) the prosody of the reciupliC2..'lt and 

that of the base can be distinct (for eurrple, in (l4a) the 

reduplicants are bimoraic, while the base is lIUlQ-ftlraic); and 

iv) the reduplicants in (14) do not necessarily correspond to any 

unique constituent of the base. So, for e~le, in the form 

[parel=pareli] the reduplicant is a disyllabic foot which is not 

a foot in the base ([pare] is the first foot of the base in this 

eX2DTple) . 

These properties show that Lardil emmot be fomalized as 

prosodic or morphological base copy. Rather the reduplicant 
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itself is constrained to be a particular ccmstitW!nt, namely a 

bimoraic foot, and at the same tine the base is not. Pomally 

this resul t is achieved by speci fying an affix. Therefore, a 

(bimoraic foot) tent?late is ~ed en the copy, which results in 

the superficial shape of the reduplicants as a bimoraic foot in 

ea.ch case. However, no tert'plate is intxlsed an the base, so the 

base is not prosodically ccnstrained. 

To sunrrarize, the properties of affixal reduplication in 

(13.3) are illustrated by Lardil and sumarized in (15.3). The 

reduplica.nt and base will not necessarily contain the same 

segments (since this case is -affix), (lSa), and the base will 

not be constrained by prosodic requirements (since it is 

-prosodic base), (15b). The reduplicant will cenform to prosodic 

requirerrents, (15c), since an affix is iltl»OSed on the copy of 

reduplication. Because the reduplicant nust be a certain prosodic 

shape (because of the affix), and the affix nust be minimally 

satisfied by Template Satisfaction, the reduplicant will not 

display base transfer effects, (lSd).' 

(15) Contrast of reduplication types 

a.. reduplicant and base ccntain the same 
segments 

b. prosodic requirement en the base 
c. prosodic requirement an the reduplicant 
d. base transfer in the reduplicant 

'1M PB A 
123 
+ + -

- + -
- + + 
- + -

When we assme that the affix is a phonolo¢cal canstruct 
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potentially nanipulated by I'IW)rphology to determine the 

phonological form of I'IW)rphological operaticms, the affix is a 

construct actually mmipulated in sane cases of I'IW)rphology. When 

an affix is specified along with the ~ process inherent in 

'reduplication', a norpholo;ical operaticm formalized with 

refereIlce to copy and an affix results. 

5.2.2 Reduplicaticm with a prosodic base 

The 1 ast subtype of redupl1catian predicted by the 

parametric theory of reduplication is the case where both an 

affix and a prosodic base are specified in the process, as in 

(13.4). The errpirical properties predicted in this type of 

reduplication can be inferred fran the cases eumi.ned in previous 

sections: (i) the reduplicants across the exarrples of the 

paradigm are predicted to be prosodically identical since they 

are characterized as an affix; (ii) the base itself will have 

prosodic requirerrents; and (iii) the segmental and prosodic 

properties of the base and reduplicant in the examples of the 

paradigm can be distinct. Below, I show that Mayo (Hagberg 1989, 

1990) is a case in which both an affix and a prosodic base are 

specified. 

Hagberg 1989, 1990 shows that stt!l'n!5 in Mayo are divided into 

two classes: those where stress always falls en the initial 

syllable of the (possibly carplex) norphole;gical form and those 

where stress always fall~ cmto the second syllable of the 

------------~~ --
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(possibly carplex) morphological form. Reduplication fOrm!l where 

stress is always in initial position are given in (16). '1'he 

generalizations in (16) are first that the reduplicant varies 

freely between a light syllable (=4.) (16.ii), and as a heavy 

syllable (dM.) in (16.iii). 

(16) Mayo reduplication data 
stem redUDlicant 
i. ii. iii. 

a. n6kwa n6-nokwa n6k-nokwa known I aJl9Uage 
b. "'ttiawa w;{-wattiawa wat-wattiawa put (coll) 
c. bliyte b(i-buyte bfiy-buyte run 
d. n6kc. n6-noka n6n-noka mow language 

yGke ~-yuke 
, 

e. ~y-yuke rain 
f. Mrra lti-hina hih-hina throw 

Forms in (16.ii) are straightforwardly formalized as 

affixation of a light syllable, (c1n), to the base (the base could 

be either a ~r~sodic or morphological base). Figure (16.iii) is 

the interesting case; in these forms when the base has an initial 

closed syllable, (16a-c), the two moras of the reduplicant are 

filled with naterial fran the first syllable of the stem. But if 

the stern has an initial open. syllable, (l6d-f), t.he second mora 

of the reduplicant is filled by the melody fran the onset 

consonant. of t.he base. Account.ing for the different. behavior of 

forms in (16a-c) and (l6d-f) is the problem which motivates a 

formalization of reduplication in which bot.h a prosodic base and 

an affix are specified. Hagberg proposes that reduplication in 

(16. iii) is characterized wit.h a bimoraic syllable as t.he affix, 

thus explaining t.he invariant realization of the reciuplicant in 
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forms in (16.iii). To account for the different realization of 

the seccmd mora of the affix in the cases in (16.iii.a-c) as 

c~red with those in (16.iiLd-f), Hagberg proposes that the 

base is a stressed foot, specifically, the monosyllabic foot 

exl!!J'lt)lified in (17) (feet are notated as bracketed grids here, 

following Halle and Vergnaud 1987a): 

(17) Mayo stressed feet as the base of ~licaticm 

* (no. )ka 
"know language' 

* (nok. )Wi! 
"known language' 

The rmnosyllabic foot in (17) is motivated independently by 

the stress facts of the language. In the forms in (16) stress is 

always on the initial syllable, whether the input to stress is a 

simple stem as in (16.i) or is a carplex, reduplicated form, as 

in (16.ii) and (16.iii). In contrast, other verbs are always 

stressed on the second syllable, whether the form is a sinple 

stem or a reduplicated form~ ego [~] "cry', [si~] "go' (see 

footnote 17). Thus to accotmt for primary stress in sane cases, 

Hagberg aI"9Ues that sane stems are narked with a floating accent, 

which associates to the initial syllable in all cases in (16); a 

monosyllabic foot results. stens with stress in seccmd position 

have no floating accent, rather such forms are redundantly footed 

by a right headed binary foot (see Hagberg 1989). 

The inpori:ant point to the present discussion is that the 

bimoraic affix in (16.iii) attaches to a prosodic base, namely 
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the stressed foot. Cklly the stressed foot copies in 

reduplication: crucially elements of the final UDfooted syllable 

do not. '!'his analysie explains the different realizaticm of the 

second Imra of the affix in (l6.iii .a-c) as CCIltrasted with 

(16.iii.d-f). Forms in (16.iii.a-c) have an initial syllable as 

the foot, which when copied, fills the affix of reduplication. 

Since forms in (16.iii.d-f) have a single Imraic segment in the 

copied foot, a rule of spread fran the onset consonant of the 

base fills the second mora of the affix. Pigures (1S)-(20) 

illustrate the analysis of the two forms in (17). 

In (lSb) the initial stressed foot is selected as the 

prosodic base of Mayo reduplication; in (lSc) a heavy syllable is 

prefixed to the base, and in (lSd) the base copies. As shown in 

(lSd), the segments of the copy associate to the affix (while 

the prosodic structures copied fran the base delete; see 

discussion below), and the correct surface forms result: 

(IS) Mayo reduplication 

a. Imrphological base Irtokwal 

b. prosodic base = stressed foot 

* (6) 6 

ffifi 
nok wa 

- -- -- ---------_. ---
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c. prefix heavy syllable to prosodic base 

* 6 + (6) 6 '\ m~ mm 

nok wa 

d. copy base 

* 6 + (6) 6 
1\ 

i-(/i mm 
II I 

nok nok wa 

e. associate 

* 6 + (6) 6 

ffi ~~(f 
'I I 

nok nok wa 
~ 

f. refoot I restress (see Hagberg 1989) -> [nok=nokwa] 

In carparisan to (18) I in (19) the segments of the base do not 

supply enough melody to fill the two moras of the affix. In (19b) 

the prosodic base is selected; note that this foot contains a 

single mora since the initial foot is ~ed of a light 

syllable. In (19c) the btmoraic syllable is prefixed to the base 

and in (19d) the base copies. After associatim in (1ge) I just 

ane mora of the affix is satisfied. 
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(19) Mayo reduplication 

a. tmrphological base: I~I 

b. prosodic base = stressed foot 

* (6) 6 

lifi 
no ka 

c. prefix heavy syllable to prosodic base 

* ~ + (tS) 6 

!'m (f fi 
no ka 

d. copy base 

* tS + (6) tS 

!\. Ii Ii 
no no ka 

e. associate 

* 6 + (6) 6 

li'm Ii Ii 
no no ka 

To ful fi 11 the requisite second 1mB of the affix 1 eft 

unsatisfied in (1ge) I Hagberg proposes a rule of segmental spread 

of the initial onset canscmant of the base to fill the second 

tmra of the affix (see McCarthy and Prince 1986 for other 

exarrpl es of segmental spread between affix and lase to satisfy 



prosodic structures): 

(20) Spread in Mayo 

a. spread right to I eft 

* ~ + (6) 6 

~\n f! ~ 
ri \ fi I'i 
no no ka 

"/ 
b. refoot, assign stress -> [non=nokwa] 
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In (18)-('-0), the prosody of the base copies--according to 

the base dependent formalization of copy--but is "subverted' by 

the prosodic requirements of the affix. This priority of the 

prosodic requirl!!l1t'!!nts of the affix over the prosody copied fran 

the base is demonstrated by the fact that in Mayo the 

requi rements of the affix are actuall y satisfied. Thus in the 

case illustrated in (19)-(20), the mano-moraic structure copied 

in the base of (19d) is not realized. Rather, the two moras of 

the affix are realized, in this case by the application of 

spread. The data shl::M that when prosody is copied and a prosodic 

affix is specified, the ccmstraints on the affix supercede those 

of the copy, presmably because Terrplate Satisfaction requires 

that the prosodic positicms of the affix be satisfied (cf. also 

McCarthy and Prince 1987 for argunents that the prosody of the 

-- ----------
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affix takes precedence over that of the base).l' 

In the analysis of Mayo reduplicatiem proposed by Ha;berq, 

both an affix and a prosodic base are required to account for 

reduplication in (16.iii). By specifJing an affix, the 

superficial realization of the reduplieant in all cases as a 

binDraic syllable (no natter what the prosodic shape of the base) 

is explained. Furthermore, specification of the prosodic base as 

a stress foot dominating emly the first syllable of the 

morphological base explains why only the segments of the first 

syllable of the base copy. 'thus, both the reduplicant and the 

base are prosodic cansti tuents, each of which is distinct. This 

type of redupl ication is predicted if an affix and prosodic base 

can be specified with copy in a morphological operation.17 

l' In Mayo, the prosody of the affix is 'larqer' than that 
of the copy, in that two moras are specified on the affix while 
in (19d) just eme mora is copied fran the base. It is an 
interesting questiem for future research whether the prosody of a 
copied constituent would supercede the prosody of the affix in 
case the prosodic copy of the base was larger than the prosodic 
requirements of the affix. 

17 An alternative analysis of Mayo reduplicatiem utilizing 
final sy11able extrametricality is at first blush desireable, but 
on further reflection cannot be naintained. In this account, the 
base of forms in (16) would be a morphological base with the 
final syllable marked extnmetrical. 'thus emly the initial 
syllable of fot'1'RS in (16) would be available to copy. However, to 
account for the fact that reduplicated forms in (16.iii) get 
stress on the initial syllable--just as simple stems in (16.i) 
do--the initial foot in these foms resul ts fran association of 
an underlying accent to the left-rft)St syllable. This analysis is 
required when forns in (16) are contrasted with stem!! which are 
stress-second stems. As shawn by (i), sane forms, whether simple 
stem; or redupl icated foms, display stress in second posi tion~ 
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Sumari zing , the challenge of Mayo reduplicatiCl'l is to 

explain the base transfer, where the segments of the second 

syllable of the base cannot be copied to satisfy the moras of the 

reduplicative affix. In Mayo, when a stem is stress-initial and 

the initial syllable is light, the b~raic affix of 

reduplication is satisfied bf copy and spread of an onset 

consonant of the base to the second mora of the affix. When the 

initial syllable of the base is heavy, both moras of the 

reduplication affix are filled by segments of the copy. Thus, 

both an affix and a prosodic base are required to formalize 

Mayo.U 

(i) Mayo reduplication forms with stress on second syllable 
i. 
stem 
nok~ 
~ 
si"" 

ii. 
reduplicated form 
nok=n'Oka 
ban=Mna. 
sim=s!me 

speak 
cry 
go 

To account for the difference between these stress-second forms 
in (i), and the stress-initial forms in (16), forms in (i) are 
characterized with aright headed binary foot (see Hagberg 1989). 
The point is that the degenerate foot in (16) is independently 
motivated by stress in Mayo, whereas enrametricali ty is not. 
Because of its broader errpirical coverage, Hagberg's analysis is 
better than one which proposes extrmnetricali ty of a final 
syllable in forms in (16) to explain the data. The latter is 
stipulated. only to account for the reduplication data. 

11 One other case cited in the literature which has been 
analysed as a case requiring both a prosodic base and an affix is 
Chamorro, reported in Broselow and McCarthy 1984. '1'0 explain the 
invariant realization of the reciuplicant, Broselow and McCarthy 
analyze Ch.am:3rro with a 'ev' prefix (a core syllable in the 
prosodic notation). '1'0 explain the fact that the affix attaches 
to the final stressed foot of the rmrphol ~cal base (which 
results in infixation in sane cases, ego [~=gando]), Broselow 
and McCarthy propose that the base of reduplication in this case 
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In sum, this section has shown that both a prosodic affix 

and a prosodic base can be specified in a reduplication 

operation. When both are specified, both the redupUcant and the 

base have requisite prosodic specifications. 'ftle specific 

prosodic requirements of each will be distinct. Moreover, the 

segments of the reduplicant and the base can be different, just 

as the prosodic structure of the two can be distinct. Finally, 

because an affix i.Jrposes its own prosodic criteria on the copy, 

the reduplicant will not necessarily display base transfer. 

5.3 Stmnary 

The goal of this chapter has been to shew that reduplication 

is a morphological type in which the process of copy provides the 

phonological properties of the structural change of the 

operation. As demonstrated here, an affix and a base can be co-

specified with copy in the morphological operation. In other 

words, the affix and prosodic base are not constructs manipulated 

by anyone kind of morphology like 'reduplication' (see section 

1.2), rather are constructs manipulated by morphology 'at large'. 

The invariance of reduplication morphology results because 

is a prosodic cansti tuent, namel y the final stressed foot of the 
morphological base. Spring 1989b, however, discusses an 
al temati ve to this acccnmt, which is to a5SU'nI! that the stressed 
(core) syllable is the prosodic base, and this base si.rrply 
copies. The same ~irical resul ts obtain under either analysis. 
Therefore, Chamorro is not a clear ex;mple of a case requiring 
both an affix and a base in the fo~lization of th~ 
reduplication operation. 
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'reduplication' is formally equivalent to ~. Either, neither, 

or both the affix and prosodic base can be concurrt!!l'ltly specified 

with copy, which results in the variation seen in 'reduplication' 

morphology in different languages. 

I shewed that four subtypes of redupl ication are predicted 

by this parmnetric theory of reduplication, illustrated in (13). 

The formal isne of the parametric theory proposed here, in 

combination with the base-dependent fo~lization of cepy, 

predict very specific empirical properties to converge in each 

subtype of reduplication in (13). These empirical predietians are 

sumarized in (21). In any case where no affix is specified, as 

in (21a), the segments of the base and reduplicant will be 

identical. When a prosodic base is specified, as in (21b), the 

base wil1 have prosodic requirements. When an affix is selected, 

(21c), the reduplicant will have prosodic requirements (note that 

when a prosodic base is specified and an affix is not, as in 

(21. 2), the reduplicant will have a prosodic requirement since it 

is an identical copy of the base--not because an affix is inposed 

on the copy). P'inally. in any case where the prosody of the base 

copies (and an affix is not specified), base transfer will occur 

in the reduplicant, (21d). 
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(21) I!'lrpirical predictions of the culponential theory under the 
two mode nmel of copy 

'lM PB A PB+A 
1 2 3 4 

a. no affix specified 
base/reduplicant share segments + + 

b. prosodic base specified 
prosodic requirement on base: - + - + 

c. affix specified 
prosodic requirement on reduplicant: - + + + 

d. copy of prosody and segments 
base transfer in reduplicant - + 

Comparing types 1-4 in (21) (equivalent to 1-4 in (13», 

total lmrphological reduplication in (21.1) is the case where the 

base and reduplicant contain the same segments but neither the 

base nor the reduplicant are constrained by prosodic 

requirements. The reduplicant does not exhibit base transfer. In 

'prosodic base copy' in (21.2) all the segments of the base will 

again be realized in the reduplicant; moreover, both the 

reduplicant and the base will have a necessary prosodic shape, 

which will be identical (as noted above, the prosodic shape of 

the reduplicant follows fran that of the base). Because of the 

base-dependent model of copy ass\ned here, the reduplic:ant will 

display base transfer effects in this case. In 'affixal' 

reduplication in (21.3) the red\1plicant will be constrained to be 

sane prosodic shape, but the prosody and segments of the 

reduplicant and the base in the paradigm will not necessarily be 

the same. The base in this tl'})e of reduplication will not be 

constrained by prosodic criteria, and the reduplicant will not 
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display base transfer effects. Pinally, in reduplication in which 

both a prosodic base and an affix are specified, (21.4), the 

reciuplicant and the base will be specified for prosodic criteria 

but the prosody of the two wi 11 not be the same. 'l'hus, the 

segments and prosody of the base and reduplicant can di ffer, and 

the redupl icant will not display base transfer. 

Sane subtypes of reduplication found in the literature have 

been ignored in this dissertation. But the intention was not to 

diseuss every kind of reduplication in language, rather it was to 

provide a theoretical framework in which to discuss the l!!I'IIIirical 

sindlarities and differences of reduplication cases found in 

language. If the parametric view of reduplication proposed here 

is basically correct, then other kinds of reduplication should be 

decarposable into a set of phonological operations, which are 

shared by other types of morphology. 

Take for example the kind of reduplication colloquially 

termed 'prespecified' reduplication. In such cases, reduplication 

(Le. the process of copy) and prespecified melodic material 

surface in the output of the reduplicant. So, for enrrple, in 

Palauan (Josephs 1975) several cases of reduplication are 

formalized as reduplication involving a core syllable. In (22.ii) 

the reduplicant (underlined) is always a 'cv' sequence. As shown, 

the initial onset of the reduplicant is taken from the base but 

the JrOraic segment of the reduplicant is prespecified: it is 

uniquely [e] in all the reduplicants no matter what the quality 



of the first VOIoJel in the base: 

(22) Palauan prespecification 
i. ii. 
stem reduplicated form 
beot be=beot 

bubong 
songarenger 
sakool 

be=bubong 
~song;renger 

~=sakool 
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gloss 
easy, cheap/fairly easy, 
cheap 
senile/sanewhat senile 
hungry /kind of hungry 
playful/rather playful 

Prespecified reduplication is a type of morphology 

characterized with ~, which is also partially specified with 

underlying phonological melody. Thus 'prespecified reduplication' 

adds a further phonological dimension to the reduplication 

typology: prespecification can co-occur with~, with +affix, 

wi th +prosodic base. The prediction is that prespecification 

should co-occur with the four types of reduplication in (13), 

thus providing eight subtypes of 'reduplicatiCll'. However, since 

prespecificatian is an autonarDUS phenological canstruct and is 

not a ccrrponent of 'reduplicatiCll' per se, it should be 

manipulated by morphology 'at large', i.e. should be a fornal 

carpanent mmipulated in cases besides reduplication (see 

Steriade 1988 for argments that prespecification is in fact 

mmipulated by several kinds of morphology). 

5.4 Concl udinq remarks 

By examining Axininca reduplication in detail, several 

irrportant canclusions for linguistic theory result. 'l'h.ese data 

----------- --
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infotnl the theory of Prosodic Morphology and the theory of 

reduplication, and in particular, they argue for very specific 

models of prosodic structure. '!'bey also CCIIltribute to haw we view 

the phonological fotnl of morphological operations. 'rbese 

contributions are S1.ll11llrized below, and questiClhS arising fran 

these conclusions and future areas of research are outlined. 

5.4.1 The prosodic word as a c:cnstituent of morphology 

The 8'li)irical general izaticn in Arininca is that one or more 

feet reduplicate. Because the reduplicant is characterized with 

reference to prosodic structure, the reduplication process 'IIIlSt 

be constrained by a prosodic template. '!be reduplicated 

cansti tuent is a prosodic word because the invariant property of 

redupl ication in Axininca is that a foot redupl icates, and the 

variable property is that more than a foot can reduplicate. 

Prior research in the theory of Prosodic Morphology shows 

that the syllable and foot are prosodic terrplates which can be 

l1Bnipulated by morphology. Phenological research demonstrates 

that the 'prosodic word', in addition to the syllable and foot, 

is a constituent characterizing phenological phenCDI!INI. Axininca 

reduplication shows that in addition to the syllable and foot, 

the prosodic word also characterizes morphology. 'l'bi.s raul t is 

expected if the prosodic constituents manipulated by phenology 

and ~rphol oqy are the same. 
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5.4.2 The difference of dialects: rule ordering 

To explain the precise nature of the cross-linguistic 

variabi 1 i ty in the two dialects of Axininca examined here, two 

aspects of the fotmi!llisms interacting with reduplicatian are 

different in the two dialects. Pirst, though each dialect of 

Axininca reduplicates two or more syllables, the ordering of 

morphological processes is different in the two dialects. In 

Axininca 1, reduplication 1IIJSt apply first to a verb and second 

to a prefix + verb. In Axininca 2, copy is not so constrained; 

rather copy can freely apply to either a verb or a prefix + verb. 

The second difference between the two dialeds is that when 

a (prefix) + verb is bigger than a foot, only a foot can 

reduplicate in Axininca 2. By ordering Maximizatian of the 

prosodic word freely with respect to copy, disyllabic 

reduplication in Axininca 2 resul ts. In Axininca 1, since 

Maximization of the prosodic word always precedes copy, a 

disyllabic reduplicant never results when the domain is bigger 

than two syllables. 

5.4.3 The prosodic word as a prosodic base 

Besides illustrating the prosodic word in morphology and the 

precise characteristics of this cmsti tuent, Axininca shows that 

the prosodic word acts as a base in reduplication, Le. as a 

possible base of morphology. To account for the fact that the 

augmented material supplied to a verb smaller than a foot 
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surfaces in the base as well as in the red\lplicant, the prosodic 

word nust be fomalized as the base of reduplication. Axininca 

contributes to our understanding of haw to identify a prosodic 

constituent: by rigorously .pplfing '.l'errplate Satisfaction to the 

base of an operation, and as 'well to the affix, we find that a 

prosodic base is apparent in the prosodic requiremmts displayed 

by this constituent. Thus the difference between a morphological 

unit and a prosodic one is revealed by the prosodic structures of 

each. The latter has a requisite minimal prosodic structure, and 

possibly a largest possible structure, while the former does not 

since it is not a prosodic constituent. 

While the theory of Prosodic Morphology stipulates that only 

the minimal word is a possible prosodic base of morphology, 

Axininca demonstrates that this stipulation is false. Having 

opened the door to the prosodic word (in its minimal and mudmal 

form) as the base in morphology, the interesting question for 

future research is whether other prosodic consti tuents, in 

particular the syllable and foot (both the minimal and maximal 

realization of these constituents), can characterize the prosodic 

base in morphological operations. 

5.4.4 Template Satisfaction and Maximization 

Throughout this work Ter!y?late Satisfaction and Maximization 

have been shewn to characterize the realizations of terrplates. 

Template Satisfaction is a principle governing the realization of 
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9Wlranteeing a minimal representatiem to proscxti.c cansti tuents. 

The obligatory CUipcAlents of a tSl1i'late are set by universal and 

language particular provisio; for a tSl1i'late to result, these 

carpanents nust be realized. Input representations are utilized 

first to satisfy minimal representations, and also to create 

maxinal representations. Insertion rules can supply only minimal 

carp:ments. Thus 'l'erIplate Satisfaction explains why sane 

cmponents can in principle be inserted into representations and 

others cannot. 

Maxitnization, colloc;uially stated in previous literature as 

'constituents are as big as possible', has been developed here as 

a fornal principle governing the association of elerents between 

adjacent levels of representation. I showed that Maximization 

only applies if input representations supply enough material; 

crucially, phonological material is never inserted to maximize a 

tEJnillate. To account for these enpirical findings, I proposed 

that Maximization is a constraint on association between adjacent 

levels of representation, since it governs linking (Le. 

association). other rules (like insertion) can never maximize a 

prosodic constituent. 

Because Maximization can be extrinsically ordered. wi th 

respect to copy in .:Uininca 2, support for the notion that 

Maximization is a parameter set en association rules follaws. 

Once Maximization is forrralized as a parameter, 18ll9'J8ge specific 

variation is the expected result. !n Axininca, Maximization of 
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the prosodic word is variably ordered with respect to copy in 

Axininca 1 and 2 reduplicatiem, thus bearing out. this predictiem. 

The precise range of vanatiem permitted remains for future 

research. 

5.4.5 The prosodic t!!!!plates ofAxininca 

Several explicit prosodic structures have resulted fran 

examination ofAxininca. First, to account for the initial VCMel 

sequence that can occur at the beginning of a word, the rhyme has 

been tmtivated as a sub-syllabic structure of language. Second, 

because tmra insertion to a syllable (where the syllable itself 

results fran insertion) is not autanatic in Axininca, it cannot 

be the case that the tmra is autcmatically supplied to an 

inserted syllable. Rather the Axininca data argue for a view of 

tmra insertion (Le. epenthesis) as a process which is subject to 

variation. Thus while Ito 1989 asS1.l1leS that epenthesis is 

autaratic, the Axininca data prove that th:i.s claim is false. 

The difference between the minimal word foot and the 

bitmraic foot suppled by rule (Le. by a~tation) in Axininca 

prosodic word reduplication neul ted in a view of the disyllabic 

foot as a constituent generated by Marlmizatian fran a basic 

foot, Inn. The insight of this analysis is that because by 

Tenplate Satisfaction only the minimal form of a CCIlStituent can 

be supplied by insertiem rules, when a foot is inserted into a 

representation, augmentatiem supplies only two tmras to this 
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foot. However, the mininal word foot of Arlninca is a narinal 

foot: the (miniJral) foot, mn, realized in its marinal form is 

disyllabic. The prediction resul ting fran this view of footing is 

that only the bimoraic foot will ever be supplied by insertion 

rules in a language. 

5.4.6 The phonological form of morphology 

Viewing 'morphology' as a type of linguistic operation which 

mmipulates sets of autonanous phonological constructs to result 

in particular (semantic) denotations predicts the kind of 

cCl'l'pODential theory of reduplication set forth here. The 

constructs 'affix' and 'prosodic base' are two such autonanous 

constructs which nay make an appearance in various types of 

tmrphology--including redupl:i.cation (also 'concatenative' 

morphology, and 'root and pattern' morphology, see section 1. 2). 

Processes which are colloquially referred to as 'reduplication' 

are like other kinds of morphology in that an affix or a prosodic 

base might be specified.; but 'reduplication' processes are lD'lique 

in that such morphological types share a Cama\ feature not found 

in other morphological operatians: copy is selected to denote the 

phonological form of the morphological operation. 

The parametric theory of reduplication proposed in this work 

is based on a view of the phonological properties of morphology 

as resul tine; fran a set of autonanous phonological constructs 

specified in a single morphological operation. The particular set 

------------ ---
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of phonological operations utilized in any given morphological 

proc:ess is selected fran a 'universal' set. tfhat has been termed 

'reduplication I morphology is sinply the set of cases in which 

the process of copy potentially available to characterize the 

phonological form of morphology is actually utilized to denote 

the form of the operation. 

5.4.7 Reduplication 

Once the notion of the prosodic base is set forth in 

linguistic theory, the question of hew to account for base 

transfer in the reduplicant in only sane cases leads to a theory 

of copy as a base-dependent function. The proposal set forth here 

is that just segments I or both prosody and segments can copy in 

reduplication. The specific copy algoritbn sel@cted in a given 

case results fran the specification of the base: when a 

morphological base is specified, no overt upper level of prosody 

is selected to copy and thus the segments alone copy. But when a 

specific prosodic constituent is selected as the base, an upper 

limi. t on the prosody to be copied is indicated in the 

reduplication process itself; therefore the prosoc1.ic base copies, 

including all the prosodic and segml!ntal elements contained in 

the base. By positing the base as a prosodic or morphological 

constituent the problem of base transfer is solved while a 

criterion for choosing between reduplication types is provided: 

anytime base transfer occurs there is evidence that the process 
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is a case of prosodic base reduplication. 

In identifying the base ofAxininca reduplication as a 

prosodic word, wi th reduplication in this language formalized as 

copy of the base, a constrained theory of reduplication results. 

First, the Axininca data provide another criterion for selecting 

between analyses (i .e. in addition to base transfer in the 

reduplicant), and therefore for selecting between theories of 

reduplication, namely the behavior of the base. Since no affix is 

specified in Axininca, this language shows that the cc:rrm::m. 

assurrption that reduplication is necessarily formalized with an 

affix is false. 

In contrasting Axininc:a with cases of reduplication which 

require an affix i) the affix emerges as an optional c~ent of 

'reduplication' (the reduplicant is a copy of the base alone if 

an affix is not specified), and ii) the base is an optional 

canponent of 'reduplication' (since a prosodic base is necessary 

to explain the properties ofAxininca, and a prosodic base c:annot 

be specified in other cases). After isolating the opticnal and 

obligatory eaiponents of reduplication, this morpholo;ical type, 

'redupl icaticn' emerges as a case where +~ is the essential 

phonological nature of the operation. Thus the parametric 

division of the phmological constructs of what are termed 

'reduplication' operaticms ccntributes to our understanding of 

what exactly red\lplicaticn is, of what JIIlSt reduplicate versus 

----------- --
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what can reduplicate, and thus shews haw crass-Un;uistic 

variation can resul t in the types af reduplication found in 

different l~es. 

--- - -----------
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